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Chapter 1

Philosophy Relativity
2004.1.8
Unify thinking is stupifying
统一思想就是愚化
2004.1.4
2003.12.15
Under the appearance of childish happy, do you know how grieve my heart is? I see genius
is dieing everyday, the purest girl is committing suicide everyday, even i can’t bear this miserable, all of your grieve are assembled in my heart.
I even want to commit suicide, when make conﬂict to the boy who i want to save his life.
I can bear it. Do it slowly.
He feels i don’t want to help him, because, i don’t help him to do non-sense things, but,
good, he is a genius, he know this, he know he is doing the non-sense things too, and i can
understand his reason, i hope he can start to learn real things after he get the necessary
condition for living.
2003.12.17
I make a pdf ﬁle for ”Genius Philosophy” today, TEX is very good and convenient. I have
gone to print it for 50 books in the afternoon : )
I am still thinking, conﬁrmed my thinking ideology more and more. My thinking is really the successor of Nietzsche, such as transvaluation of all values, yes, my thinking will
smash the current valuing system, change it to the value system of childhood, and, they all
know i will success, as they know that i know they are pretending.
Schopenhauer’s main idea is will, Nietzsche absorbed it, then, to me, my main idea is consciousness.
2003.12.18
When i go out in the morning and walk on the road, i can directly sense the earth and the
sky, yes, as achieved the completely consciousness.
Liao Jie uses many newspapers to cover the whole window yesterday, i removed them in
the morning, why avoid the light? He say i am abnormal, but he know it is him abnormal,
5
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he begin to seems to be angry and tear the other newspapers, i act as a child in the whole
process naturally. A child will never be angry : ) A genius killer will only seems to be angry,
because he is nothingness, everything on him is only temporary.
I advice you don’t lazy on the bed, but you may ﬁnd i like to lazy on the bed(but i still
awake in the early morning), this is because, when you lazy on the bed, you are in the unconsciousness state, but now i am in the consciousness state when lazy on the bed, i am thinking
when lazy on the bed : )
I describe my unconsciousness experience here, formerly, if i sleep in the noon and sleep
for too long, i will sense i am sleeping, i will feel i lost control of my body, yes, i will start
to ﬁght to awake, i ﬁght to open my eyes, move my hands, rise my body, then i will get the
hallucination that i managed to open my eyes, see the environment, moved my hand, rose
up my body, it feels very real, but i am very weak in these feel as every movement is so hard,
these feel is the worst feel that i experienced, that ﬁght to aware, that i can’t control my
body as i fell into the unconsciousness state, i will start to use my will to shake my head, then
it is most likely i will success on this movement, i awake at last, and know the movements
such as open my eyes and move hands which i feel before awake are all hallucination. I am
born to avoid unconsciousness, that i can’t control my body. The feel which after sleep for
too long in the noon and before awake is the worst feel i experienced.
I can control the sexual desire without force, now those women in pornographic video can’t
attract me, those young girls who have the plump buttocks but null head can’t attract me,
only those purest girls who like a goddess can arise my sexual desire, yes, normal people see
the goddess won’t haven’t sexual desire at all, but after you because a superman, it will just
change to the opposite. I describe these experiences just to be honest.
My eyes become very luster now, which you can see on the most innocent girl, too good.
Wu Chuanhui try to use newspaper to cover the window again in the evening, i know why, he
have no inclination to make the room dark, but he do this to show he is on the side of Liao
Jie, and Cai Li just come and we talked about my thinking, they get to know my strongness
and want to do something to against me, yesterday Wu Chuanhui say some words to show
his opinion is in the side of Liao Jie, i don’t pay attention to him, he know his words are very
stupid too. Then, we begin to argue with this action, He Mingxing begin to show he is not
on the side of me, i understand him too, if he show he is on the side of me, he can’t go eating
with Liao Jie anymore, in other words, can’t herd with them, and he know i will always be
a individual as a child, He Mingxing still want someone to herd together, he will begin to
know this is not necessary and not good slowly, the second reason is, i am too strong, so it is
necessary to suppress the strong one :) Chinese have this bad habit as drugged for thousands
of years. They know make the room dark is not good too, but they still want to pretend,
to hide their ugliness. Wu Chuanhui’s account change to ”william” several months ago, no
longer being his real name, you see, test whether he is a genius by his account is so accurate.
I only help genius at ﬁrst, as only genius will trust me and open the heart to me, then those
stupid people who are always pretending will be helped by my thinking but still pretend to
against me :) When will they know not to pretend? : ) They failed to cover the newspaper
on the window again : ) And, i ﬁnd, i often say out some childish words naturally now, they
ﬁnd this too.
It seems genius have no relation to hereditary, then what is the reason for genius born?
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I already have a clue by ”Sex and Character”, i will research on this.
======================
Aphorisms from Weininger’s Notebooks:
Innocence is ignorance. To know and remain innocent would be the highest.
Morality expresses itself thus: Act in full consciousness, that is, act so that in every moment you are whole, your entire individuality is there. Man experiences this individuality
over the course of his life only in successive moments: that is why time is immoral and no
living person ever holy, perfect. If man once acts with the strongest will so that all universality of his self (and of the world, for he is indeed the microcosm) is set in the moment, then
has he overcome time and become divine.
There is no such thing as chance. Chance would be a negation of the law of causality,
which demands that even the temporal meeting of two separate causal chains still has a
cause. Chance would destroy the possibility of life . . . It would nullify the connectedness of
things, the oneness of the universe. If there is chance, then there is no God.
Crime and punishment are not two, but one.
A person lives until he enters either into the Absolute or into Nothingness. In freedom
he himself determines his future life; he chooses God or Nothingness. He annihilates himself
or creates himself unto eternal life. For him a double progress is possible: one toward eternal
life (to perfect wisdom and holiness, to a condition fully adequate to the idea of the True and
the Good) and one toward eternal annihilation. However, he continually advances in one of
these two directions; there is no third.
======================
2003.12.19
Read over a book about Sigmund Freud’s psychology philosophy, i have already read his book
in the senior high school, and i ﬁnd i have already absorbed his main idea as ”dream is the
representation of subconsciousness”.
I go out with a book in the afternoon, i walk in the lawn, look around, the earth, the
sky, is directly in my consciousness, then i go to the stand of the playground, read book
there and watch around, the people’s mind in my thought is so simple now. I think Buddha
must have the same experience as me : ) I describe these experience to help you. You need
to regain your consciousness ﬁrst, start your thinking, then, make your mind breakthrough
from a limited small ﬁeld, as you always only think about some small things around you ago,
then, you will get the same experiences as me.
What will happen when genius killers live together? This need research too. You can easily
ﬁnd the genius killer, male genius killer will likely change his name after grown up, female
genius killer will seek her boy on her own initiative as she understand her psychological development.
Do we need to stop female genius killer from kill her genius? It seems not very necessary as it should be harmonious. But to help genius to ﬁnd his girl and make genius won’t
be hide is necessary, i do this ﬁrst.
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I think male genius killer can’t kill genius, genius will only be hide, without his potential fulﬁlled, but the male genius killer will have the back force on others.
Tibet’s religion is worthy to research, especially its reincarnate, although i don’t trust it,
break it is still interesting. I will go to there half an year or one year later if possible. I will
study Tibetan language when necessary : )
2003.12.20
I go dancing tonight, dancing with every girl there, ”then girls all love you”, do you understand now? : ) When they see a boy act totally like a child, they all know he must have some
very superior background, and, i know what they are thinking :) I try to acquaint that girl
mentioned in the precious article when they return home, her companion prevent me from
acquaint her(get her name and telephone number), but she get to know i am a very childish
boy and i am trying to give her a book written by myself as a present, her words begin to
be childish as me soon, and are very naturally, yes, she was always a child in heart. Then,
it is sure that we can get on very well, which we never thought of ago. I know my thinking
is right. In fact, if i am giving the book to you, that means, i think you are a genius, if you
understand the book by reading and thinking, you will get to know you are a genius soon,
when you trust yourself as a genius, you become a member of the genius religion : ) I will go
to ﬁnd more and more geniuses.
Wu Chuanhui begin to tell us how funny these sentences are, while no one pay attention
to him as these sentences are not funny at all, he decided to die several months ago, now is
dieing.
2003.12.21
It is very funny, i see Wu Chuanhui, Liao Jie and Bu Weiming eating together :)
The genius killer will often say out some words like ”abnormal”, because his heart is abnormal, although he is very good at pretending to be normal, he will often say the society is
just dark, so tell you that when you do something which make the society dark, you needn’t
feel guilty.
Sleeping is interesting, as sleep is unconsciousness, ﬁsh seldom sleep, because it is almost
always in unconsciousness state?
If you are always happy as a child, others will try to hurt you, to make you as unhappy
as them, how to protect yourself? ”Keep your ignorance by learning!”, and make your body
very strong. Yes, when they want to hurt a child, they ﬁnd they meet a superman.
Read over a book about Jung Carl GUSTAV’s personality philosophy, here are some selected paragraphs:
========
逻辑和客观性普遍地在男性的外在态度中占居优势，或至少被当做一种理想，相反地，在女
性的情况则是情感占居优势。但在灵魂中这种关系是相反的：男子是感觉的，而女性却是思
考的了。因此，男性很容易陷入完全绝望，但女性则总是能找到安慰和希望，所以，男性比
起女性来更容易自行了断生命。然而，不管一个女人将会怎样卑躬屈膝地沦为社会环境的牺
牲品，比如卖淫，男人也可能同样地透过酒精中毒和其它恶行而沦为潜意识冲动的牺牲品。
Logic and objectivity are common as the main representation of male’s exterior attitude, or
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consider as a ideal at least, oppositely, emotion is the preponderant as in female. But in
the soul the relation is inverted: male is feeling, female is thinking. So, male is very easy to
fall into completely desperation, but female can always ﬁnd comfort and hope, so, male is
much easier to commit suicide compare to female. However, no matter how grovel a woman
become the victim of the society environment, such as prostitution, male can also become
the victim of the subconsciousness impulsion by alcoholism and other vices.
只有达到个性化的人才是最健康的人，才是一个具有充分化了的平衡和统一人格的人。
Only the person who achieved individuation is the most healthy person, is the person who
have the completely balanced and uniﬁed personality.
神童的问题并不简单，因为他们并非由于是好学生而显得出人头地，有时侯却正好相
反。他甚至可以是以粗心大意闻名，脑袋里充满了其他东西，衣着邋遢，懒惰，心不在焉，
举止不佳，自由散漫，或是给人一种昏昏欲睡的印象。
The problem about wonder child is not simple, because they rise above the crowd not as the
good students, just opposite sometimes. He even be well-known as careless, the head are full
of other things, dirty clothes, lazy, absence of mind, the behavior is not good, or just give
people a impression of drowsily.
– By the way, my impression to others is just very drowsily in the last few years, and i am
very lazy in the senior high school, don’t like to do homework : )
今天，“人格培养”已经成为一种最终的教育理想。这种理想摒弃那些为这个机器时代
所大量需要的标准化的“正常人”。
Today, ”personality cultivating” is already the ultimate education ideal. This ideal abandon
those standardized ”normal people” which needed in large quantity by the machine era.
正如席勒所说：“人只有在游戏时才是完全的人”。
Just as said by Schiller:”people is only the complete people when playing”.
大部分病人都知道较深刻的真理，但却没有按照真理生活。
Most patients all know the profound truth, but don’t live according to the truth.
对一个尚未适应社会和取得成功的年轻人来说，尽可能有效地塑造自己的意识是极其重
要的—也就是说，要培养意志。
To the young people who haven’t accommodate to the society or meet with success, shape
the consciousness of himself as eﬀective as possible is very important—in other words, train
the will.
如同爱因斯坦所阐述的数理相对论一样，哲学相对论从根本上是遥远的东方的一条真
理，它对我们的最终影响还不可预知。
Like the mathematic and physical relativity described by Einstein, philosophical relativity is
radically a truth of the remote east, its ﬁnally inﬂuence to us is still unpredictable.
– My thinking is just the philosophical relativity, as it described male and female, genius and
genius killer, it will change the whole world :)
=====
Don’t be dulled by my innocent eyes, you know it can be turn to the other pole of the
innocent whenever necessary, which, will terrify all of you.
I love human, i am proud of the civilization of human.
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Don’t be contented, human, we need to explore the universe.
Most people are contented in a room, this is not human.
Reading, eagerly! My desire of learning surprised myself, i want to absorb all of the thinking
of human.
I know a new age of human will come, because of my thinking. Compare to the ancient
civilizations, look at ourselves, look at the people around you, i am shamed.
2003.12.22
Read over a lecture about physics tonight, http://www.oursci.org/lib/feynmanlecture/01.htm,
h falls give this link to me, oh, i love science.
I like communicating to those young boys, it is very happy, they are learning eagerly and
very lovely, as me : )
There are elements in chemistry, there are particles in physics, then, there are numbers(such
as e, pi) in mathematics, so to ﬁnd those numbers in mathematics and get their relation will
be very valuable. Yes, i think there are relation between e and pi.
Fang Zhouzi is a genius killer, as his name indicated. Oh, he seems to be... Yes, this is
why he good at kill genius. He seems to be fond at science, but he have no desire to be a
scientist at all. Look at his photos, if you have the superman’s eyes as me, you will see a
woman in his soul. Male genius killers are common at this point. His heart is abnormal, so
he is fond at saying professors are not really learned, just as Liao Jie saying the society is
just dark. Be aware of them, they are not our friends, but killer.
I don’t mean the boys who have some female character are the genius killers, they are most
likely have very exquisite sensibility, and they can be our good friends. The male genius
killer like a woman, but have no female character, they have no love story, as they have no
interest in this, they have on interest in computer games, yes, they seems have no interest in
anything, but they won’t get very boring, they can always have many things to gossip with
you.
Boy, we are almost at the same age, but you ﬁnd, compare to me, you almost become a
idiot, but you are not a idiot, do you want to know why? You give me a good reason that
you are busy dealing with those courses. So you have no time to learn. Be brave as me, don’t
pay attention to those non-sense courses, learn eagerly by yourself, fail those examinations
if they determined you should be failed, don’t be dragged by the diploma, we need learning,
not diploma. This is not very serious? You are being stupifying, you are dieing.
2003.12.23
What i didn’t say are as important as what i said.
I think i am the genius of geniuses, so i write down ”i am the genius of geniuses”, i don’t
pretend. If a person think he is the genius of geniuses, but don’t say out, be aware of him,
he must have some big wild ambitions.
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I receive a card by Tian Hao, i like it very much, yes, i know, our heart are always connected, let’s strive for our dream, never stop.
Be as happy as me, be a child as me : ) Let’s build the children’s world. Join the genius religion :)
When you say:”I am a student of XX university” proudly, i say:”I am Hu Zheng” proudly,
you share the pride with tens of thousands of others, so your pride is cheap. Start to make
you proud of yourself.
Read over ”How Much Shall We Bet?” by Italo Calvino.
Watched a movie ”The elegant universe” about the string theory, too fantastic, i like it
very much, i want to understand these theories, i will learn them :)
ftp://debian.ustc.edu.cn/misc/String Theory/
When i was watching the movie, my roommates returned, and the room full of chatting
soon, which disturbed me, yes, they are busy thinking about the examinations and many
non-sense things everyday, all of they become stupid soon, and won’t sense they are being
stupifying, as all of they are stupid. They feel very good when herd together, oh, good, all
of us are stupid, all of us needn’t to learn, all of us needn’t being thinking.
I go to have supper. A world full of monkeys, a world full of human-like animals.
Einstein extend the world from three-dimensional to four-dimensional, is it possible to explain the world by two-dimensional? :) My thinking prefer two.
What a pleasure to walk in the university at night, it is full of mist, the lights are very
beautiful in the mist, the air is very fresh and cool, what a beautiful world!
2003.12.24
Read over a book ”History of Art”.
My book is out : )
Don’t lazy on the bed even after you become a superman :) Thinking on the bed can conﬁrm
your old thinking, but it is likely can’t get new things.
Merry Christmas! :) It is a nice night, I go out and give my books to the friends that i
acquainted in the university as the present, who i think is genius :)
I acquainted so many friends in the past years, but we didn’t contact each other for a long
time, although we didn’t contact, the friendship is still in our heart, i refuse to forget.
Go out, sit there, walk in the university, walk in the city. :)
2003.12.25
Play ”Metal Slug 4”, all missions completed : ) I want to develop a likewise game, make it
very expandable.
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I feel the reality is a game to me, i play in the game, go everywhere i like, do everything i
interested in, most other people become only a role in the game, as their mind are limited,
you can easily know what they thought of, you can easily anticipate their action, their life,
and they are most likely won’t escape from the limited world, the limited role, as they don’t
want to start thinking. I like this world : )
They like to watch the movie in which the people are stupider than them, i like to watch
them : )
My philosophy is the highest. It will be a very pleasure for me to see a philosophy ideology be higher than mine, but, i think it is impossible, at least in 100 years : ) Oh, i even
think, in 2000 years :)
Good words:”Truth is my goddess.” : )
The genius have no fear of the unfamiliar surroundings even when he is very young.
2003.12.26
How comfortable it is, that read book under the warm sun shine in the morning.
I am the Bacchus in ”the utmost truth of human”. and the Helios in ”Ultimate Reality” :)
Reading a book about Abraham H. Maslow’s humanistic philosophy. His book is very very
good, everyone of you should read it. I thought America have so good a society is only because of their science, now i get to know their philosophy can be so high too! I think Maslow
is a very talented people, his descriptions on self-actualization and peak experiences are very
brilliant, but he is not the type of genius, or he should understand selﬁshness, and he can’t
get to know how to distinguish genius early and discover genius killer as me : ) I think China
will have the best society 20 years later, because China have their thinking now, the genius
philosophy :) China is a country full of geniuses.
Wu Chuanhui is not a genius, but talent. I only give my book to Geng Junjun and He
Mingxing in my roommates, Geng Junjun is glad to receive this present and say ”i am surely
a genius” happily, He Mingxing still lack the conﬁdence and try to give it back to me. It
is very important to make geniuses not being hided. Only they two play computer games
everyday recently. The student website of Si Chuan university canceled the games web pages
recently, the leadership of the university ”think” games are not good for study, yes, but it is
good for learn. Genius learn, not study.
The Chinese actor that i like best is Zhou Xingchi, i understand his movie ”Shaolin Soccer” now, it can touch my heart, with tears. He understand geniuses are hided too.
It is obviously that genius have some relation to hereditary, but we haven’t get the principle yet.
I think Sigmund Freud, Jung Carl GUSTAV and Abraham H. Maslow are psychologists,
not philosophers :) psychology is a important part of philosophy, as philosophy is the learning of learnings. Genius learn psychology from himself.
A story about Weininger and Freud:
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==========
In the autumn of 1901, Weininger approached Sigmund Freud with an outline for Sex and
Character. Seemingly unimpressed by Weininger’s arguments, Freud refused to recommend
publication, and advised Weininger to spend ”ten years” gathering empirical evidence for his
assertions. ”The world”, Freud said, ”wants evidence, not thoughts”. Weininger retorted
that he would prefer to write ten other books in the next ten years.
Weininger once said in a letter to Swoboda: ”How could I possibly prove facts. Facts can
only be indicated.”
What Freud didn’t tell Weininger was that he himself planning to publish on the subject of
bisexuality.
Despite the unpleasant associations Weininger’s name must have had for him and despite
his own distaste for Weininger’s theories, Freud always acknowledged Weininger’s gifts. After his suicide, Freud described him as a ”slender, grown-up youth with grave features and
a veiled, quite beautiful look in his eyes; I could not help feeling that I stood in front of a
personality with a touch of the genius”.
===
Genius is better than talent, i proved this at last. We have pay our life for the truth.
Happy everyday, yes, everything make me happy, as i understand human. The harmoniousness.
Everyone is being himself/herself :) But my thinking can help them, such as elicit their
latent faculties, after they understand themselves.
I like listening to the gossiping of my roommates, every word make me laugh like a child
and i can share their happy or join their gossip. Have you ever meet a boy laugh there
whatever you say? He must be either the wisest of the wise or the dullest of the dull : )
I have all the happy that you have, but i have many happy that you never tasted, to get
these happy, you need to be brave to abandon your present happy ﬁrst, then, you will get as
high as me, and get all the happy :)
The spiritual world is so big, as big as the universe :)
I sense the danger may waiting me, because of my free will, but, it is necessary for me
to taste those danger.
I want to ﬁnd a people whose mind are ”big” enough to communicate with, Nietzsche and
Weininger reincarnate? How cool that will be.
I am conﬁdent on my action and the feature, because i can make sure on understanding
myself.
2003.12.27
Lovely simple-minded people :)
Now i am very good at fantasizing : )
It is strange that people can be fond at being stupid, and feel happy on this. Genius haven’t
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this ability.
I like being a normal people, there are so many pleasure that you can enjoy in the life
:)
Thinking change the whole world without your awareness.
Read over ”The SCUM Manifesto” by Valerie Solanas.
To me, it is really nothing happened. I laugh everyday :)
I give my book to Hu Yan, she is still so lovely a girl, with her boyfriend stand by, what a
hapless boy i am :( : )
Today is my birthday, a very nice night :) Oh, one year past again, this year was very
nice.
2003.12.28
It is a peaceful morning, some boys are playing a football match on the playground, some
spectators stand aside, a little boy sing nursery rhyme nearby, some children are playing on
the lawn, a baby(a genius) is swaying the ﬂag at the corner of the playground, the spectacle
is so full of life. But, if you look at the dormitories and living quarters around, you will ﬁnd
another spectacle, it is already near the noon, but most of the rooms of the dormitories are
still in dark, you can only see clothes, no people, most of they are still sleeping, the windows
of the living quarters are made of dark glasses, with the steel cage. Morgues. They are
becoming corpses.
I walk in the university, being a philosopher is so cool, like the god : ) Art are everywhere.
I try to prepare for the examination, this need to recite many materials printed in several papers, but when i read these things, i know if i ﬁll these things in my head, it will
destroy my imagination, and my head refuse these things directly, my thoughtway is completely diﬀerent from these things now, i really can’t remember them.
I look at the computer screen, the fonts are so beautiful.
Yin Lihui telephone to me this night, he is one of my best friends in the senior high school,
he talk about my recent articles, his words are so humorous that make me laugh and can’t
say anything, he understand me very much :) It is so good that all of us haven’t changed.
When communicating, my most powerful weapon is laugh and smile, when talking, humorous
is most powerful :) I am always a younger boy when communicate to Yin Lihui, even i think
i am very mature now : ) I only developed my naive thinking to the limit : )
Oh, it is still impossible for me to recite those things : )
Read over ”Abraham H. Maslow’s humanistic philosophy”, if you want to understand me,
this book is the best : )
2003.12.29
How stupid they are, to recite those things they called knowledge, how stupid they are, to
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study those things they called technique. The more they recite, study, the more they stupid.
They only get up early when there are examinations, so it is better let them take examinations everyday : )
How busy they are :) Haha, they are too funny : )
After you achieved the level, you will have a integral view of the world, a integral understanding of all the learnings, just like the elegant universe in physics, the simple design in
computer science. This is called as unitive consciousness by Maslow.
Go to take the examination, i write down what i know and what i thought of, and feel
very good : ) They recite the opinion, i write down my opinion, so i can hand in the paper
quickly : )
The world is funny, both i and you are funny :)
Why not get out of the room and walk outside? The wind blow the trees, the sound of
the leafs are so ringing, one leaf waft down to the ground, so nice, the beautiful scenes in
your childhood are everywhere, the plants are so strange and lively. The beautiful world.
I receive a card from Zhang Ye, we are good friends :) How nice it is that we can grow
up together.
Read over the book about Mao Zedong thought. Marxism really have many good things, but
it forget the things about a person, these become its defect when practice.
I think the male genius killer is just have some psychological illness, but because it is the
illness by born, i think it is impossible to cure completely. When we enter the university, we
ﬁnd he is polite, but often say some scolding words in the dream, now he often say out some
words such as kill in the room. These words may haven’t much eﬀort in the peace period,
but when in the war or revolution period, they become most dangerous, because, kill is come
out from their heart, they have very bad and strong inﬂuence on others. Be most aware of
them, their non-stop words are most dangerous. Too dangerous, every word of him is killing,
but both you and him didn’t aware this.
Please don’t treat me as only a child, you know, when i am thinking, i am very solemn.
My thinking, is really deeper than yours.
I prefer Marxism economics than western economics, it is more elegant and simple, and
ﬁt my thoughtway. Maybe it is only because i am preparing the western economics examination : ) In fact, you know, i think economics is not important :)
He Mingxing play WarCraft3 day and night now, good, play games in the daytime can
help him to keep the head won’t become dulled, play games in the night can help him to get
rid of watch pornographic video.
Yes, i advocate the students who don’t study hard, because they didn’t changed, this is
called self-actualization. I advocate learn eagerly.
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I advocate cheat on the examinations : ) Haha, but i am too lazy to cheat on the examination, just let it fail is more pleasure :)
Don’t study philosophy, or you will become as ignorant as me : )
ˆ ĥaha
2003.12.30
Wu Zongxian is a genius killer, as he like a woman, but have no woman character. His
program ”I guess” is killing many geniuses, make you foolish smile, stop your thinking. He
seems have many good friends(as he know your psychology), but he can never be your intimate friend, you can’t open your heart to him.
I understand why Einstein can’t past examinations, our thoughtway are diﬀerent from yours :)
The male genius killer read newspaper, visit news website everyday.
You may ﬁnd me often say heart, yes, i think heart is not only a sanguimotor organ as
biology indicates, it have some important things that diﬀerent from brain, the feel of heart
come out from spinal marrow?
Oh, i ﬁnd i am a economics idiot in the examination : ) I think economics is the learning which research the things that don’t exist :)
Ha, how can i always being happy? :) Just everything make me happy : ) My roommates
all ﬁnd my laugh is very innocent and i am nearly a infant :) I know i have already get the
highest which described by Weininger, but remain innocent is still a hard work :)
Read over a book about Kierkegaard, i think his main contribution is smash Hegel’s ideology, but he is too much trapped by Christianity because of his environment, but he is
really a great thinker, he have done a excellent work on break Christianity too.
2003.12.31
Read and speak out the classical Chinese writing is so much a pleasure.
I can get on so well with all my roommates, happy bedchamber life, funny music. Yes,
after you understand each other, the contradictory can be uniﬁed.
If the infant really know nothing, how can he/she become know something? This can explain
why something can generate from nothing, because the nothing we thought of is not really
nothing.
Oh, i ﬁnd my precious semester philosophy course only get a mark of 25, haha, if i give
a test paper to those philosophy professors, they will get a mark of 100: Good students and,
philosophy idiots :)
I am a normal people, in the abnormal world, or a abnormal people, in the normal world :)
You must decide i am normal or, abnormal : ) Trust me, your reality, is not reality. I know
you still haven’t start your thinking. Who can see my tears, while i am smiling.
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2004.1.1
Art come out from genius’s peak experience? I think it is most likely be so.
How can their mind be so simple? : ) Too interesting :) while they think i am a infant
:)
Understand everyone of you is so good :) I love you all.
Read over ”The Human Evasion” by Celia Green, good book, especially the latter chapters about Metaphysics, Christ and Nietzsche, and the last chapter ”Why The World Will
Remain Sane” is a very good fable. I think the goal of human is to explore the universe,
rather than live comfortably on the earth. Break the circle.
I paste the fable here:
=====
WHY THE WORLD WILL REMAIN SANE
I met a man in a place that was something like a subterranean tube tunnel and something
like a deserted railway waiting-room in the middle of the night.
It was impossible to see whether there was an outlet concealed anywhere behind the labyrinths
of tiles and painted walls, but a biting wind blew from somewhere. There were a few other
people sitting huddled up or pacing up and down. They looked too frozen to say much.
’Look here’, I said to the man. ’Why do you go on staying here?’
’Oh, it’s not bad’, he said, blowing on his ﬁngers. ’We keep very warm really. You get more
used to it as you get older. Young people have crazy ideas about trying to ﬁnd an exit, but
they settle down.’ (He nodded knowingly at some of the huddled shapes.)
’But, my dear fellow,’ I said, ’you aren’t warm at all. You’re grey in the face and one of your
ﬁngers is so frost-bitten it’s about to drop oﬀ.’
’Oh well, in a sense, that may be true’, he said, a little uncomfortably.
’But most people are all right and adjust to things. Maybe I ﬁnd it a little more diﬃcult than
most but that’s just something to do with my upbringing which has aﬀected my metabolism.
It’s my physiology, you see. Nothing is actually wrong with the place as such.’
’But the faces ... when you can see them through the wrappings – can you say you know a
happy person?’
’Yes, I can. There’s my daughter. She’s eighteen months old. She says ’I’m happy’ all the
time. It was the ﬁrst thing we taught her to say.’
’You wouldn’t be interested in ﬁnding an exit, then?’
’Well, obviously it would be escapism, wouldn’t it? The very word ’exit’ implies that.... I
can’t believe we’re here just to give up and get out. It’s up to us to assert the warmth and
richness of the here and now.’
(Here the wind blew a little harder.)
’It might be warm outside’, I said. ’Things might be happening there.’
’Oh well, it’s up to you to prove that if you want me to be interested. Why should I give up
what I’ve got here?’
’What have you got, then?’
’Interests. There are lots of things to do here. Like counting the cracks in the walls and
stamping one’s feet. Good for you, that is. Circulation.’
’There might be even more interesting things somewhere else.’
’Oh well, I don’t know that, do I? Much more likely it wouldn’t nearly be so healthy and
interesting.’
’But even if someone did know a way out of here, he could only prove to you that the other
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place was better if you’d come and leave your interests to ﬁnd out.’
’Exactly. That’s what I said.’
’Does anyone ever look for a way out?’
’Well, I don’t know exactly what you mean by looking. There are a few chaps called scientists
who measure up bits of the walls sometimes, but it’s more and more a specialist job and they
reckon a few yards of wall is all one man can take on. Not that there would be any point in
trying to study the whole wall at once. It can’t be done. Nobody tries.’
’You could make a battering-ram’, I said reﬂectively. ’With a few of these benches. Then
you could try ramming the walls to see if they gave way. If everyone joined in ...’
’Yes, I thought you’d suggest something like that’, he said, bitterly.
’People have other things to do besides helping you in your pet schemes, you know. You can
try to persuade them, of course. It’s a free country.
Personally, I don’t care so long as I enjoy myself.’
As he did so, a clergyman emerged from a whistling tunnel at my side. (Or perhaps he was
a psychiatrist – or, indeed, a sociologist.)
’Did I hear you mention that old idea about getting out of here?’ he said, with a visible
shiver. ’Symbolism, you know. We’ve demythologized all that now. They used to think
there was something outside this place – a literal outside, if you can imagine it! Of course
it’s quite valid as symbolism. This is the outside, here and now, if you live it to the full....’
’It’s cold’, I said.
’Think of others’, he said reprovingly. ’It’s really impressive the way modern psycho-analysis
has conﬁrmed the insights of the New Testament. Where two or three are gathered together,
you know. It is an indisputable fact that groups of people, huddled as closely as possible, do
feel much warmer. This is the basis of Group Therapy. It is also known as the Kingdom of
Heaven.’
’Where do you suppose the wind comes from?’ I asked him.
’I’m not at all sure that I would agree that there is a wind. It’s really only perverse and
neurotic people who remark on it. And very young people, of course. But if there is, then
I’m sure it’s value depends entirely on us – it is for us to make it into a meaningful part of
the full life by refusing to notice it.’
’The full life?’ I said, and added, at the risk of seeming rude, ’Full of what?’
’Of communication’, he said patiently. ’Of I=Thou relationships. Of dependent interdependence.’
’Communication!’ I said. ’These people are so frozen they wouldn’t be able to say more than
a few words to anybody.’
’That’s a very narrow view, I think’, he said seriously. ’It’s imposing a utilitarian standard
of reference on the variety and freedom of human relationships. One must care about people
as they are.’
’But surely’, I said, ’if one cared about these people, one couldn’t be content to see them
huddled up in this dreadful place....’
But he looked most displeased, and murmured something into his muﬄer – it sounded like
’Arrogance’.
’Well, anyway’, I said, ’surely you can’t reject the possibility that this is all a dream?’
’Metaphysics’, he said, coldly. ’Very nasty. Denial of life. People might lose interest in
counting the cracks and spend their time trying to wake up instead.’
’Look’, I said suddenly. ’I’m afraid I can’t stay here. I have a very strong feeling that this is
a dream and I’m about to wake up.’
’The methods of linguistic analysis have very valuable applications to religion. Chieﬂy they
enable us to see the futility of making meaningless statements about the transcendent (which
is of course a completely meaningless word). You cannot properly speak of waking ’up’.
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When I say something is going ’up’ I mean that it is directed towards a position which is located above its starting point. It is meaningless to speak in this way about waking, because
it would be a confusion of categories to suppose that ’waking’ is located above ’sleeping’.
Consequently...’
But at this point, with a certain sense of relief, I awoke.
==
Oh, i am always at leisure? No, i am busy saving human : )
A genius born and he can good at psychology, so the world changed.
Develop your individuality, or you don’t exist to me : )
It is a pity that i can’t develop my philosophy higher presently, so i write these things
for joy.
Boy, study my philosophy, wisdom will make you very charming, that you can analyze everyone with your eyes, and see the essence through the appearance :)
Oh, dear, it is the year 2004 now.
Go out and walk : )
Develop your ability to bear laugh : )
Read over ”Shang Hai Bao Bei” by Wei Hui. They lack wisdom. Their life are wasted,
but they are still not wise enough to sense this.
2004.1.2
I needn’t a diploma to prove i am not a idiot, you need : )
The trees are too strange and cool.
I live in the heaven :) Wisdom.
Who come to the university and waste your family’s money? Not me, but you. You come to
the university and didn’t learn, only buy a diploma in the mess. I have learn many things,
although i fail almost all the examinations, i won’t feel shamed, but you need to feel shamed
for your family’s support.
What a pleasure that thinking there while skating : )
My thinking will undoubtedly change the whole world. Let love ﬁll the world, let wisdom ﬁll
the world, let all of you as happy as me.
Reading ”A Short History of Chinese Philosophy” by Feng Youlan, Chinese are so wise,
Chinese philosophy is so deep and broad, but, one thing, be aware of academic philosophy,
as i described, it will become heroin if you completely dive into it in your whole life. Only
my philosophy will make your body strong, make you become excellent in every ﬁeld, make
girls all love you : ) Only my philosophy is as easy to understand as ”the earth is round” and
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can apply to everyday life, so it can change the whole world.
In fact, i have already forgotten what my philosophy is : )
All of you say i am ignorant, but when i say i am ignorant, all of you turned to disagree
again : ) How can i stop my laughing : )
Unify thinking is stupifying. China have twice proved this. I say this solemnly, this is
undoubtedly truth, i guarantee this by my life. China cost thousands of years to realize this
mistake.
I need you don’t think so, so both of us are thinking.
My thinking is still consistent, think so and don’t think so, Yang and Yin.
2004.1.3
Do you remember ”Evolution breeds not a single winner, but diversity”? Evolution of thinking is the same.
Who is dreaming? Not me, but you. I have a dream last night, in which i awoke from
a dream. Yes, it is very hard to awake from a dream in which you think you are awake. How
to determine whether a people is dreaming? Yes, when he is dreaming, his thought is very
ridiculous, all of you think my thought is very ridiculous, so all of you think i am dreaming.
But, i think your thought is very ridiculous too, which, make me laugh everyday : ) Another
thing to determine dreaming is that your thought is limited in the dream. All of you ﬁnd i
think about many things that you never thought of, right? You only think about everyday
life. So it is you dreaming, not me. All of you know that my head is more clear than yours
:)
I ﬁnd my classmates all nearly grow up to adult now, my roommates are much younger
compare to them, only i am still a always happy child : ) Keep learning, keep ignorant.
I appreciate that my thinking is so simple, so it is the highest :)
Don’t ask me questions, you will only hear my childish laugh : ) Think about it by yourself,
then you will laugh happily as me :)
I know you are inﬂuenced by me, it is inevitable : )
Clever children will become wise after understand my philosophy.
Karma is not as high as my philosophy, as Weininger said, ”Crime and punishment are not
two, but one”, Buddha understand this too, but he have to modify it to create the Buddhism.
Wang Wenzan’s girlfriend come to our room this noon, she start to say many babyly words
non-stop, to show her love, their good aﬀection. The room full of pretending soon. When i
get up and say some words as usually, Wu Chuanhui throw a book to my bed. Too strange,
we were friends in the morning, do you want to know why? I can sense he start to pretend
strongly. The female genius killer is too dangerous, she will make talent people such as Wu
Chuanhui start to pretend, to become beast, to become ”manly”, by show herself as a baby.
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I glance at the mirror, i see my terror and ruthless eyes, the eyes of the god, and they return
to normal luster eyes when i move my sight away. Liao Jie start to say some words such as
kill. I know, the war, the killing, are caused by these genius killers, if this is a revolution
time, they will surely cause others kill me, who are my friends in the heart. My body is very
strong. Geniuses, i am not joking, train your body very strong, to save your life, to prevent
the killing, the war. I go out and see the sun in the high sky, its shining is so strong, no one
dare to stare at it directly, that is my eyes. It is lucky i have done the work of distinguish
genius and genius killer, if all of us can know this, we can live peacefully in the world, i think
my thinking can annihilate the war and the nuclear weapon.
I can live very harmoniously with male genius killer, and he can always help me, it seems i
can cure him mostly. Now i need to develop my ability to live with female genius killer.
The female genius killer make you become crazy, i make you become calm soon : )
Read over ”A Short History of Chinese Philosophy”, a very good book, Feng Youlan is a
great philosophy historian, he understand the weakness of Chinese philosophy very much,
but he can’t escape from it too, so he can’t become a philosopher. They have no courage
to surpass the ancient Chinese thinker, only inherit, no forsake. I think you should develop
your own thinking before research philosophy, or you cann’t become a philosopher. And i
think Lao Tze, Chuang Tsu and Zhou Dunyi are most wise people, the eight diagrams and
relative things are superstition, because the ancestors of Chinese are not god : )
The female genius killer say some words like kill occasionally too, although it seems to
be joke words, because she can conceal his heart very well now. And she don’t advocate
games, she imply you: it is playing, you should good study. Every word of her is killing.
: ) No one can pretend in front of me, i know your heart :) Nothing, don’t pretend is
OK.
My innocent eyes are so beautiful : )
Sit near the gate and hum, watch others dancing, i admire them very much, there are so
many geniuses, i will stimulate them to learn eagerly : )
Intelligence, morality, will, most of you only lack the will, you should train your will, to
have the god’s will :) Perfect yourself.
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The cause of massacre
2004.1.8

2004.1.4
I went to buy a train ticket this afternoon, Nietzsche’s words are right, country is a machine
to swallow idiots, the superman can sense this directly, the machine can make geniuses become idiots by limit their thought, Mao Zedong understand this too, he tells you:”Geniuses,
stop your thinking, study to Lei Feng, become a screw of the machine which designed by me”.
Read the book ”My Thinking” by Mou Hongying, he have the enthusiasm as a thinker,
but he neglected to inherit other philosophers’ thinking, so his thinking lack the profound
foundation, and get wrong on the base things, his thinking have a good beginning, but become fantasy soon.
Tang Hao will become the second superman soon : ) He get on the right way now. More and
more superman will born, this is inevitable.
2004.1.5
So many geniuses are killed by the baby, a child born and saved their life at last.
I can understand Nietzsche and Weininger’s books directly now, i will write books that
comment their books in the next semester.
Geniuses like dancing in the rock music, because he/she have too much energy and don’t
know how to use it : ) I will tell them. He/she have strong consciousness but get wrong on
using rock music to remove the consciousness, i will help them.
2004.1.6
Reading ”The History of Western Philosophy” by Russell.
=======
有稳定的社会制度是必要的，但是乞今想出来的一切稳定制度都妨害了艺术上或才智上的特
殊价值的发展。为获得文艺复兴时期的那种伟大成就，我们准备忍受多少凶杀和混乱？已
往，情愿大量忍受；在现代，要少得多。尽管随着社会组织的扩大，这问题正不断地紧要起
来，到今天还没找到一个解决办法。
A stable social system is necessary, but all of the stable system we thought of encumbered
the development of the special value on art or ability. To get the great accomplishment in the
renaissance period, how many killing and chaos should we bear? In the past, we are willing
to bear a lot, now we don’t want to bear so much. Although this problem is becoming more
and more moment as the ssocial organization expand, we haven’t ﬁnd a solution yet.
– Genius philosophy solved this problem.
=====
I ﬁnd there are so many war and killing in the history of western countries. Chinese seldom massacre, i think, except China is a civilized ancient country, one factor can be, girl is
not allow to pursue boy in Chinese tradition strictly, so female genius killer can’t make bad
eﬀect. Christianity is the biggest stupifying religion, as it focus on unifying thinking most
strongly, if you disagree with it, you are heresy, you are killed. Japanese massacre Chinese in
the recent history, because Japanese women are very babyly(especially in the war period)?
I think it is most likely be so. Please don’t think i hatred Japanese, human hurt each other
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because they didn’t understand themselves. Chinese young boys be angry with Japanese’s
massacre for so many years and never stop, but please don’t fear them, they just can’t bear
the miserable scene of massacre, they can’t imagine human can done these things, so they
will never do massacre, they fear blood as me. I am very grieve, for human.
Chinese are always proud of themselves, right? But they are really the most lovely people.
I am so proud of being a Chinese.
Nietzsche is right, the noble soul, is respect himself by himself.
I walk in the university slowly as a child, i know i have done the work of enlighten human.
My heart is peacefully, but it is very heavy, because the exciting and the miserable are mixed.
I return to the dormitory and meet a little girl, she is playing skip, a very beautiful and
lovely girl, when i pass by, we look at each other, then smile to each other, she pout and spill
the tongue to me with the lovely smiling face, i spill the tongue to her and smile too, we are
always so happy. When she grow up, she won’t ﬁnd a unfamiliar world and lost the smiling
face, there is always the children’s world, a world full of love, a world won’t get hurt when
pursue love.
I would like to say ”i am a big idiot” and smile, He Mingxing sing ”i am a big foolish
baby” sometimes too, we understand this. Genius know he is ignorant. We call ourselves as
big idiot when we see idiots know many ”knowledge” that we don’t know.
Jesus is full of love too, so he build Christianity on love. He understand selﬁshness too,
selﬁsh on immortality become the highest morality in most case, but selﬁsh on immortality
become the original sin in his case, he have to kill himself.
2004.1.7
Be honest is very important, so you won’t conceal the clue which cause your thinking make
progress.
To Christian:”Yes, god exists, i am”.
Someone are surprised when i say Nu Xun is a genius killer, i explain it here. It seems
Nu Xun is insisted on saying the darkness, does him really want to remove the darkness?
Nietzsche have said ”the indignant people is the biggest cheater”, genius killer feel happy
and exciting when he ﬁnd the darkness, he conceal his happy by showing indignant, he like
the darkness, he will always fond of saying the darkness, but he will never tell you how to
remove the darkness:”why remove the darkness? i like it”, he will say it is necessary to be a
blackguard in the dark society, so his action can make the society darker. Genius killer like
arguing, as the advance form of gossiping, to kill genius. Nu Xun seems be inﬂuenced by
Nietzsche, yes, the genius killer earn the living by produce garbages around genius’s thinking,
by kill genius, he don’t understand why Nietzsche say ”i am the sun”, he tell you Nietzsche
is mad as saying this, as he want to kill Nietzsche in the heart. I heard that Nu Xun hide a
dagger in his bed, yes, as a killer. You can easily know why Nu Xun treat his wife in that
way, because genius killer have no interest in love. Nietzsche said ”abnormal body produce
abnormal thinking”, Nu Xun have a abnormal body as always smoking, in fact, it is because
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the genius killer have a abnormal soul, it overﬂow and make his body abnormal, then infect
others by his abnormal thinking. Don’t be cheated by the indignant people.
I look at human. Lovely human.
Enjoy thinking :)
Human is funny, the highest morality is build on selﬁshness, but, Nietzsche is right, selfishness should give high praise. Human nature is good by born. Human is beautiful. It is
funny, but we have no choice, and these are our internal truth. If saucer man kill us, we will
surely say saucer man is bad, if saucer man don’t look like human, we will surely say saucer
man is ugly. Human is selﬁsh. We have to accept this. And, selﬁshness is not the bad thing
as we thought of, especially the genius’s selﬁshness.
2004.1.8
I praise selﬁshness sincerely. Once the male genius killer said ”people just should be selfish” indignantly, and when he meet my sight, he get ashamed, it seems he was not selﬁsh
:) No one can say he is not selﬁsh in front of me, and the genius killer often make you lead
the selﬁshness to the wrong way. The most wise people know himself is ignorant, the most
great-hearted people know himself is selﬁsh. Human, recognize our ignorance, recognize our
selﬁshness.
I walk in the university, the world is so beautiful, freshly and stereo, the children are taking
exercises with the music in the morning, but most people can’t see the beautiful world, most
people can’t sense the happy of the children.
I really haven’t much things to say, take action is more important.
Read over ”The History of Western Philosophy”, very good book, i like his style, i like his
satire very much. I know Russell will admire me very much. And, it is surely my philosophy
is the highest, i conﬁrm this again and again. Western philosophy waste too much time on
Christianity and Metaphysics: Christianity’s stupifying, Metaphysics make you dream as the
heroin. And, Nietzsche was misunderstood, Russell can’t ﬁnd morality defeat on Nietzsche,
right? Weininger was misunderstood too.
I prepare the things and going to go home, things are so clear to me, what is valuable,
what is valueless. The philosophy history is so simple to me, what to do in my whole life no
longer be a question to me. The feel of being enlightened is so good, and see the reality. Have
you enlightened? I am so peacefully, oh, i will see my family soon, and a happy vacation is
waiting me.
I think about the life of Nietzsche and Weininger, tears are in my eyes.
I will go to the railway station soon, see you : )

Chapter 2

Genius Country
2004.1.14
2004.1.8
I am thinking on the train : ) I think about the next years, ﬁrst, the stupifying system which
build by Mao Zedong have already be smashed by me, I only need to spread my articles,
this will be done half an year later, and this revolution will take peacefully, as it only need
thinking. China will surely become the strongest country, as Marxism and Nietzsche’s thinking are merged now. My thinking will not only change China, but also the whole human.
Weininger’s thinking haven’t take eﬀect yet, so, second, I will research woman problem more
deep, why female geniuses are hide. The third thing i do is change the whole human by my
thinking, this need to know foreigner and foreign countries, so i will go abroad. After all of
these things done, I can pursue my next dream: become a physicist :)
Except drink milk everyday(so your head won’t be tired), keep drink one small mouth of
water frequently(so your head won’t become heat).
One policy we need to apply is forbid tobacco planting.
2004.1.9
Reading ”Anthropological Linguistics: An Introduction”.
====
Good examples of articulate knowledge are our knowledge of street names or the causes of
the Russian Revolution. Good examples of tacit knowledge are how to drive a car or how to
speak a language. Tacit knowledge does not take the form of logically connected chains of
reasoning; its structure is perhaps most clearly manifested in the act of understanding: the
creative grasping together of disjointed parts into a comprehensive whole.
==
Tao can’t tell to you directly as it is a whole. Study articulate knowledge, learn tacit knowledge.
We should add the computer games course in the senior high school, so they won’t play
computer games everyday after come to the university.
”It is well established by now that humans belong to the class of animals called apes, our
closest living relative being the chimpanzee, with which we share some 98 percent of our
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genes”. So, the diﬀerence of genes between genius and the normal people should be very
small, such as 0.1%, but this is already very big diﬀerence.
genius country!
After more and more people accepted my thinking, a genius country will build up naturally.
In the genius country, spiritual things all are free, such as software, GNU/Linux have already done this work, books are freely available on the Internet, and most people read books
on the computer.
High education will be free as in Germany, the present China education is too expensive,
to learn, we only need a computer connect to the Internet.
After more and more country become genius country, the earth are uniﬁed.
Why i never feel alone or boring? Because i am thinking, i am learning.
2004.1.10
I am sure my thinking will make geniuses won’t be hide anymore. Most geniuses I acquainted
only play computer games for four years in the university, then they will be hide in the society. I will tell each of them that you are a genius, then they know what to do in their whole life.
I think about why i am so wise. It should have some relation to hereditary, as both my
father and mother are very clever, although both of them are hide in the society. Then, is it
possible to make others as wise as me? No, genius is by born.
China is really a animal farm. I mean the people i see in the railway station are really
animals.
Except genius and genius killer, there exists many normal people, the reborn of human
is inevitable, the normal people is very weak on intelligence and will, I think their morality is
weak too, their morality is only normal no-danger animal morality. The diﬀerence between
superman and normal human become very big now.
We don’t kill them, just separate from them is OK, now this is happening as the separation between city and village, but this is not enough. We need to build a genius country,
it consist by the elite of the whole human on the earth. Or, another way, we need to limit
their propagation.
Nietzsche predicted the ﬁrst superman’s born, now, i predicte the human’s reborn.
Limit their propagation is the better way.
I know it is hard for you to understand my thinking, but superman can understand me,
more and more supermen will born, the superman is full of love, but ruthless as the same
time.
I am diﬀerent from hitler, I don’t advocate war, I have the highest morality, i am full of
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love.
The key is whether genius have some relation with heredity.
What is the value of animals? They can’t create any spiritual things, presently they can
create physical things, but superman can create more, especially as the science developed.
So animal will disappear at last, it is inevitable.
We should focus on make more and more supermen born ﬁrst, we needn’t pay attention
on animals.
I get home in the afternoon, i have see the snow on the travel :)
Human’s stupid astonished me, normal people can’t understand my philosophy at all, just
like they can’t understand Einstein’s relativity : ) I think about male genius killer and normal
female genius killer again, my view point are surely right, I think about the female genius
killer, I conﬁrmed this too, because she really stopped Zhang Yong from thinking, i chat
with Zhang Yong last night, his design decision on LinQ get wrong again and again, he must
waste much time to realize it, but my opinion was right at the beginning.
I won’t wait the stupid people to accept my thinking, I will put my philosophy into practice
in the next years, build a company, ﬁrst, make geniuses can gain the living, second, build a
university, third, build a research center, fourth, extend my company to worldwide. Money
is collected as the genius foundation. Then, the earth is changed by me.
In the next semester i can make many pdf ﬁles which collect the books that can help you to
understand my thinking.
To limit animals’ propagation, we can do this: if they only have one child, we will support their living. their children are given the same education too, because their children are
still possible be a genius. To ourselves, two children is the best.
One thing, don’t despise normal people, or i despise you. We are animals too, it is only
we have many things that they don’t have.
We should do our best to help them, except their propagation.
To talk with others is so hard, they can’t understand my thinking and my plan at all, it
have no diﬀerence to make a animal to understand human.
Normal people is animal to me at all now as they only need to alive, all learning are not in
their world at all, they can’t sense the love any more, only care for money.
Enlighten human, can you understand me? Human are being animals, can you understand
me? Our responsibility is so big, we need to devote our whole life on this work.
Why i want to enlighten human? because i love human. Am i saying these words indignantly? No, I say these words full of love and misery. Do you know how miserable life that
normal people are leading? Especially they can’t sense their miserable at all.
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What is needed by a infant? love and things to learn, as he/she needn’t worry about the
living. Human have the ability to needn’t worry about living now, what we need is love and
learning. Don’t forget your original nature.
Unlike Nietzsche, I needn’t wait for 100 years for the next people to understand my thinking,
every genius at the age of about 20 can understand me, but you need to keep thinking to
fellow my thinking.
I think fear blood is not a psychology defect, but as a indication of love human. I don’t
fear the blood of animals, or the blood in the computer games(quake3). I fear the blood
sheding on the body of people. A article describe the blood meticulously can make me very
fear too. I still remember in the senior high school, Xiao Xiangnv’s dairy about the blood
when swimming have touched my heart, i imagine it and fear it very much. My successor
should fear blood too.
I love my father, my mother and my younger brother, love is connected by heart, now it
is very easy to connect the heart to my mother and young brother, but my heart is hard
to connect to my father, my father begin to lost the heart in the last one year because of
gambling.
I can just see the reality, I can determine whether you are a human or animal, a genius
or a genius killer, just by the photo. I view your photo as a whole.
I am the ﬁrst superman? I think i am just the ﬁrst human.
Communicate to your father, although it seems unable to communicate at all at ﬁrst, continue, then you will discover his wisdom, and your heart is connected with him at last. Your
father’s wisdom can help you very much.
We misunderstand each other because lack communication.
How to determine whether you started your thinking? Once started, you can never stop.
Develop your ability to get on well with every type of people, you can gain the wisdom
from them and by get on with them.
Everyone share some thing with animal, the superman is just have those things nearly disappeared at last, Weininger get this too: ”There are few people who do not have one or more
animal faces; and those animals which they look like, also resemble them in behavior”.
Beautiful girl is just more human than other girls.
On boy it is the same, but most people’s view point is not very right, and boy often only
become handsome after grown up. Andersen’s ”The Ugly Duckling” described this.
Superman is just a complete human. May be i should use superhuman now, as there are
superwoman too, the female genius.
I think Jiang Qin is a female genius, her achievement is very good in the senior high school,
and she is very beautiful, but her smile looks a little wooden, just as I look very drowsily at
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the same time.
Oh, yes, it is not strange, animals’ life are really not miserable to themselves, I understand now, I never need to save human, or save animals : ) I just lead my life with my girl,
yes, this is doing nothing.
2004.1.12
Real genius won’t be hide. Nietzsche have done the work of make genius won’t go mad,
Weininger have done the work of make genius won’t commit suicide.
I am the ﬁrst superman, the ﬁrst genius that can lead happy life.
Genius is by born, i think genius is hereditary as talent too. If a male genius make love
with a female genius, their children should be geniuses. In the history, many male genius
didn’t get married or committed suicide, they didn’t have children. Most male genius didn’t
marry with a female genius, but a woman with many genes of animal(ugly woman or stupid
woman), so their children are not geniuses. So, what need to do? I think i should try to
acquaint many beautiful girls, make love with them, our children should be geniuses. I know
those girls love me and are willing to make love with me too as they are seeking me too. male
genius ﬁnd female genius at last.
The renaissance of China is inevitable, the reborn of human is inevitable.
Hu Jingtao is handsome, i trust him : )
Nietzsche is handsome, Weininger is handsome, yes, we are common on this, because, male
genius is handsome, female genius is beautiful.
I discovered the secret of genius : )
Human understand human at last :)
In normal case, i will get married with a girl, but according to my thinking, i should have
children with more girls, will my action make normal boys have no girl? i think it should
haven’t much eﬀect, as genius is very seldom.
Is genius really hereditary? Anyway, I should practice too. I know the geniuses who accepted my thinking will think so too. This is one principle of the genius religion. Yes,
Richard Stallman get the same idea as me too:”I believe in love, but not monogamy”.
The superman should have more children, this is required by evolution. In the history,
normal people have many children, the people who is wise, whose intelligence, morality, will
are much better than normal people just have no child or less child, this is the reason why
human stopped evolution in quality, this is the reason why genius is so seldom. We should
change our old, wrong tradition.
Oh, polygamy is not a new thing, Chinese tradition was just polygamy. Yes, this is the
good thing in Chinese tradition, completely renounce Chinese tradition is wrong. This can
explain why Chinese is a very wise people too.
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Absorb the good things of western countries, remain the good things of Chinese tradition. I
know my philosophy is really merged western philosophy and Chinese traditional ideology.
Animal morality is only for alive, it is good in most case, but, once you want to do something surmount alive, it become your obstacle, so i ask you to develop your morality to the
superman morality.
Animal wisdom is only for alive too.
Have you get to see human are being animals? Do you ﬁnd what you need to do in your
whole life? We can’t make animal become human, but their children are not animals, we
should do our best to prevent their children from become animals.
Every child should given education, we need to done this.
Human don’t despise animals, only some animals despise other animals.
You needn’t try to make animals understand you, listen to them and nod is OK. Keep silence,
smile and thinking, animals’ aﬀairs are non-sense at all, while your thinking is unimaginable
at all to them too.
I am going to build a big company several years later, put my philosophy ideology into
practice, achieve a genius country like ideal society. If you want to join, you can study my
philosophy thinking, absorb the mental eﬀort which i give you, train your body, become good
at English, study Linux, build your personal society, read the books which i recommended
to you, write essay, recall your childhood, train the ability of meditation, etc. : ) I am not
dreaming, you know i am both good at the humanities and the science, and acquainted many
geniuses(most of them play games everyday in the university) who have nothing to do, and i
am a psychologist by born. have no problem of manage, hehe, you can see these things too, i
am archiving this life plan step by step :) I am writing the book ”Genius Country” to build
the business manage theory presently.
我准备几年后办一个大公司，将我的哲学体系投入实践，实现天才国般的理想社会，造福全
人类。如果你想加入，就学习我的哲学思想，吸收我给你的精神力量，锻炼身体，精通英
语，学习Linux，制作个人主页，阅读我推荐的书，写随笔，回忆童年，培养沉思的能力等
等 : ) 我可不是做梦哦，俺本来就文理兼通，认识一大帮没事做的天才(很多在大学里天天玩
游戏)，我又是天生的心理学家，管理没问题，呵呵，你也可以看到，我正一步一步地实现
着这个人生计划 :) 目前我正在写《天才国》一书来进行企业管理的理论建设。
I think about how to guarantee geniuses can earn the living in the society for hours. This
need to gain money at ﬁrst, to gain money, build a company is best, then expand our company to every ﬁeld, i still don’t know how to earn money most eﬃciently, i think it is just
because i still lack the society experiences, so, i should not think about this at ﬁrst, just learn
everything, then our company will surely defeat other companies, as our company is consist
by geniuses, and we
are fully learned. Step by step, let’s learn everything at ﬁrst.
I have to trust my thinking, because it is out by reasoning.
What earn money at most? New technique, so learn everything, then we can develop new
techniques. I know how to earn money at last : ) Genius is good at creating new things,
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undoubtedly, we are conﬁdent on this :)
What wrong? I begin to pursue money : ) This is easy to understand, my pursue money is
diﬀerent from others, yes, there is a famous sentence: ﬁrst, see mountain, it is mountain,
second, see mountain, it is not mountain, third, see mountain, it is still mountain. Good,
now i pursue money as others now.
Our company will be larger than IBM :) After gain enough money, we can begin to build
the genius country, genius country is not a country on a island, but the whole earth. So the
earth is uniﬁed. And, the earth will be uniﬁed peacefully.
Then, we start to explore the universe.
Genius country company! How cool it is : )
Always remember, on the basic things, your parent’s wisdom will always be right.
Everyone is good and want to be good, as human nature is good by born, it is only most
of them don’t know how to protect themselves, so they do bad and wrong things. I will
enlighten them.
Jesus tell you never commit suicide as me too. Nietzsche tell you commit suicide when
suitable, i can understand him, his opinion is right in that state, i develop it more high,
then it become never commit suicide. Should Qu Yuan commit suicide? Yes, he should, in
that situation. Genius light a spark in the darkness by his commit suicide, but now we have
collected enough spark, we needn’t commit suicide any more.
Languages are created by geniuses.
Make your child have a happy childhood, let he play enough games in the childhood, educate him with the highest morality. About girl, i think girl should be educated by his father.
I met a very beautiful(like a child) girl(and her younger sister) on the train, i think about
her(a little miss her, we look at each other’s eyes for several seconds while leaving :)) and
some other aﬀairs happened on the train. Why girl play piano with the window open? Because she is seeking her boy, just like you seek your girl by glance at the window. This is the
acquiescently convention between male genius and female genius.
: ) I can analyze every action you showed to me, and sense the words you implied to me
which yourself didn’t aware. Every action of you and those special words said by you have
some purpose, especially the people who have already grown up. You needn’t fear me, you
know, understand each other is a good thing, as i have show everything of me to you honestly
too.
2004.1.3
天才国公司是异想天开? 金山公司更异想天开! 不过你也可以看到我们不在一个层次 : )
其实看一个公司的名称就可以看出它的强弱, 因为名称里包含了公司创建者的精神状态.
美国通用商务公司(IBM)的通用, 太阳公司(SUN), 莲花公司(Lotus), 新奇公司(Novel), 西面
公司(XiMian), 东方公司(Sunv), 还有以前的神童公司(Fairchild)，这些都超有气势(当然, 都
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还是不如天才国公司有气势), 而红帽子公司有可爱的特点, 微软公司显然是想建立一个帝
国,不过蚂蚁窝有好不容易建起来却被人一脚踩垮的危险, 金山嘛, 财主的想法, 豪杰早就过时
了, MPlayer开发组有上百名黑客, 你怎是对手, 红旗一看就知道是想靠政府养, 巨人集团的失
败是必然的，有点文学素养的都知道巨人通常都是被打败, 当然, 我们超人就不同了 : )
我们公司贴这种标语: 禁止种植烟草。
赚钱的方法我也想出来了, 不过先不告诉你, 作为商业机密, 其实已经告诉你了,不过你没
有意识到.
Weininger: ”Art creates, science destroys the sensory world; that is why the artist is erotic
and sexual, the scientist asexual. Optics destroys light”, this can be uniﬁed, as scientist can
be artist too now, being sexual and asexual at the same time.
我喜欢的话:
人之初, 性本善, 性相近, 习相远. Human nature is good by born.
墨家的兼爱. Love human.
屈原: 举世皆浊我独清，众人皆醉我独醒. I can understand his words. Only genius can
understand genius.
生于忧患, 死于安乐. I always remember this words in my heart, it tell you keep thinking.
学而时习之, 不亦说乎? 学, study, 习, learn. 可中国人却早忘了学与习的区别,以为学习只是
学, 最近才提出自学的概念, 也就是习.
有朋自远方来, 不亦乐乎? 天才都广交朋友, 但不 herd together, 所以”自远方来”.
错: error, 误: mistake.
无情是 ruthless, 不是 nolove.
make love 是有道理的, 天才感受得出来. to 说明了男性的主动性.
物极必反. 这是中国最深的一句话.
顺其自然. 这是我的行动原则, 也是我一直乐观的原因.
佛家境界: 看山是山, 看山不是山, 看山还是山.
学而不思则罔，思而不学则殆. 一般人学了就是不思, 很多人经常思却是没有学，能够做到这
两点的人少之又少。
一屋不扫何以扫天下. 寝室里垃圾袋一直是我去扔的 : ) 其实我最懒,主要是别人都不扔我才
扔 :)
李白: 天生我才必有用. 你也知道自己是才, 可社会好像在告诉你你没有什么用处,不过相信
这句话, 绝对没有错.
早餐吃饱, 中餐吃好, 晚餐吃少. 当然, 要吃早餐得培养出早起的习惯, 要胃口好就要经常锻炼
身体.
颜子不迁怒于物. 呵呵, 我很早就明白这道理了, 也就是不堵气.
我不生气. 我也是, 呵呵, 不过这只是我作为一个小孩时的状态, 如果你越了界,你就会发现我
变成了一个超人,也就是闪电,会发出雷霆之威.
海纳百川,有容乃大.
大辩不言. 俺的话是真理,你不这样认为我也不会去跟你辩,自己多看点书学去.
批评:
天将降大任于是人也, 必先苦其心志,劳其筋骨,饿其体肤. 不要为偶尔丧失心志, 弄坏身体, 得
胃病等找理由, 身体是革命的本钱.
先天下之忧而忧, 后天下之乐而乐. 不知道是境界不够高还是有点假, 真正以天下为己任的人
是一直忧, 也就是一直在思考, 但以乐为主, 因为他很自信, 一开始就可以想到天下乐的场面,
而且相信肯定会实现, 所以也是一直乐, 忧乐在他身上是统一的.
王国维研究学问的三境界，“昨夜西风凋碧树，独上高楼，望尽天涯路”，此其一；“衣带
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渐宽终不悔，为伊消得人憔悴”，此其二；“众里寻他千百度，蓦然回首，那人却在灯火阑
珊处”此其三。 学问研究完了就应该开始满怀信心地去实践了,在实践中进一步完善理论.
毛泽东: 与天斗，其乐无穷；与地斗，其乐无穷；与人斗，其乐无穷！ 大地和天空在我的哲
学体系中是有很高的地位的,也是我们的力量源泉. 人与人之间应该相互友爱.
燕雀安知鸿鹄之志！ 怎么能轻视跟自己一起长大的伙伴, 这种人只是一时头脑发热, 过一阵
就失败了, 没有我的”Try to be lonely as me, try to be individual as me. Be a eagle hover in
the air, don t be a sparrow in the many other sparrows” 境界高.
说真话往往是最好的解决方法, 比如几个同学问你是不是对她有意思呀, 如果你说不是他
们就可以笑你半天了, 所以干脆说”是呀”, 他们就没话说了, 反正确实是有点喜欢她 : )
Tell the true words of your heart often be the best solution, such as several friends ask you
whether you have some aﬀection to her, if you say no, then they can laugh around you for
several days, so you can just say ”yes”, then they have no words to say, anyhow, you really
a little like her : )
想在床上发生性关系主要是欲望, 想要她睡在身边是喜欢, 想要她跟你生个孩子才是爱.
Want to have sexual relations with her on the bed is mainly the sexual desire, want her sleep
by you is like, want her borne a child for you is love.
I think milk and water is better than tea, which Nietzsche recommended. I don’t like tea
presently.
Why we all these philosophers care for the food and drink so much? Because we know
we have to think non-stop in the whole life.
Weininger know physiognomy too. ”All that a man does is physiognomical of him” – Carlyle.
The female genius killer seek the genius who think woman is merely for cooking. The normal
female genius killer seek the genius who think woman is weak and need his protection. Man
and woman is not the same, but i respect them as equally, so i can gain the true love. There
is no stronger or weaker between Yang and Yin.
Your environment is not good? Never wait it to become good. Even you can’t change
the whole environment, you can easily change your environment. The best environment you
imagined is not good too, there have no good or bad environment, as all of us are in the
same big environment.
Never pity yourself. Superman won’t pity you.
Our company will often devote money to help education.
We needn’t advertisement, my legend and my books are enough.
Everyone can ﬁnd Americas, but only Columbus ﬁnd it, when you think it is just so so,
he ask you how to make the egg stand up on the desk, all of you don’t know, he stand the
egg up by a little break it, then all of you know, but it is not just so so. Nietzsche say god
is dead, i say i am the god. Christianity is smashed by us at last.
Genius feel not easy when wear the army clothe and stand together with others.
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I look at the television, the bad man who do crime, look ﬁerce to you, to me, they are
only beaster.
Linus like drink wine too : )
Zhang Yong have developed several softwares in the university as me too, but unlike me,
he didn’t build a personal website and record his bygone. So Nietzsche say Napoleon is between not-human and superman.
If you think woman is merely for cooking, you can only build a small company as a family.
In the big company, men and women work together.
Now the design of my company is very like IBM now, as do many kinds of business, support
education, research science, but we will be higher, as i require you to learn everything, not
only become a expert. And, yes, you can ﬁnd we are higher than IBM in every ﬁeld, anyway,
i am a philosopher, this is not strange : )
If our company become too big, will it become monopoly and stop economics’ development?
No, as we will always insist on the spirit of ”Open Source”.
If we insist on open source, we will can’t earn many money at ﬁrst, but we should have
no problem to gain living, just like IBM support Linux and open source too. What will
happen several years later? If Linux have no game softwares, we develop the open source
games, people can download it, we can earn some money by sell CD-ROM or sell traditional
version. What will happen when Linux have all the softwares that you need and freely available? Microsoft company will bankrupt! We destroyed the software economics, but software
will develop more fast! We can’t earn money by spiritual things, even we don’t develop free
software, no one can stop GNU/Linux’s development. Now only the physical products can
earn money. OK, i go out and visit some people ﬁrst.
I know no one would like to teach me any more once talked to me. This boy sit there
bod and smile for one hour, i have already say these words for several times and begin to
have no words to say, but he seems would like to nod and smile to you for another several
hours. It is lucky he stand up with the smiling face at last : )
Listen to animal waste time :)
I ﬁnd i become a idiot now, only know nod feebly, smile occasionally for no reason.
I love my mother, she love her son even he become a idiot, follow him and take care of
him when her son only know nod.
Tears are in my eyes, always in my eyes.
I ﬁnd i can’t say i will never commit suicide with the strong will now. I need to ﬁnd some
human, and let my tears ﬂow down.
I start to forget everything, what is genius country?
Tears.
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This is my fate.
I go out, i am laughing while crying, tears ﬂow down at last, the eyes are a little sting
by the tears, i doubt that there have blood mixed in the tears.
Then i meet a woman, and get to know she want to introduce prostitution to me. Too
interesting, Kierkegaard have the experience of try prostitution, which helped his thinking’s
development very much. I become a innocent boy instantly, just like a child can stop crying
and start to smile instantly. We chat for a while and I pay a little money, she introduce a
girl to me at last. Surely a not beautiful girl, i walk with her and talk for half an hour, it
haven’t much thing, then i return home. Prostitution is the most animal form life.
I become complete normal now. Don’t worry me, i am surely will never commit suicide
or go mad, you know, i just intend to taste those experiences by the strongest emotion, but
my head will always be reasoned, so i can develop my thinking and completely understand
Buddha, Jesus, Lao Tze, Chuang Tsu, Van Gogh etc. : )
OK, I go sleep now, then continue think about genius country company tomorrow : )
I lie on the bed and think for hours in the middle night. I get these things. In fact, i
have already be higher than any sage in the history, i can use my thinking to explain other
people’s words, but this is not very important, as mine is already the highest. What i get?
Genius is just more humanly, and it is hereditary. My gene should be the best, if i make
love with the humanly girl, our children will be genius too. So what i need to do is try to
make love and have children with girl. Girls will be willing to have children with me, the
only hindrance is the law. I can use my wisdom to cheat others, yes, i have to do this, but i
cheat them to the right way, i will cheat boys that i will build a company and ask them learn
eagerly ﬁrst, i will cheat girls to make love with me. In fact, i don’t want to cheat them,
it is only because make them understand my thinking is too slow and make trouble to me.
Other boys, whose gene is not as good as me, even understand this, will still don’t want to
agree with this, they may would like to kill me. Why i become so fond of propagation while
all sages haven’t much interest on this? I only do things according to my thinking, and my
thinking is surely right.
To me, philosophy is terminated, although many others will surely still research philosophy for fun. There is only science left.
I only get a simple idea, the man who have better gene should have more children, which the
most wise people himself just haven’t understand.
Philosophy is ridiculous, what is philosophy?
I am a little tired now, sleep...
2004.1.14
One thing about the software company, if i use some money to build a company and develop
free software, we can’t earn money, but, we can make many big companies bankrupt, then
both of us have no money to earn, but, we, geniuses, developed our ability and we can do
other things. By don’t earn money, we earn all the money, this is do nothing, done everything.
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All pure software companies will bankrupt.
I think for hours, what should i do? I know, my thinking will change the whole human,
but this change is too big.
I don’t want to think about the company presently, as i know i don’t want to be a boss,
i only want to be a normal people. Now i need love very much, breath is hard to me.
I understand Nietzsche, think violently for tens of years, and Weininger, that devoted all
of his love, then have to commit suicide, as he can’t get love from others. Nothing, i won’t,
i know i can gain love from girls, then i can regain my strongest will.
It is surely nothing, my will is always within me : ) I can lead the happiest life in my
whole life :) I have so many things to enjoy, so many things to learn :)
What is ultimate reality? Every people share some portion of animals, genius is humaner.
I sleep and think, build a company to earn many money is impossible. I get a idea and
start to laugh :) What will i do in my later life? I will develop free software, i won’t earn
money by develop software, i think it is immoral. I will write books, i think don’t give my
book to others freely is immoral too. I will research physics and many learnings, but i don’t
want to stay in a university, earn living by it, and get the diploma is too much a trouble
to me, i like walk in the society. It seems i must starve into death, it is lucky that I have
strong body, i am very handsome and have very charming temperament, so i am going to
earn living by prostitution, beautiful girl can be cheaper : )
我准备以后开发自由软件,我不想通过开发软件赚钱,因为我认为这是不道德的.我会继续写书,
我觉得自己写的书不免费提供给别人也是不道德的.我会研究物理学和其它的许多学问,不过
我不喜欢待在一个大学里以教书为生,再说我也拿不到文凭,我喜欢在社会上到处流荡.看来我
一定得饿死了,还好我身体强健,长得很帅,又有超迷人的气质,因此准备以卖淫为生,美女优惠
哦:)
Let boy prostitute, but not girl, this is the result of my philosophy, and i think this can
save human.
I laugh for half an hour, i am not mad : )
I am so happy, i must be the greatest philosopher :)
The noblest man do the lowest work.
Buddha beg, i prostitute.

Chapter 3

Pure Human
2004.1.20
2004.1.14
How can they pretend to be so justice, noble and polite? People are keep stupiﬁed by watch
television in the whole life. I want to commit suicide. How many years can my childish heart
be kept?
2004.1.15
今天我以我为荣,明天学校以我为荣 : )
I am proud of myself today, the school will be proud of me tomorrow : )
Genius will play gambling after old if he is hided in the society, as this can make him be
thinking, although it is non-sense. One essence of my thinking is fellow the nature, so i don’t
stop my father from gambling, only advise him, now i understand the reason : ) One thing i
need to explain is that the gambling which my father like, it is not the gambling you thought
of, but a form that ask questions and need you get the answer by ”think” : ) I concede it is
think, but it haven’t much value.
”天才国” -> 终结宗教之作,这本书只给真正的天才教教徒看,也就是能做到以卖淫为生的
天才.
My father is angry, my mother is arguing, my younger brother is shouting and crying. I
smile, i have no emotion and no words, all of you are right :) They become peace and return
to normal state soon, i know nothing happened at the beginning : )
泰山崩于前而不惊 : )
Taishan mountain collapse in front of me and i am not frightened : )
The perfect girl’s voice seems to be not lovely at ﬁrst, you even feel her voice don’t like
a girl as she is diﬀerent from all the girls that you acquainted. It is only because her lovely
haven’t overﬂow from her heart yet.
Read over ”The Chinese philosophy history” by Feng Youlang.
I ﬁnd i start to trust fate now, that everything is predestined. I can always be peacefully
37
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because i trust everything is predestined?
I go to the book market, there are so many books, i think i can determine the book just
by the book title.
People’s name(especially Chinese) indicated the expectation of his/her parents to he/her,
so people have the inclination to do things according to his/her name, someone changed
his/her name, who i called genius killer, didn’t achieved the expectation of his/her old name,
this can be say as abnormal and don’t fellow the nature.
Nobody is pretending? After you know they are pretending, they are not pretending to
you too.
Crime and punishment are not two, but one. Perfect.
Why smile and nod is so powerful? It make others’ teaching become reporting : )
Connect by heart, so don’t need to pretend and can be very eﬃcient.
When watch a movie, which is a virtual world, you are dived into it, when you return
to normal world, you still didn’t get into the real world, as you only do things such as eating
in the real world. What is a matrix? In the real world, you only do things to keep alive.
There exist another world, the real world, you can only get into it by thinking.
I look at the city, the light of the buildings, so many people are living in the big city. I
understand ”The Legend of 1900”:”It wasn’t what I saw that stopped me, Max. It was what
I didn’t see. You understand that? What I didn’t see. In all that sprawling city there was
everything except an end. There was no end. What I did not see was where the whole thing
came to an end. The end of the world...”. Genius fear to be vanished in the city as many
others. I don’t fear it now, as i have already understood the city.
It was raining, i give my book to Jiang Qin tonight, i ﬁnd her eyes is very very luster,
she should live in the reality as me. I ﬁnd she speak very fast, which may astonish many
boys, that seems she is always very exciting, completely diﬀerent from her appearance, yes,
she is full of energy and be eﬃcient as me. I think this is the indication that Yin and Yang
change to Yang and Yin. Boy prostitute : ) Too ridiculous, this astonished me too. She is
completely diﬀerent from the normal girl, she must be the superwoman, i will try to understand her.
I sleep and think, one thing we need to aware, just like Zhang Yong think he understand
his girlfriend, and he will always conﬁrm it, but he don’t really understand his girlfriend,
because a baby is only her latter form. Most of you don’t really understand woman too,
because you didn’t acquainted the real girl. I think Jiang Qin is a real girl, her achievement
is always very good, very beautiful, tall, and her family environment is very good, so she is
keep never changed as me.
If i understand her, i should have understood woman.
2004.1.18
Yes, Nietzsche understand this too.
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=====
Someone took a youth to a sage and said: ”Look, he is being corrupted by women.” The sage
shook his head and smiled. ”It is men,” said he, ”that corrupt women; and all the failings
of women should be atoned and improved in men. For it is man who creates for himself the
image of woman, and woman forms herself according to this image.”
”Damn oil! Damn kindness!” Someone else shouted out of the crowd; ”women need to
be educated better!” - ”Men need to be educated better,” said the sage and beckoned to the
youth to follow him. - The youth, however, did not follow him.
==
Zhang Yong want a baby like girlfriend, so his girlfriend become a baby after acquainted him.
The superwoman don’t change herself. Man often want woman be lower than him, when
they meet the superwoman(or supergirl), they will start to court her, but only after talk for
several words, they can sense he is not as good as this girl, they don’t dare to court her soon,
although she is perfect. She is my girl :)
Oh, dear, keep silence can be misunderstood too, oh, smile can be misunderstood too. I
tell you, i was thinking about how to save human, OK? I am not keep silence for your aﬀairs,
i am not smile for your aﬀairs. You live in the appearance world, we are not in the same
world, do you know?
You live very good? That pet live better than you, it eat, copulate, and happy everyday
:)
If i didn’t write my precious books, what will happen? Another Hu Zheng write it? : )
Anyway, i should do my best to help human evolution. Philosophy really changed the whole
human more than science.
”Genius Country” -> Just like Buddha persuade the Buddhist to beg, this book persuade
the member of genius religion to prostitute. Certainly, only male genius : ) Oh, another
thing, just like Buddhist’s begging is diﬀerent from beggar’s begging, the member of genius
religion’s prostitution is not that way which you thought of :)
”天才国” -> 就像佛陀说服其教徒去讨饭一样, 这本书说服天才教教徒去卖淫. 当然, 是指男
性天才 : ) 哦,再就是, 就像和尚讨饭和乞丐讨饭是两回事一样, 天才教教徒卖淫也不是你以为
的那样 :)
I ﬁnd now i need spiritual food very much, but normal book can’t feed me now, oh, i don’t
have much interest in literature books now, i am more interest in real life, philosophy books,
to me, haven’t much to read too. I can start to put more focus on science soon :)
I say:”i am the superman” with the childish voice and shave the hands, both my younger
brother and i are so happy :)
I have see people explain Tao as the way, it should be wrong, to me, Tao is the harmoniousness.
Those things which you are good at reciting, is just what i am good at forgetting.
The time that the law system build up completely, is the time that the law system smash.
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Because you will ﬁnd we don’t need law.
2004.1.17
Jiang Qin is the real babyly girl. What is the diﬀerence between the female genius killer and
her? First, Jiang Qin looks like a baby, female genius killer don’t. Second, female genius
killer’s words is very babyly, but it is pretending and is only her latter form. The real babyly
grow up girl’s words is very fast and short, and she don’t adapt herself to you. Yes, just like
there exists two type of ignorance, there exists two type of babyly, and, the real baby won’t
let you feel she is babyly, just like my ignorance won’t let you feel i am ignorant.
”天才国” -> 这本书内容已经非常恐怖,基本上就是在说山不是山,人不是人. 因此只给看
懂了前两本书并已将自己训练成超人了的人看,下载地址不告诉你 : ) 知道了的偷着乐哈.
Email address can give you many information, such as mine is huzheng 001, ﬁrst, it is because
i can’t register huzheng as it have already registered by other people, second, why i don’t use
huzheng 000? Although it is cool, but i don’t like not-exist, i don’t use 007 because i don’t
want to be others :) The email of Zhang Yong’s girlfriend is jiuyueyingfei, the eagle ﬂy in the
September, so you can easily know she say she would like to lead a normal life with Zhang
Yong is not really. Jiang Qin’s email is babyqin, yes, she is really a baby in the heart.
About FaLun Gong’s tenet
FaLun Gong publicize that they pursue ”True, Good, Beautiful”, i think pursue ”True” and
”Beautiful” both are good, but pursue ”Good” may lead people to the wrong way, especially
deliberately put ”Good” in the middle, with two good words around it, because everyone
is Good(My philosophy ideology think human are good by born), ask you pursue ”Good”
apparently, ask you trust others are not good in fact. I keep silence about FaLun Gong at
ﬁrst, when i see someone criticize FaLun Gong while they haven’t understand FaLun Gong,
I even hold the support attitude, but after i read some FaLun Gong’s advertise materials, i
get to see FaLun Gong’s inner spiritual essence, cheat uneducated people, then i no longer
hold the support attitude to FaLun Gong.
关于法轮功的教义．
法轮功宣传追求”真，善，美”，我觉得追求真和美都是好的，但追求善容易使人被误导，特
别是还故意把善放在中间，用两个好的字来围着它，因为人人都是善的(我的哲学体系里认
为人性本善)，表面上是要你追求善，实际上是要你相信别人恶．我对法轮功一开始是持保
留态度，在看到有些人在对法轮功都还不了解的情况下就批判反对时我甚至持支持态度，不
过在了解法轮功的一些宣传资料后，我就看出了法轮功的精神内质，欺骗无知群众，也就不
再对法轮功持支持态度了．
Things turned out after we grown up and we understand why. when recall those things
between us, we have no regret, it was already perfect. Our eyes are looking at each other,
when we recall it.
I gain the emotion from my mother, the reasoned head from my father.
The defect of my father is he don’t love pets and a little despise woman as the Chinese
tradition, the defect of my mother is she become hysterical in the very furious situation.
I understand why Buddha ask you don’t eat meat, his heart can connect to animals as
me too. Eat the animals feed by human should have no problem, but we have no right to
eat wild animals, however, hunter is not in this case. Then, in my opinion, eat meat have no
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problem.
Buddhist will become the member of genius religion.
Just like Christianity is the biggest stupifying religion, Buddhism stopped human evolution too as it stopped geniuses’ propagation. Christianity become stupifying because Jesus
tell lie that there exists a god(so he have to kill himself as crime and punishment is one),
Buddha tell you to avoid sexual intercourse, because Buddha didn’t get as high as me, that
the human have some portion of animals? It should be so. Yes, he can’t discover this when
people still worry about living.
Why human have some portion of animals? This is easy to understand, as human are
mammal, so human share some genes of them. So, there exists three type of morality, ﬁrst,
no-danger animal morality, so they can live together peacefully, second, beast morality, so
they don’t ﬁght in themselves, work together to do crime on no-danger animals, and help
each other when the other is in the dangerous situation, to save life. The third, is the human
morality, which described by Nietzsche as the superman morality.
What will happen after human start to evolution very fast as my thinking accepted by
everyone? Then, boys will more and more look alike, girls are the same, all handsome, all
beautiful. But i think everyone should still not be the same, just like we think monkeys are all
look alike, but monkeys still can distinguish each other by face, we can still distinguish each
other even we look very alike, as our ability to distinguish grow up at the same time. The
next 2000 years will be so cool, only pure human can done the work of explore the galaxy and
ﬂy out of it. Saucer man should exists, will they look alike human? Or completely diﬀerent?
Anyway, interesting things will happen. Oh, yes, I haven’t much interest on read or write
literature books now, but I can read and write science ﬁction : ) So, i need to learn science
more deep ﬁrst :)
Oh, how lucky, that we born in this era.
Darwin is great, that discovered the evolution of animals, i discovered the evolution of human
:)
Now China society become very stable, crime become very seldom just in recent several
years, as we solved the living problem, this is because Chinese are very wise, or very humanly, anyway, the human over the earth are all very humanly now :)
Oh, one thing, human won’t become completely the same, such as the color of eyes, hairs :)
Beautiful human.
How to know whether you like each other? Very easy, your eyes are always look at each
other. Oh, so simple, but don’t knowing this is not a bad thing, it created my love story
with icelotus :) Oh, knowing this won’t change anything, even you tell this to the me while
loving icelotus, he won’t trust this, yes, all of my roommates have told me that icelotus is
impossible to me at that time : ) but i trust i can change it. So, the only successful love is
the love by the ﬁrst glance, but wrong partner love story is a good memory too.
My love story with Jiang Qin is inevitable, our eyes were always looking at each other when
talking : ) Oh, i will have many love story. Don’t envy me, study my philosophy, become a
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boy that have the charming eyes which full of wisdom :)
I can always be peacefully, not only because i trust everything is predestined, but also because i do things as i planed and on my initiative, and everything happens as i can predict
approximately, so things won’t surprise me.
One experience about write philosophy book, unlike literature book, philosophy book only
need to write once and needn’t modify, as your thinking must be consistently, so write down
what you are thinking exactly, if get new idea, try you best to only append.
Good literature book, especially write about the whole life, will tell you the ﬁrst draft,
the second draft, the ﬁnal draft, such as ”The ordinary world” by Lu Yao. The deepest
emotion won’t express emotion or opinion in the text, because they caved into the things
which written down, so you can get by heart. When i write about my ﬁrst lover for the ﬁrst
time in ”my childhood”, i write down some words to describe my emotion and opinion, the
second time, i only write that her smiling face is still clearly in my heart.
I like watch television : ) mountain is mountain again. This is because i can be thinking
while watching television. The key is, good things and bad things are often mixed together,
whether you have the superman’s eyes to distinguish them.
About Nietzsche’s go mad, i think his go mad is not because of the non-stop thinking.
It should because he is hit by a horse(i heard this), and i get to know his go mad by syphilis
is just rumor, it was because he have the head illness. Weininger’s commit suicide is because
he haven’t the childish heart as me, and can’t get love from girls as he stopped to court girl,
i always have a girl in my heart while my thinking progressing.
I often see people the time they get the highest is the time their valuing system get smash,
such as get many money, well-know fame. I know how to keep lowest : )
I still remember that morning i say:”Geniuses in the world! Unite!”, that i ﬁnd myself
in that morning. Reader, have you ﬁnd yourself?
Just like genius learn from mistake, human as a whole is a genius too, so human can always get progress.
I was a lion when saying garbages, stupifying etc. :)
以前最喜欢的词: 自由战士, 真正的黑客, 天才中的天才, 大白痴, 完美, 最最喜欢的词:
呵呵.
Words i like: freedom ﬁghter, true hacker, genius of geniuses, big idiot, perfect, and most
like: hehe.
清水芙蓉还不是lotus是因为她还缺少了“可远观而不可亵玩”的感觉，而姜琴的那种说
话的速度和声音正就是给人这种感觉。胡琰喜欢跳交际舞，自然会跟很多舞伴跳，这是清水
的感觉。
Why many geniuses are love child？ A male genius make love with a beautiful woman,
who is a female genius.
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Have you ever see the helix tube which you can often see in the barbershop, the white
and black spire and give you the appearance of unlimited ﬂow up while the tube is only
circling. Time is unlimited? or a circle? I incline to circle. If so, then time can be reverse as
the circle turn reverse, oh, that is too ridiculous. I need science to help me on this.
Does random exists? This will help my thinking very much. Quantum mechanics say it
exists, i need to examine it by myself.
Always insist on open, the time you begin to close, the time defect generate.
2004.1.18
Genius religion can only be created by a child : )
I won’t cheat boys to learn eagerly, i won’t cheat girls to make love with me : ) Because
tell them the truth have much better eﬀect. Start to cheat, stop to progress. I must haven’t
any morality defect, i always consider others as many as myself, because we are together.
Oh, how can i write down so many things and non-stop? How many books will i write
in my whole life? Oh, that will be horrible. In my experience, people’s books can always be
summarize to several ideas, my books have this typicality too, if i can’t get new big idea by
written a book, i should stop writing, or i can’t surmount myself. I don’t want to be only a
philosopher : )
Nietzsche like ”Carmen” too :)
Read over ”Nietzsche biography” by Du Liyang.
Why crime become so seldom? Animals and beasts can earn the living easily.
How to know which country is most developed? Just look which country’s president is
most handsome : )
Why some handsome boys or beautiful girls seems not as good as normal people? Because
achievement is not everything, and the standard of handsome or beautiful is not very right
ago. Who is handsome? Hu Jingtao is the standard, i am the standard : ) In other side, just
give you the photo of me will give you the feeling of handsome too.
Genius only know he is handsome after grow up, human only understand themselves after grow up.
So simple.
最高思想境界: 呵呵
The highest spiritual level: hehe
Human is thinking, god is laughing. I always laugh while you are thinking : )
Read over a book of Lao Zte, Lao Zte have get to know the harmoniousness. The essence
of his thinking is written in the ﬁrst two sentences, others are mainly used to cheat stupid
people, so his wisdom can save to today.
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Why the girl don’t reply to you? She don’t like you? Girl have no love? No :) You
can imagine what words can she reply to your words, will those words show her initiative?
So she don’t reply to you, as female genius will surely insist on this, as those words don’t ﬁt
her character, and to distinguish herself from the female genius killer. It is lucky that i have
already understand this, or i will go the way as Weininger.
Weininger was misunderstood, he is regard as a fanatic misogynist because Weininger was
saying mountain is not mountain.
I look at the television, animals sit together and are so happy : )
Genius don’t like herd together as they don’t like to be the same as others while they know
they are diﬀerent from others.
Yes, i can know who is going to commit suicide by the eyes, as i can know your heart
from eyes. In the other side, i can make my eyes look like going to commit suicide etc., as i
can make my heart going to commit suicide, but it have no danger, as i have the seasoned
head, and the childish heart will always within me.
On girl, speak very fast is the indication of high intelligence, the beautiful face is the indication of emotion, the good shape of body is the indication of will. Just like most boy is
weak on will, most girl is weak on intelligence. Jiang Qin is a perfect girl.
Why women like match-making? Because they know who is good girl and who is good
boy. So, listen to your mother about your marriage, if you father’s opinion is not the same
as your mother’s, trust your mother.
Why China didn’t have science? Because the wisest people fellow the nature, they can
sense the whole as Tao, so they neglected the detail, and stopped to ask why. Don’t ask why
is not a child, so, we should develop(or keep) the abilities that the infant have.
2004.1.19
孔子的仁义: 仁，家畜道德，义，野兽道德。而在人的道德里对立的是爱和正。
Confucius’s Kind and Duty: Kind, domestic animal morality, Duty, beast morality. In human
morality, the correspondence are love and justice.
孔子六十而知天命，俺二十岁就知道fate了，呵呵。
Confucius know the fatality when he is sixty, i know fate when i was just twenty :)
Read over a book of Chuang Tsu, oh, he is as wise as me, and Chuang Tsu is much higher
than Lao Tze, this can know by he have a wife too, although his wife should be a normal(or
stupid) woman.
Zhou Dunyi is higher than Chuang Tsu, he understand Ying and Yan, in fact, Ying and
Yan is just the harmoniousness, and he love lotus just like me, but i am more higher as i love
lotus like girls : ) As i know the animal portion in human.
Liu Dehua is a genius as he know he is a clumsy(or ignorant) child, but he is cheated by
Wu Jianhao, Wu Jianhao is not a child as him, although he seems to more like a child than
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everyone, the genius killer is good at pretending.
Love is generate from propagation, not sexual desire. Why you love each other? Because
your child will be the best. Not only this, you can get on very well too. Yes, Weininger’s sexcomplement theory is right. I am 0.5, Jiang Qin is 0.5 too, Hu Yan is 0.4, her boyfriend is 0.6.
Oh, what? All of you know these things too? ”Mountain is mountain” is diﬀerent from
”mountain is mountain again”.
”The Evolution of Human” -> Constitute by ”philosophy relativity”, ”genius country” and
”pure human”, the book terminate religions, write for geniuses as the love manual, let Christian ﬂight from Christianity, let Buddhist monks take a wife, let sages get marry, foretell
many freshly new human’s born.
《人类的进化》-> 分为《哲学相对论》,《天才国》,《纯人类》三部分, 终结宗教之作, 写给
天才们的爱情宝典, 让基督教教徒弃教, 让和尚娶亲, 让圣人结婚, 预示着大批的全新人类诞
生.
佛教的缘分 -> Predestination. 因果报应 -> Crime and punishment are not two, but one.
When i input my thinking notes which was written on the paper into the computer, i ﬁnd,
my thinking that only several days ago was so naive, but i know, but the people, those adults,
are as naive as my old thinking, they get one position of my thinking, then stopped thinking,
develop that thinking to detail, which seems very complex but the essence is still very naive
as mine.
Another thing i ﬁnd is, my ability to forget is so good, once i decided one thing or one
people is no longer important to help me develop my thinking as i have already ﬁnd his/her
memory in my head have already be analyzed completely and written down, i will forget it
soon(but still saved in the head, maybe just the index is removed), in the other side, my
memory is very good, anything that still have question to me will be keep in my head, and
one day i will get the answer of it, then write down new sentences as my thinking note, so my
thinking can be very consistent, this astonished me too. Good litterateur have this ability
too, such as Cao Xueqin.
Why ”The earth is around” is accepted by children so naturally and easily while it was
so ridiculous ago? My thinking will be accepted by everyone too, but you must remember,
it was very ridiculous ago too. And, i ﬁnd, the standard of handsome/beautiful is always
changing slowly too, become more and more right as more and more humanly, but we must
remember, also we all think Nietzsche and Weininger are very handsome, their contemporary
people must don’t think so, yes, just like we ﬁnd the handsome star several years ago is
not very handsome in our eyes now, and the new star is not handsome at ﬁrst then become
handsome naturally.
Girl’s face only become lovely after grown up too. Some girls are most lovely in the senior high school, Zhang Jingzhe is in this case, then is Hu Yan, her most lovely period is
the time i court her, then she is not as lovely as ago, i describe it by ”she is losing her
beautifulness”, Jiang Qin have the very lovely face now, but her face was beautiful but looks
woodenly in the senior high school.
One experience, always write down your thinking honestly, even you are thinking about
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many very ”bad” things, you will get to know your old ”bad” thinking is just very naive
soon, be thinking bravely, or you can’t make your thinking get progress. I have the experience of fear ”dangerous” thinking too, but you should know, you are only a child, everyone
will forgive you even you have ”bad” thinking :) I understand why only i can do the work of
enlighten human now, as only a child can be so brave.
I know why Jiang Qin’s voice is not very lovely and her fast talking seems to be exciting, as her heart is still completely a baby, while she have a very reasoned head. Yes, heart
only start to develop after grown up, often by the ﬁrst intense love, now her heart is just like
the heart when i write the ﬁrst several love letters to icelotus.
Oh, may be you feel i am too ruthless, that always analyze others’ heart, but, i know,
you can understand me.
The font on the computer screen is so clear and beautiful to me, i know it is neglected
by you, but in the superman’s eyes, it is always very beautiful.
Why my younger brother is not as good as me? This can be know by the theory of hereditary.
But he is still better(humaner) than other boys.
2004.1.20
The reason that girl don’t reply to you, not only because she haven’t good words to reply to
you, but also because she fear to open her heart to you, just like you have love a girl in the
back and only one year later dare to tell her that you like her. Trust the eyes when you look
at each other.
Higher spiritual level: haha.
更高境界：哈哈.
I know what i am good at, i can make your thought which you think is very deep become as naive as mine just by reply several words, it is because your thought is really very
naive. I can make all of you become naive children again : )
Why China government make education so expensive? To develop education. So China
education will become cheap soon.
Why he teach you while he know that he needn’t teach you? Because there are several
women pretending to listening to him. People all start to pretend when herd together. They
haven’t much things learned, so they need to pretend. They have no valuable things to do,
so they have time to pretend.
Why you think those old professors in the university are more learned than me? Their
youth are wasted in the ”ten years culture revolution”, study their ”knowledge”? Learn
eagerly by yourself!
Why don’t you trust yourself being the god as me? Let those weak will people wait the
god, imagine the god, let us become the god.
It is not the genius killer stopped your thinking, but that you want to stop thinking at
the same time.
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I go to the net bar and continue to input my articles into computer, one hour later the
Windows system get died, all my work in the past one hour is destroyed, i know i turned
from a child to a superman, i say nothing, pay the money and get out, i know my eyes become
very terror, I know my valuing system is diﬀerent from idiots, those useless papers in your
eyes, is more important than my life, if you destroy it, i will kill you.
Make idiots understand me is impossible.
If i can see Nietzsche and Weininger after commit suicide, i will do it immediately.
Tears are ﬂowing on my face.
Why i am so ruthless? Because i have devoted all my love.
I want to be alone, alone forever. How can i live with those people who can’t understand me.
Nothing, i know i will be OK after drip down some tears :)
Enlighten human can only be done by do it on the root, i have done it : )
I think i can stop write philosophy articles now, as i can’t get new idea, in the other side,
philosophy is terminated :)
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Chapter 4

Live and Propagate
2004.1.30
2004.1.21
Physics ”Absolutivity”, overthrow the theory that random exists in Quantum mechanics,
corresponding to my philosophy’s Predestination.
物理学《绝对论》,推翻量子力学里随机存在的论断,对应于我的哲学里的 Predestination.
I am going to gather members of genius religion and build a genius country organization
in sixty years, build a space ship, ﬂy out the earth.
我准备在六十年内聚集天才教教徒建立一个天才国机构, 制造出一艘宇宙飞船, 飞出地球.
Is genius killer hereditary? The male genius killer have a female soul, the female genius
killer have a male soul. So it is better that a male genius killer marry with a female genius
killer, but they don’t like each other. I can’t get the answer presently, anyway, it is interesting
:)
Genuine love, real life, pure human.
Think intensely become philosopher, think peacefully become literateur.
2004.1.22
When pig heard that to build a space ship, it consider food ﬁrst, human-like animal consider
money ﬁrst. All of us need to be scientist.
I return to the village where i lived in my childhood. The village didn’t changed much
even after so many years, i love this place. I think, how nice that will be, if Internet is
connected, i live here peacefully with my girl, and do research for several years. It is feasible.
What you think as hallucination, is what i take for grant. My idea astonished you? Your
stupid astonished me too. Human is really just grow up.
I see sister Ling, i wrote that she was died in ”my childhood”, but it was i misheard, i
ﬁnd now she lie down on the bed everyday, i think she is a genius who achieved unconsciousness at last, and become neurastheniac, she like a infant very much now, forget the ability
to speak, but the curiosity and sex consciousness is kept, i think her neurasthenia can be
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recover if a boy payed enough time on her by love her.
2004.1.23
The big world in my childhood is a small place now, it become small because i grow to tall
now, so the height of eyes changed, and i can walk for a much bigger area than ago by the
same time, the most important is that i know the outside world now :) But i still remember
the freshness in those years when explore it.
Why you can’t feel i am handsome in normal case? Because the hero is ﬁghting, his face
is tried, but just after a little decorating and rest for one day, you will ﬁnd he is so handsome :)
Nietzsche think character is changeable if the time is long enough, yes, but you must remember, the essence of a people is unchangeable, i.e. gene. Those changing you see, is only
the development of his gene, his essence. So human need to propagate and die, so gene can
be changed.
Human’s mistake is distinguish themselves from animals too early while they still have many
portion of animals, we should study to the animals, polygamy will be accepted by everyone,
don’t forget, China was always polygamy, so it have no problem such as make the society
become unstable.
The feature of arguing is that they don’t recognize what they said several seconds ago.
Why she didn’t reply to you? Because you send to the wrong number. Haha, a philosopher, haha, a boy in love : )
The secret, is do everything, everything on your initiative, you want him/her to do a crucial thing for you and depend on his/her decision? Remember, chance doesn’t exist to god.
Let nothing can escape from your plan, let his/her decision can’t escape from your prediction.
Don’t be deluded to the complex, hard, mysterious things, which stupid people shown to
you. The world is simple, easy and clear.
How did i surmounted nihilism? Because, all are truth, is the precious form of harmoniousness.
2004.1.24
If dig deep enough, only two things left for living things, live and propagate. The main work
of women is propagation and man the live? I think it is.
People must surmount himself continuously, my ﬁrst surmounting is from a good student to
a computer proﬁcient, if i didn’t surmounted it, i will become a graduate student, a Ph.D., a
professor and so on, my second surmounting is from a computer proﬁcient to a philosopher,
if i didn’t surmounted it, i will become a hacker, a oﬃce worker of a big company, a manager.
Now i am facing the third surmounting, to become a physical scientist, if don’t surmount it,
i will become a president of a transnational corporation, or a president of a country and so
on, of course, i need to surmount myself again and again in the future, become the captain
of a space ship, the master of Mars, the master of galaxy etc. : ) I trust i am the god.
人必须不断地超越自己, 我第一次超越是从成绩好的学生变成电脑高手, 如果没有超越我就
会变成研究生,博士,教授之类, 第二次超越是从电脑高手变成哲学家, 如果没有超越就会变成
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黑客,大公司职员,经理. 我现在面临着第三次超越,也就是成为物理学家,如果没有超越就会变
成跨国公司总裁,国家总统之类, 当然以后仍然要不断超越自己, 以后当宇宙飞船船长,火星星
主,银河系系长之类的 : ) I trust i am the god.
We do diﬀerent things because our valuing system is diﬀerent, whose is righter? The children
will tell you.
Live and propagate, i think this can explain everything. 生存和繁殖.
Everyone is at his/her best situation, everything is at its best situation.
In ”1984”, they propagate by body, we propagate by thought, both are strong, but, the
two can be uniﬁed too.
Is it still possible that i am still in a matrix? That everything around me is created not
by me. Everyone can create a matrix, it depend on whose is bigger. We are creating a
matrix using philosophy and science, the biggest matrix. The real world can’t be created, it
is always there, no beginning, no end.
Have you meet a boy, when he is doing a work, he give you the draft immediately after
write down, then give you a ﬁxed version, and the ﬁnished version at last. Why he can’t be
peacefully that only give that ﬁle to you after completely ﬁnished? Because he trust his work
is too important. Do you still have this character? the indication of eagerly learning child
and doing important things? I am happy that i still have this character, even i am always
calm, i am always doing important things.
I look at the stars in the sky, so big the universe is, a plane is ﬂying in the sky, like a
star. We have already done so miraculous a thing, we have already created so miraculous a
world. I look at the star, i trust, if i hand out my hand, i can touch them, i trust, i can get
on them. I love the child, his happy and beautiful smiling face, even we can’t done the work,
they will continue.
The stupid adults train their children rudely to their expectation. They don’t know how
stupid themselves are compare to their children. They are too stupid, too too stupid, the
world is justice, so they will die, leave the world to the clever children.
I am never a fantast, my imagination is always my plan in fact. What i am more good
at is practice.
Things past, only the fact left, but everything is contained in the fact.
姑爷说我那时很大了都天天拿着树枝到处拨, 随时坐到地上玩. 妈妈说我小时候架麻凳,
设法把小麻凳套到大麻凳里, 架不好, 玩到发气. 呵呵,这些我都有印象, 真有趣呀.
I think, get the utmost truth in physics should have no use, it should like the harmoniousness
in philosophy, can’t give you anything, but it is fun to seek it and get it.
Make your ambition be higher than anyone else in the world, so they won’t worry about
you that you will envy their things. Remember, people don’t like a competitor, but they are
happy to receive a leader. Yes, the pyramid is harmonious, and it is most stable.
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Sister Ling is a genius that achieved unconsciousness. Sex-complement can generate genius, this is the reason genius seems come out randomly. Anyway, it is easier that a male
genius with a female genius get a genius, and the quality should be better.
I know sexual intercourse is mainly for satisﬁed sexual desire on normal people, but on
me it is mainly for propagation now. Whose is better? I know i am right. I thought being a
sage should be dreadful ago, but now i ﬁnd it is so good, especially i surmounted it.
2004.1.25
I get on the train to return to the university this morning :)
The reason for soldier should take command absolutely is prevent their stupid thought take
bad eﬀect.
2004.1.26
Why you love each other so much, but still have regret when recall it? Because you didn’t
achieved genuine love. I have already described genius love. Let her borne a child for you, if
you love her.
I enter into the bedchamber in the noon. One people in the cold room, so many people
in the world, no one to communicate. Lonely, too lonely, but i know you are there, let’s meet
each other at the mountaintop.
Whey i didn’t contact to you? Because you stay in the past, and repeat the past things. I
need to put more time on the feature.
I will go my road, i know my road is surely right, although it need to go through a long
time of darkness. I am the genius of geniuses.
Don’t be too impassion, or you will pull a muscle, maybe it is because i stand too long
yesterday on the train : )
I am a little hate only writing these things now, i should shut up my lips and learn eagerly. I know it is hard for me to surmount myself this time, but i can done it.
I ﬁnd i am still a very shy boy, although very cool :) Shy is a good weapon on me now.
I ﬁnd the childish style words i written ago is not childish now, as it really isn’t. I wrote them
in childish style to express them, now i ﬁnd it was the best way. Yes, i know my childish
words such as build space ship will become not childish soon.
Is it possible to develop polygamy to ”the man have more than one wife while the woman
have more than one husband”? As female genius should have more children too. Synergamy.
This depend on women themselves, i need to understand woman ﬁrst.
Sexual desire is physically, as you have no sexual desire after make love, love is mentally,
as it is connected to propagation.
It is surely that i won’t stop writing, as i won’t stop thinking : ) What i need to do is
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not stop writing, but write NEW things.
2004.1.27
clone is non-sense, as it can’t change gene, and, as i have already discovered the secret of genius, we can easily get better gene by zoogamy, which human do, i think natural procreation
should always be the best.
I love being alone, hahaha, reading and thinking in the cool air, cool, hoho.
Why GNU/Linux can success? Because genius have the desire of being thinking, just like my
father will play gambling even it may lost money, many hackers are willing to develop free
software, gain no money but it can create value, gambling and develop free software both
make geniuses being thinking. For the same reason, build a space ship will surely success too.
I feel most not alone when alone, because thinking make me connect to everyone.
A plan ﬂy through the bright and beautiful cloud, the sunshine sprinkle through a gap
of the cloud, three kites in the high air, several new leafs on a tree, oh, the clear world.
Original sin is the animal portion in human? I think this is just what Jesus mean to others.
So, it can be eliminated.
The feature, the next years, are too beautiful! :)
Why i seems haven’t much diﬀerence to you while i am a genius and you are not? Right,
i only have 0.1% diﬀerence to you, while you only have 2% diﬀerence to chimpanzee. : ) I
have happy to be almost the same with you, so we can share many things, but the diﬀerence
is interesting too :)
The happiest thing is philosophy, i love philosophy :) Science haven’t this happy, but it
is interesting :)
I laugh happily when read my old articles, especially the love letters, too interesting, too
lovely :)

条条道路通罗马, 确实是这样。天无绝人之路。车到山前必有路，船到桥头自然直。还
有GNOME的”Where we’re going,we don’t need roads...”, 勇敢地向前走吧。
2004.1.28
People will be astonished when you say out the truth which they think should be hide in
each other’s heart as a taboo, but they will accept it soon, as it is true.
2004.1.29
I ﬁnd sexual desire and appetite are almost the same on me now, although their behavior
and function are diﬀerent.
Now i often have many good and small thought, but i don’t write down them, they are
just the parts of harmoniousness, and i think let you think and ﬁnd them by yourself is
better, it is much a pleasure :)
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Read over ”The Second Sex” at last :D, many good and amusing materials, but a little
too long : )
2004.1.30
Read over ”ZhuanFaLun”, too funny, cheat normal uneducated stupid people, his super science uniﬁed science and all the superstition :) May be i can write a ”Super falun Gong” if i
have time : ) You know i am more good at bragging than Li Hongzhi :)
And i ﬁnd FaLun Gong is saying ”True, Good, Endure”, but changed to ”True, Good,
Beautiful” when publicize to others for convenient, hehe, they know ”Endure” is not a good
moral character too, i don’t like ”Endure” this spiritual state, endure is ask you to hide your
revenge in your deepest heart in fact, very despicable. I suggest student Li Hongzhi change
the tenet to ”True, Beautiful” strongly!
再就是发现法轮功说的是”真善忍”，可对外宣传时为了方便改成了”真善美”，呵呵，他们也
知道忍并不是一种好的品性，我不喜欢”忍”这种精神状态，忍实际上是要你把报复心藏到内
心最深处，挺卑鄙的。强烈建议李宏志同学把教义改成“真美”!
What i want to say? :) I laugh : ) Laugh contained everything i want to say :)

Chapter 5

The Utmost Truth and Enter
into Absolute
2004.2.11
2004.1.31
OK, i would better write down something, or you will lost interest to read my articles if i
only always laugh :)
After you become a superman, your ﬁeld of vision will become very big, almost 180 degree, and things become very stereo, you can sense the earth, the sky directly. Most of you
have this feel occasionally, superman is almost always in this state.
What Nietzsche called psychologist by born can be called heartist :) The heart connecting ability is common in geniuses, after heart ability get the level, you will have the face
ability. Face ability is the ability to see the animal portion in the people. The eyes ability
is mainly used between a boy and a girl :) which called love by the ﬁrst glance, the cause
of love by ﬁrst glance is sex-complement, if you are sex-complement, both of you will have
sense when contacted, if only you have sense, it is most likely because you didn’t understand
yourself while you understand her, girl often understand herself as she was always in the
consciousness state, so, if you ﬁnd that you can’t ﬁnd your girl, what you need to do is ﬁnd
yourself ﬁrst.
Most people are cheated by the sexual desire, needn’t say, sexual desire is a good thing,
if animal have no sexual desire, they won’t waste time for sexual intercourse :) Sexual desire
is the appearance, propagation is the essence. Many geniuses ﬁnd they are controlled by
the sexual desire at ﬁrst, then they managed to control the sexual desire, without force, and
become a sage that don’t marry, but the sage is still in the appearance world on this point,
as sexual desire is the appearance, controlled the sexual desire or not, both in the appearance
world, if you get the essence, you will get enlightened, there have no question that whether
we need to propagate.
Always remember, the supergirl won’t show any initiative, she won’t make herself become
your echo, if you understand this, then you won’t be hit when chat and dazzle to her(why
don’t her praise me? just a little :)). I understand this, so our hearts can connect easily, as i
can understand her deeply hided meaning(the meaning in the smiling face) when her words
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don’t show any initiative :)
Why we are fond of hide the meaning deeply? This is the game between geniuses :) We
do this to distinguish each other from normal people.
”mountain is mountain again” is the unifying of ”mountain is mountain” and ”mountain
is not mountain”.
If your words are boring, i will lead our conversation become more boring, that make you
can’t bear :)
Yes, i trust beautiful girl, as genius trust genius :)
War is geniuses’ competing game, but it is wrong, geniuses waste their life in it. Now
geniuses like to compete each other by devotion, as devotion need intelligence, morality, will,
and devotion can create the maximum value.
The trouble of their love story is, both of them are too noble :) But this is just why their
story is so fascinating. My secret is, be lowest, while noblest : ) How? Be a noble child :)
Chaos is not beyond understanding, just like the gossiping in a very big chatting system,
their words are very easy to understand, although numerous, but only have several meanings.
The art of seduce : ) Many girls are good at this, seldom boy know this : ) The boy who
know this is just the psychologist by born.
Reading ”The Red and the Black”, i learn many things from this book! I often howl while
reading it :)
While being a child, never forget to train yourself as being a superman.
If you pretend a little, i will make your words become a old man, while i am a child :)
although we are at the same age : )
To Buddhist: ”I am Buddha reincarnation.” :)
Read over ”The Red and the Black”. The world become silence, my head is freezed, tears
once get into my eyes and disappeared after a while.
2004.2.1
I think ”The Red and the Black” should be better than ”A Dream of Red Mansions”, but i
may need to read ”A Dream of Red Mansions” again ﬁrst.
I ﬁnd a thing from these days’ reading: good book will help my thinking, and not-so-good
book will stop my thinking. I review ”The Second Sex”, what i get from it? Nothing, only
materials, no thinking, but i know, normal people like list many uncontinuous materials so it
become complex(chaos?) and become seems have thinking(that some thinking should hided
in them), and many other normal people will agree with this. For instance, they can’t distinguish philosophy historian from philosopher. They feel philosophy historian must be a
philosopher too : ) They even think philosophy is just philosophy history.
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I sit in the dining hall and have lunch, i look at the passing students by my innocent eyes,
the pure human is so seldom, i didn’t meet one in the past half an hour. I can tell you my
feeling when i move my sight in the passing students, like a saucer man past then another,
yes, my feeling like the feeling when you see various saucer man past by, my heart is innocent,
ﬁlled with fear and astonished by every new face, i must have already faint on the ground if
i didn’t have the experience in that morning that i see the ”Ultimate Reality”, that unbearable miserable face, that most vicious face, if i wasn’t god, oh. I have already meet several
pure human, i will try to ﬁnd all of them on the earth, and unite them by genius religion :)
Marriage is suggested to only take in members of genius religion.
How lucky that i am me :) I can’t imagine that i being another people : ) That is most
unbearable.
Start reading ”Otto Weininger: Collected Aphorisms, Notebook and Letters to a Friend”.
=====
Science is asexual because it absorbs; the artist is sexual, because he emanates.
Vegetarians are just as mistaken as their opponents. If you did not want to contribute
to the killing of living beings, you could only drink milk, for whoever eats fruit or eggs still
kills embryos. Milk is perhaps for that reason the healthiest food, because it is the most
ethical.
Pleasure is to be deﬁned even more generally then than the feeling of creation. It can
only be deﬁned unequivocally as the feeling of life, as becoming conscious of existence; pain
as the feeling of some kind of death (thus is sickness painful).
We can thus note this much against eudaemonism, that the goal of the striving must not be
mistaken for the feeling that arises at the goal (which I can know from experience). When I
strive for the higher life, I strive for something whose accompanying phenomenon is higher
pleasure, but not for pleasure itself. Likewise, man longs for woman, and woman for man,
not directly for pleasure.
– For propagation.
All words that are connected to a certain extent with the word life, have the letter ”L”:
Life, love, pleasure, voluptuous, laugh, lightness, lightly, lisp, light, luxury, liberty, bloom,
lighten, lax, liven, loose, large, ﬂux, ﬂute, lily, lynx, limber, slippery, sleek, glide, guile, lotus, relieve, lux, lumen, lick, lambent, lappet (soft linen), lamb and glue, because L is the
most frictionless consonant and the most strongly opposed to the friction of the totality and
uniformity (Rappaport). Against this can certainly be cited: Load, leather, learning, lame,
letum, languish, left.
– I modiﬁed this paragraph a little, you would better read the original German version.
The sadist lives discontinuously in individual moments of time, he never understands himself:
for him, every moment already has reality in itself; that is why he makes decisions easily,
while the masochist can always only act on the basis of everything. The masochist is never
in a position to ask himself, ”How could I ever have done that? I don’t understand myself!”
This is the sadist’s usual attitude to his past, which still does not, for that reason, lose its
punctuated reality for him in the slightest. The sadist has the ﬁnest capacity for perception
and the best memory for every momentary particular; his senses are continually engaged
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because all particulars have reality for him. The masochist suﬀers from long pauses, which
he cannot ﬁll with any reality.
– ”he never understands himself: for him, every moment already has reality in itself;”, and,
here ”he” can change to ”she” too, there are case a lovely girl with a strong boy, but the girl
is the sadist, as she is too lovely, the boy follow her.
The masochist can, therefore, never love a picture or a statue: here there is all too little
reality (activity) for him. The sadist can very well love them; he is also, of course, gallant,
and gallantry is primarily the adornment of statues, from which one later removes the ornaments, or which one smashes, when there is no more reality to be sucked from them.
– Have you see a photo that a lovely girl stand by a statue? Then you can know her deeply
hided little inclination :)
The true concept of God is incomprehensible to the sadist; in art he is an oversensitive
person, constantly focusing everything, and unjustly, on a man, on a moment, on a situation.
He can tell stories; the masochist never (not even jokes), because no particular is real enough
for him to be able to be lovingly absorbed in it. To the masochist, the character of Napoleon
is a starting point from which he distances himself in order to think, and to comprehend him
through thought: for the sadist, all the world lies in such a ﬁgure.
– So she can’t understand me at all : ) She can tell stories :) I begin to a little ashamed to
understand those things, Weininger helped me again. Freud should be ashamed too when he
begin to use sex to explain people :)
The masochist is thus helplessly weak in face of the sensory world: the sadist is strong
in it. The masochist seeks to assert himself against appearance, against change: only he
understands the concept of the Absolute (of God, of the idea, of meaning). The sadist does
not question things about their meaning. For him, ”Carpe Diem!” is the command of his I;
change appears real to him. What strikes him about time is not change, but rather duration
(”aere perennius”).
– the sadist is strong in it. The sadist does not question things about their meaning, so she
can’t sense the deeply hided meaning in the very ”normal” chat words at all. In the other
side, i think this is because her intelligence is not high enough, while she was always satisﬁed
by her intelligence, high enough :)
Criminals who commit great individual criminal actions are sadists; criminals in the grand
style, who actually commit no individual, separate crime, are masochists. Napoleon was a
masochist, not a sadist as perfunctorily believed; as proof take his relationship to Josephine
and his enthusiasm for Werther, his relationship to astronomy and to God. The individual
woman never possessed real existence for him.
– Yes, and, Napoleon was a masochist.
The sadist, moreover, can be a thoroughly decent and good person.
– Right. So, please don’t misunderstand me when i say who has sadistic inclinations.
The masochist takes everything as fate; the sadist loves to play fate. For masochists, the
idea of fate is especially contained in concrete pain; pain has only as much reality for him
as it has a share of this idea. So the sadist is the fate of the woman; the woman the fate of
the masochist. ”Woman” is sadistic (whoever is active in the sensation of woman); ”Mrs.”
masochistic.
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The sadist seeks to help people (against their will, their constant disposition) to (momentary)
happiness or pain; he is grateful or revengeful.
– momentary happiness. Almost don’t lost any chance of dancing etc..
In gratefulness and revengefulness there is always a lack of compassion, thoughtlessness towards our (timeless) fellow man; both are, like all immorality, boundary transgressions, i.e.,
functional connections with our fellow man.
– lack of compassion, she know that she hurt many boys without intention : ) Our timeless
fellow man :) Weininger must have a similar love story as me, my long mails are said to be
deleted by her without read, i can save my mails easily as use computer, but Weininger can’t
as use papers, his mails may have all put into ﬁre, so let him know she really have no sense
on him at all and ask him don’t mail her anymore, then Weininger decide to hide this failed
love story at all, ”happiness was foreign to Weininger’s nature”, ”Weininger, initially, was no
stranger to happiness. It was only later that his personality changed”, then he write ”Sex
and Character” with the greatest passion, and he will then surely regard as driven by ”the
most vehement misogyny known to history”. That girl won’t say anything after Weininger
committed suicide, for guilt, she know she killed a genius, but she was really without intention, so without compassion. OK, this is just a conjecture by ”only genius understand
genius”, i will try to ﬁnd some proof. Oh, Weininger saved my life, i know this is true. I am
alive till now is a miracle, i have experience death for so many times(several electric shocks,
drowning, appendicitis, many death accident i didn’t aware or escaped and many chances to
commit suicide :) i am laughing now, this is common in geniuses, genius like try everything,
the lovely genius) in the past years. God is a miracle.
==
2004.2.2
Happy as a mad man : ) I can understand the mad man’s happy when he frighten the little
students : ) I once heard a mad man frightened a girl that her newly buy cake dropped to
the ground, then the mad man pick up it : )
=====
An excursus appended to the earlier revision of Sex and Character, attempted to uncover
morphological and parallel psychological analogies among mouth, throat and anal-genital regions, and in addition to ascertain something about the prototype of the vertebrate animal.
It sought to ascertain what mouth and anus have in common, and tongue and sex organ,
and to discover why sticking out the tongue is experienced as similar to the displaying of
the behind; why eating in front of others was regarded as shameless among some primitive
peoples (as etiquette still forbids eating on the street today): which analogies exist between
the genital and eating instincts; why the tongue-kiss is so closely related to ejaculation; why
the thyroid gland (which has a rudimentarily developed excretory duct that ends at the root
of the tongue) stands in such a remarkable relationship to the reproductive glands, why the
voice is especially sexually stimulating, and is so strongly sexually diﬀerentiated.
Pleasure is physical, joy mental. The neurasthenic s sin is wanting to become good only
through suﬀering.
Animals and plants are the unconscious in man.
The old man who is childlike: He has not grasped the meaning of life.
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Morality is assigned to the heart, intellect to the head.
All animals are criminal, even the horse, even the swan (aimless beauty, no longer ﬂies
anywhere): there is a fear of the swan.
Every animal has a face in which one discovers some kind of human emotion, an instinct, a
passion, a human weakness or baseness.
That she is lustful, mendacious, coquettish, that she immediately springs into action as
soon as anyone seems to take less note of her, that she will leave standing anyone who courts
her naively and admires her openly - indeed that she has all of the prostitute in her, is not
so new to me as you seem to think, and has also stirred me less than the observation I made
shortly before I left, that in all these qualities she does not suﬀer, and does not control them,
does not hold herself in check.
– She should be the girl who Weininger courted with all his love. Hu Yan like dancing in the
ballroom, she will have a new boyfriend soon after part company with her precious boyfriend,
i know she changed boyfriend for about four times while i court her, in about half an year :)
The feeling of not being able to love again, I unfortunately know very closely.
– Brokenhearted. She should have tell him that she burn his mails without read to ask
him never mail her anymore, and at last scold him rudely and tell him that she have a new
boyfriend now. Like this:
********
寄信人: icelotus (清水芙蓉·心如止水)
标 题: Re: 简单生活 :)
发信站: 四川大学蓝色星空站 (Tue Nov 18 10:00:02 2003)
来 源: 211.83.127.249
你去死 ！！！！！！！
你怎么还是这么自做多情啊！
我从来没有讨厌一个男生像讨厌你一样，你知不知道我很烦你啊。
我所有的想法什么都和你无关，我现在非常非常烦你。
看见你的名字就像吞了苍蝇一样难受，居然让我碰上你这种不可理喻的男生。
我从来没有正眼看过你，真的。
而且我有男朋友了，不要再和我说这些让我非常不舒服的话。
我很想暴打你一顿，知道吗？
你太自做多情了，你的信我从来都不怎么看就删，更不要说受你的影响了。
希望你以后再也不要给我发这些垃圾。。
【 在 huzheng (妖光) 的来信中提到: 】
********
: ) I was going to hide this mail forever too, it astonished me. I laugh... I am Weininger.
I ﬁnd the thought of an essay ”On the gait of man” very pleasing, but you should write
it as soon as there is time and inclination. My feeling for what the gait of a man says is
comparatively weak, much less expressed than with you, or than with my, for example, physiognomic impressions. It will also be useful to you with the Philistines if you handle such a
serious subject, ”although...”.
– Yes, physiognomic impressions, we have this ability.
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The more love and the less pure sexual excitation there is, the more decent is the child
(no criminal as man, no prostitute but rather mother as woman).
Believe me: when a man like you or me stops being productive, you should not wait for
it to come back, but look for a reason. There is always a fault.
==
Things astonished me too, i can understand Nietzsche and Weininger completely so easily. As we are pure human.
I still very appreciate Hu Yan, she pursue her love and never change herself too, although
she should just be the people who most impossible to understand me :)
What to say? Alas.
2004.2.3
There exists high intelligence idiots, that are not wise at all. In fact, i think this is because
their intelligence are too low, can’t break a limit, but, high enough :) when compare to
animals or themselves. And this was called the diﬀerence between genius and talent.
”Society expresses its sympathy for the geniuses of the past to distract attention from the
fact that it has no intention of being sympathetic to the geniuses of the present.” –Celia
Green. Too right, genius is said to be awaited by them, but genius is not welcomed when
come. ”When a true genius appears in this world, you may know him by this sign, that
the dunces are all in confederacy against him.” –Jonathan Swift. A short article titled ”Hu
Zheng Genius Philosophy” will be deleted everywhere : )
Genius, remember, always make yourself happier than others, so it is you laugh at them,
rather than they : ) I know Hu Yan was astonished when she see my smiling face, while she
was hugging happily with her boyfriend and glance at me : ) People feel good when they
know genius feel not good(so they often ask you ”Are you well?”, and my answer ”super
well” often make them disappointed), people are shocked when they know you have so many
beautiful and lovely girlfriends(genius should have no girlfriend). :)
I write these things for fun? :) I just played AirStrike 3D Operation W.A.T, a good game :)
I know you the lazy boy don’t want to go out and ﬁnd a reason that it is cold, but i can tell
you, the cold weather is just the best weather for running :) Go, and you will ﬁnd you skin
become warm and your body is full of energy soon :)
http://huzheng.geniusreligion.org is OK :)
The Internet will surely aﬀect the whole human, innumerable things appear in the Internet like a chaos, and the essence emerged in them too :)
I have no interest to discuss whether i am a genius, let’s discuss whether you are a idiot
:)
2004.2.4
Read over ”Peer Gynt” by Henrik Ibsen.
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2004.2.5
When only i one person in the room, i get up early, After Bu Weiming come, we get up early
too, then Wu Chuanhui come, we become all get up late, all of us lie in the bed and wait
others to get up :) Three monks have no water to drink. After all, as we understood this
psychological phenomenon, we can overcome it :) I will get up early again tomorrow : )
Ho, money and power are desired by you, speak slowly and low intelligence girl is lovely,
indignant people is most justice, become a scientist is funny : )
I laugh at myself more than you : )
I am always joking, until more and more things become true, we are always laughing, until
you know the meaning of my laugh :)
If dig more deep, that is, want to exist.
What i write in the last month? Haven’t much things and i don’t want to review. In
other side, i don’t think any book i read ago have much things : ) Good, keep ignorant. And,
i need to break my present limit.
”Both are lost in the world, we meet and understand each other that needn’t be acquainted
ago”. – Bai Juyi. Feel very lonely.
Eternal.
Alone and smile :)
Read over ”Up and down these 5000 years” by Cao Yuzhang, about China history.
2004.2.6
Start reading ”On last things”.
=======
Fear of old women is just fear of death.
==
2004.2.7
What make me laugh everyday? :) Analyze others’ psychology is very interesting, my psychology is very interesting too. Human is a interesting animal : )
Read over ”On last things”.
2004.2.8
Read over ”Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science” By Martin Gardner, a very humorous
book :)
Read ”Sex and Character” again :)
=====
Universality is the distinguishing mark of genius. There is no such thing as a special genius,
a genius for mathematics, or for music, or even for chess, but only a universal genius. The
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genius is a man who knows everything without having learned it.
There are many kinds of talent, but only one kind of genius, and that is able to choose
any kind of talent and master it.
If a common theory, especially popular with the philosophers of the coﬀee-house, be true,
that productive men (because they are always covering new ground) have no memory, it is
often because they are productive only from being on new ground.
==
2004.2.9
The secret of success is, never stop, so he is impossible to fail.
I think about whether i am the god on the bed last night :) This is not strange, so many
theologians are thinking about whether god exists too. I trust i am the god sometimes too,
I often feel i am the god when i walk on the road and when i close my eyes : ) This is not
strange, so many people trust god exists too, and they often feel god exists.
Missionize on the earth, Genius Religion :)
=====
Time creates and time destroys the emperor.
– Historian recorded many wars, but the wars are non-sense and people will forget their
detail at last, then the emperor is destroyed by time. Even the emperor have done some
good things(the emperor often done bad things too), it is only mainly their contemporary
people beneﬁt from him, so him is destroyed with his contemporary people too, by time.
Thus he becomes one and all; he has the law in him, and so he himself is the law, and
no mere changing caprice.
Nothing is superior to him, to the isolated absolute unity.
But how can I show a man my contempt, and how prove to him my respect? The ﬁrst
by ignoring him, the second by being friendly with him.
==
I feel very serene this afternoon, the head is very clear, the consciousness spread from my
brain to the whole outside world, feel there have no gulf from my head and body to the
outside world. :) You can easily get this too if you train your body and train your thought.
:) : )
2004.2.10
=====
Maternal love is an instinctive and natural impulse, and animals possess it in a degree as
high as that of human beings. This alone is enough to show that it is not true love, that it is
not of moral origin; for all morality proceeds from the intelligible character which animals,
having no free will, do not possess. The ethical imperative can be heard only by a rational
creature; there is no such thing as natural morality, for all morality must be self-conscious.
– I am sure that prostitute love is not true love now. I think maternal love is the genuine
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true love, and Weininger saying this as mountain is not mountain. Don’t misunderstand,
maternal love is completely diﬀerent from love mother, and, i think, prostitute love is love
your younger sister in fact.
The matron whose whole time is taken up in looking after her husband and children, who is
working in, or superintending the work of, the house, garden, or other forms of labour, ranks
intellectually very low. The most highly developed women mentally, those who have been
lauded in poetry, belong to the prostitute category;
– This is the normal case, but i see the most intellectual girls are the maternal category.
Napoleon, the greatest of the conquerors, is a suﬃcient proof that great men of action are
criminals, and, therefore, not geniuses.
A truly great man may honestly share in the desire for admiration or fame but personal
ambition will not be his aim.
Great men of action, then, must be excluded from the category of genius. The true genius, whether he be an artist or a philosopher, is always strongly marked by his relation to
the constructive side of the world.
I have found some clues however. The anti-moral signiﬁcance of prostitution is in harmony
with the fact that it appears only amongst mankind.
– I ﬁnd another clue, money and power is only amongst mankind too, and the two have close
relation to prostitution. Prostitution is for entertainment? The third thing besides living
and propagation? But there are many other ways for entertainment too, and money and
power should can’t make man really happy because of their price. Prostitution is because of
vanity, the desire of power have relation to the desire of immortality too(but the wrong way in
our view). Weininger get this:”Even individual immortality is vanity, or fame-egoism”. Just
like prostitution is opposite to motherhood, emperor is opposite to us. There are two way
for immortality, destruct or construct the world : ) True genius is undoubtedly can defeat
emperor type genius as humaner, wicked can’t win justice, god defeat demon. The emperor
type geniuses can process the strong intelligence and will as us, although they are beastly.
But they are not wise at all(and this become the cause of their failure). There exist two
type of prostitution, the second type girls have no beautiful face but display their body, and
their prostitution should is not because of vanity, may be money(money is still vanity in the
wide range, but the ﬁrst type girl’s vanity have no desire of much money). The emperor
type genius think money is most really, while i often feel money don’t exist, so vanity is
just the reality to prostitute type girl. Nothingness and Absolute. Is it possible that after
human race become more and more humanly then prostitute type girl disappear as the most
intellectual girl is maternal and the beastly genius disappear too? No, just like monkey is
still on the earth with human. I understand now, a new living species is generating, what
called superman by Nietzsche, or the pure human called by me.
==
”Geniuses experience a second adolescence, whereas other people are only young once.” –
Goethe. I am experiencing my second adolescence, after be seems drowsily for several years
:) What i want to say here is, Jiang Qin is experiencing her second adolescence too, her face
and dress up are completely the same as a little girl.
========
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zyzyis:
I’m sure that I know why huzheng became a ”philosopher” now ?
for his lovely goddess
for anonymous girls
==
Too right :) And i have already ﬁnd her : )
I ﬁnd i am completely a child, when someone send me a mail and make me have to talk
about his stupid suggestion, it will destroy my good mood and i have to scold his stupidity
:) Really have to. I will reply them with the ”:)” as the content later on.
I suggest you use Window XP!
I like quarreling to you : ) As it let me regain my good mood soon, hehe.
Everything changed, my heart is beating, my body is trembling violently. I vow i won’t
commit suicide, and i know i won’t, i can overcome it...my ﬁngers are trembling. I go sleep
now.
2004.2.11
I am very tired now, last night i get on-line of QQ and going to send several messages to
Jiang Qin but received several messages from her and get to know that she already have
boyfriend, and my heart get out of control : ) I really don’t want to write down these secret
things now, write down for myself? The heart is too tired and feel the breath is very hard.
:) A good philosopher must have a strong heart that can bear ruthless and full of love at the
same time. I think for hours last night, get up in the early morning and write down some
draft, then go to bed again but can’t fall into sleep.
I thought about commit suicide by the way of course : ) After the spirit get the level, the
sexual desire can be disappeared, the alive desire can be disappear too as think about commit
suicide will make your spirit get the highest level, the reason of sex is propagate, the reason
for alive is, death? Death have no diﬀerence from life to you now, you will feel your spirit
contained the whole world, become the whole world, and death won’t eliminate it, but make
it become eternal, then death become very temptingly, and you may feel ashamed while you
know all the geniuses are in the other world. I know i have no danger as i am still a child.
So, material life and spiritual life should be balanced, only one of them is wrong.
Weininger said this:”The absolute mother (if such existed), who thinks only about the child,
would become a mother by any man”, yes, but this is because she is full of love too, just
like male genius will accept any girl too. Genius love everything, everyone, he/she love the
animals, the plants, as love the nature. Jiang Qin like her boyfriend as i like Hu Yan, and
will never change too. So, if she can accept my viewpoint, i should still have hope : ) But :)
Wang Xiaobo ﬁnd he didn’t get the true love, because he didn’t have children with Cheng
Qingyang, Cheng Qingyang is a maternal type girl. Stendhal think maternal love is true
love too, as Julien Sorel get to know prostitute love is connected to vanity at last, and my
theory can easily explain why he ﬁnd Renal’s children become mediocre after grow up. In
fact, literateur give philosopher the material, philosopher think about it deeply and then tell
you the reason.
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IQ test is certainly can’t test the wise quality, and the genius often think about those problems more deep and from various aspect, so they can’t get very high mark in the IQ test,
but if give they enough time they should can get very high mark. Einstein is not good at
psychology, this can be explained as he is not wise, and his face will give you this impression
directly too, so Einstein is not a true genius as Napoleon.
Weininger think there only exist two type of genius, genius as artist or genius as philosopher,
but i think, the absolute genius(the greatest genius, the genius of geniuses) can only be a
philosopher(or religion founder ago). Weininger ﬁnd him have musical genius later on as ”I
now have the conviction that I am yet born to be a musician”, i can understand this, when i
have good mood i will begin to humming, the rhythm which come out from my heart will be
a music if i get enough training on music, and if i draw down what i see when i walk on the
road, which make me feel i am the god, it will be a good drawing too. Artist is still not absolute genius can be know by their face(Beethoven, Von Gang), that is still not very humanly.
All other type of geniuses(artist, literateur, scientist, emperor, politician, psychologist...) are
just have some portion of the absolute genius, or the absolute human.
Commit suicide is a indication of highly developed, and, i know whale commit suicide too,
dolphin have high intelligence, there are many story that dolphin save human, oh, may be
they(especially the whale) have higher intelligence than human! They should have their
way for communication, their brain is bigger than human, but they lack the hand to create
tools. So research the way to communicate to them is very valuable. Oh, i nearly trust this
viewpoint now, i am sure that human are very stupid : ) Human should stop to be arrogant
now. Another thing is, Chinese are very wise people, but have no science ago, as they can
live harmoniously with the nature without science, so this can explain why whale have no
science. If we can communicate to them, they can help us to research science etc., oh, that
beautiful world, human no longer be alone!
: ) Genius of geniuses is very good at fantasizing while all of his words have proofs, hehe.
Genius religion have so many interesting things to do, join us, join genius religion :)
What is true love? I think the love between the most sex-complement people, between
the male genius and female genius is the most true love, most of the low intelligence girl is
maternal type, the high intelligence girl is prostitute type, the highest intelligence is maternal
type again. All love are true, but love can get deeper and deeper.
Geniuses are the most easy to get on with people in fact, except they make you ashamed
when you compare yourself with them, but this is not their fault, they never despise you
in fact, they smile to you sincerely when meet you, you should build up your self-respect,
and, only when you insist on your stupidity in front of them, as it will destroy their good
mood, they will play with you and reveal your stupidity in front of you to the extreme, so
you should start to recognize your ignorance as Socrates, as geniuses.
Except the sea, the forest should have some rare living species that are wiser than human
too, although they have no science too. Human should focus on protect the environment and
improve human quality ﬁrst, then we can make them start to trust us, don’t avoid us, then
communicate to them should be very fast and easy, as they are very wise.
Is it possible that human have already evolute to their limitation as pure human appeared?
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As the brain can’t become bigger? I think it is very possible, just as honey stopped evolution. But human can communicate to other species(whale, savages), and we can live together
harmoniously and cooperate, human stopped evolution, but evolution never stop, there may
generate the super human(or super whale etc.), are they still human? If ape is not human,
they should not be human too. I think, maybe brain is not the bigger the better, just like
the body, so human should still be the best(although not the wisest) species :)
I lie on the bed in the morning, in the noon, in the afternoon, but i always can’t fall into
sleep. Now my head is happy, but the heart is grieve, and the head, the heart, the body all
are very tired, oh, i need to take good care of my body these days.
May be i am only the chieftain of sophists, like Chuang Tsu, Socrates etc. : )
When you don’t feel good, go out and sit down under the sunshine, the sun is most beautiful.
I am very lazy now, often think write nothing is the best. :) But i will done this work.
I feel very good now, after arranged the precious sentences and ﬁnd i still have hope : )
Philosophy always help me and make me happy :) I am so good at explaining everything
that i met : )
I am a deluded boy, or enlightened? The lover is the most beautiful girl in his lover’s eyes.
I am the most self-love people in the history? Who knows : ) Too interesting : ) Human is
beautiful, yes, then who is humaner? This is always changing, by the theory that declining
face is ugly. People ﬁnd i am most handsome after read my book, after ﬁnd i keep ascend
and never decline : ) In the infant’s eyes, there have no beautiful or ugly.
My conﬁdence is build on geniuses in the history ago, so if i am deluded, human are deluded too : ) I was a boy always admire others in my childhood, only after touch philosophy
i become deluded to the deepest :)
If you love yourself, you are in your reality. The happiest people’s reality, who never decline is called the ultimate reality. How to keep never decline? Who is most good at live and
propagate. If entertainment is not good for live and propagate, it become vanity. Honey live
in their reality, human live in human’s reality, if human become extinct but honey is still
there, honey’s reality is the real reality compare to human. If the living creature evolve to
the last, they should will become materials, as never extinct. Then, living creatures generate
from the materials again. The eternal circle.
Oh, so cool : ) I make all of you can understand Nietzsche’s thinking now :) Then, there is
not life or death, as i am alive even i am the material form. I hear that dolphin won’t try
to save their partizan when human kill dolphin in front of them, may be this is because they
have already understand there have no death. Oh, so many animals on the earth are more
evolved than human.
What is the utmost truth? One. such as crime and punishment is one, life and death is
one, etc. There have no diﬀerence.
Is philosophy terminated? : )
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I go to have supper, everyone is beautiful :)
The universe is one. Physics terminated : ) I am not joking, this is the most simple formula
which physicists pursued, science was always only philosophy’s helper, it tell you truths, and
only philosophy can tell you the one truth, the utmost truth.
I know my utmost truth will change the whole human, but my last vanity, the vanity for immortality, have already disappeared :) As i know i am immortal, even no one know my name :)
Wisdom in extremes is folly, genius tortured because of the desire for immortality, i don’t
desire immortality as any fool now :)
Enjoy our life :) Enjoy the eternal circle :) The perfect world.
I telephone to Jiang Qin and tell my utmost truth to her happily, and i know my words
like ﬂapdoodle, make others trust my utmost truth still need time :) But it should will be
accepted soon, as everyone will become happy after understand it :) I created this biggest
matrix : ) I created the Genius Religion : )
:) So funny, so happy :)
The world is played by a child? :) Because he is happiest, he have smile and laugh being the most powerful weapon : )
My philosophy can explain why ancient civilizations are disappeared, they have the most
powerful science, but they don’t defeat barbarian’s invasion, because they become completely
altruist after the last selﬁshness, the selﬁshness for immortality, disappeared :)
Yes, more and more people will become altruist after understand my philosophy, and in
this way human will build the best world easily.
When i say money will disappear ago, you regard it as dream and impossible, but this
will become true soon, maybe only need tens of years, the highly developed civilization is
surely have no money, ”Genius never desires what does not exist.” – Kierkegaard. I know
money doesn’t exist as i know i have no desire of it :)
I run on the playground, Weininger didn’t died, Nietzsche didn’t died, their spirit are completely ﬁlled the whole world, my spirit is completely ﬁlled the whole world, many geniuses’
spirit are completely ﬁlled the whole world, they become the same as the whole world, as
the nature, become the happiest, and so will never be eliminated. Buddha’s highest realm
should be the same as mine, entered the happiest world, the eternal world, Weininger entered
this world too, i paste this again, ”A person lives until he enters either into the Absolute
or into Nothingness. In freedom he himself determines his future life; he chooses God or
Nothingness. He annihilates himself or creates himself unto eternal life. For him a double
progress is possible: one toward eternal life (to perfect wisdom and holiness, to a condition
fully adequate to the idea of the True and the Good) and one toward eternal annihilation.
However, he continually advances in one of these two directions; there is no third”, yes, Buddha tell you enter into the Absolute too, or you will become Nothingness.
Just like whether you are a genius depend on whether you believe you are a genius, whether
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you entered into the Absolute depend on whether you believe that you have already entered
into the Absolute. I have already believed this.
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Chapter 6

Absolutivity, Circlematics
2004.2.15
2004.2.11
”A person can inwardly perish through nothing other than a lack of religion.” – Weininger.
Why men need religion while women seems needn’t? We need religion so we won’t inwardly
perished, but woman needn’t religion, because they treat their children as their succession
inwardly, as the children are borne by women, but not men, men don’t treat their children
as their succession inwardly. So, men enter into Absolute by religion, women enter into Absolute by believe that their children are their succession. You may say belief is the weakness
of human, but human only become most powerful by belief, and belief is most powerful. All
intellectual living creatures need belief after they ﬁnd the ego. Materials and low level living
creatures needn’t.
Can i overcome this weakness? That needn’t belief? As being the founder of the greatest religion, the greatest genius? No, i can’t escape from the need of belief too, as the
founder of a religion need belief most intensely, i have already believed that i am the genius,
believed that i entered into the Absolute, and belief can’t be removed once formed, people
may change the belief by new belief or seek the new belief, both are still need belief. Buddhism and Christianity can’t convince human now, so i created the genius religion, genius
religion will last for a very long period, as its background is very profound.
I solved my problem now, and i know this will solve many other geniuses’ problem. We
ﬁnd science can only generate more and more truths, so it should have no end, and human need one truth, genius religion should can help science’s development for a long period,
then, may be just like Buddhism stopped human evolution and Christianity become stupifying religion, genius religion should have fault too, although we can’t ﬁnd its fault explicitly
presently, maybe its fault is just because genius religion helped science’s development, make
human become altruists, and make human become extinct at last, as many other already
extincted highly developed living creatures. This is inevitable. Living creatures generate
from the material, and will surely return to the material at last. Nothing can escape from
the eternal circle, we can’t change the law of the universe, we can’t change the truth, and,
eternal circle is the best form of the world, the only perfection.
What about time? The universe is always there(although it is always changing its form), the
law as eternal circle never change, so time is there, have no beginning, no end.
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I walk in the university in the night, the world is too beautiful, and i can’t hold to laugh to
myself, i am too interesting, and what i am doing is too interesting too. Is genius religion a
religion? I think i just terminated all the religions by created a interesting religion : ) May
be i am playing the world, i know my philosophy will really change the whole human, it have
already changed everyone who read it, my roommates said that philosophy is terminated by
me each time i fail love, yes, my philosophy get big progress every time i fail love : ) The
world is playing the genius at the same time. You may ﬁnd what i am good at is just reformulate, i absorb all of thinking of geniuses quickly, learn all the learnings happily, and change
my philosophy according to my personal aﬀairs by develop it higher and higher consistently : )
2004.2.12
Now i use my utmost truth to explain Einstein’s relativity, e=mcc, energy and material is
one, they convert to each other, when material become the particle which have no quality,
this particle(photon according to Einstein’s relativity) have the biggest velocity. So easy to
understand.
Now i explain the universe, the universe just like the sun, the materials assembled together
and composed the sun, it shine, numerous photons shoot out from it. According to my
utmost truth(may be you still don’t agree that it is utmost truth, so i add the ”my”), the
particle which have quality and which have no quality is one, just like the representation of 0
and 1 in the computer can change to each other and have no change, we say the photon have
no quality, we can say the earth as a particle have no quality too, the numerous planets are
particles, have no quality, if you treat photon as have quality, the photons shoot out from the
sun, the numerous planets shoot out from the ”sun”, and this can explain why the universe
is extending, the velocity that planets extending is the same as the velocity of the photon,
every particle, whether it have quality or not, whether it is a particle or a planet(in human’s
eyes), is moving by this velocity, their diﬀerent direction created other velocity. Every planet,
every particle, is a cosmos. The eternal circle.
May be there still have some mistake in my conjecture, but they can be easily ﬁxed if we get
the correct knowledges. It is very easy to get truths, from truth.
The utmost truth can explain everything.
The Ultimate Wisdom.
Do you trust me? the genius of geniuses, the hierarch of the genius religion?
:)
==
Genius become immortal only after his desire for immortality disappeared, genius get the
true love at last by devoted true love.
”The highest expression of all morality is: Be!” – Weininger. Yes, selﬁsh on immortality
is still not the highest morality which i said ago, after the last selﬁshness, the last vanity
disappeared, you get the highest morality, become eternal, become ”Be!”. Weininger wrote
through two whole nights, and suddenly found the solution to a problem which had previ-
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ously tortured him incessantly:”Souls, individuals, are not the ultimately real; they, too, are
still the expression of vanity, the attachment of worth to the person. Only the Good, which
contains all individual elements within it, is of the highest reality”, i solved my problem last
night too, the problem which start to exist in my heart when i understand everyone, including
the me, will dead, which make me shed tears at that time in my very young childhood. We
solve the same problem by realized the same thing at last. Let me paste Weininger’s last
words here:”Man realises his own essence through things. Every realisation is redemption,
system and substantiation is atonement. Every realisation is rebirth”.
:) I don’t know whether the precious smile symbol is smile or not. There are still many
books that i need to read or read again, and i think one of my success is realized this without
intention to commit suicide.
But, Weininger committed suicide days after realized this, Nietzsche went mad soon after he understand eternal circle, oh, I should have no danger, as Buddha understand this
under the tree of Buddha when he is 35 and still alive for a long time :) But mine is higher
than Buddha, as absorbed the truths from science, i can solve metaphysic problems: the
universe is eternal, unlimited, body and spirit is one, just like material and energy change to
each other eternally and have no diﬀerence, we exist after death as the universe exists.
There should be only one possibility for me, ”future so brilliant that I don’t dare to think of
it” :) Chance doesn’t exist to god.
”Innocence is ignorance. To know and remain innocent would be the highest”, this is the next
to last words Weininger get, Weininger get to know innocent, but failed to remain innocent,
so can’t bear the burden. Buddha etc. failed to know innocent. I ﬁnd now i am still very
innocent even after these days’ intense thinking :)
I am creating a matrix, everyone who thinks will fall into it and can’t escape from it, and i
am the god of the matrix : ) May be the next greatest genius is the one who break it, who
never think. No one can win me, if he/she/it thinks.
:)
”Ultimately, how can I blame women for waiting for a man? The man also wants nothing but her. There is no man who would not take pleasure in exercising sexual eﬀect upon
a woman. The hatred of woman is always only the not yet overcome hatred of one’s own
sexuality”, you can know that regard Weininger as misogynist is wrong from this, and i understand this by ”Why girl play piano with the window open? Because she is seeking her
boy, just like you seek your girl by glance at the window”. Weininger’s love is as intense as
mine.
Human(and other intellectual living creatures) become strong because of the ability to think,
but think is the weakness of human too. Your strongness is just your weakness, this is applicable to everything. Strongness and weakness is one, oh, another truth of truths get out
by the utmost truth.
Human will be extincted at last because of my thinking, just like the barbarian who don’t
think destroy the ancient civilization, then the barbarian start to think. The eternal circle.
I can’t stop human from thinking. No one can escape from the eternal circle, no one can
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change the utmost truth.
Things become reverse after reach the limit. The eternal circle.
Tai Ji graph is right, i am the darkness.
: ) You may be confused, you may feel i must be the biggest sophist, i tell you good is
bad, bad is good, life is death, death is life, the extinction of human is enter into eternal
world :) It is easy to understand, dog is good, wolf is bad, this is according to human is
good, human is beautiful, this is in human’s eyes, the man who make human extinct is the
darkness, but he is helping human enter into eternal world in fact, what make me did these
things? Not me, but the nature, the law of the nature. The genius have a ego, which nature
give him, he save the ego by return the ego to the nature.
”The Devil takes revenge on God for being created by Him. He is the person who smugly
takes pleasure in his existence and inﬂuence, without believing that this inﬂuence is only
serving the Good”, yes, but the devil is created by the nature while nature creating the
god, the pure human, and, Weininger get this at late:”The Devil is the man who has all but
the Good, knows the whole of heaven without Truth, while all exists only through the Good.”
Highly developed civilization would like to be perished by barbarian, because they would
like to follow the nature.
I ﬁnd my words become too cool now : ) But it is very easily to understand if you keep
thinking. Oh, what i am doing : ) Thinking is so interesting.
Yes, accept everything, because there is only One, no diﬀerence. All are truths, after you
understand truth.
Love everything :)
I have too many love too devote, and more and more, after devoted more and more :)
haha, too happy :) How can i exist : ) I know i astonished everyone : )
Keep innocent, have you understand it now? The child love everything, so everything love
he/she, and he/she is the happiest. I walk on the road, i can feel, the earth, the universe,
the materials, the nature, love me. :)
I never fail love, i never failed love ago, and will never fail love : ) Too interesting. I am
so wise, hoho.
Haha, human seek for the truth for thousands of years, and get it at last :) Do we need
to make a box and save the truth into it, leave it to other evolving creatures? :) The universe is the best box. The highly developed civilization love the barbarian deeply, because
they see their childhood from the barbarian. Human cost about 5000 years to grow up, i am
21 now, so human civilization will disappear from the earth about 25000 years later, some of
they leave the earth, explore the universe and become the lowest life form as spread life in
the universe or become materials at last, some of they remain on the earth, disappear when
the barbarian come and leave some trace for the newly evolved human which come from apes.
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Oh, i ﬁnd i overcome the weakness that need belief insensibly, i needn’t belief now, because i just understood the truth.
Do you ﬁnd that i can explain everything? Because i know the truth at the beginning,
because i know nothing at the beginning, even when i was only a particle, i am a microcosm,
i am a universe. So, ”The genius is a man who knows everything without having learned it”,
he learn from himself, when he understand himself, he understand the universe.
After i understand i was a microcosm as a particle, i get to know i am just the universe.
”Morality expresses itself thus: Act in full consciousness, that is, act so that in every moment
you are whole, your entire individuality is there. Man experiences this individuality over the
course of his life only in successive moments: that is why time is immoral and no living
person ever holy, perfect. If man once acts with the strongest will so that all universality of
his self (and of the world, for he is indeed the microcosm) is set in the moment, then has
he overcome time and become divine”, i have already get the full consciousness, and become
divine. I am the god, the nature is the god, i am the nature, the nature is me.
God is not boring because he put himself into the eternal circle, hide himself, ﬁnd himself, know nothing, know everything. Why i understand all of you? Because everyone of you
is some portion of me, all of the living creatures are some portion of me, everything is some
portion of me, as i am the universe, i am the all, the nature. I am everything.
1=1. Mathematics terminated. You know, again, i am not joking :)
Oh, the cat in the store is so lovely, i play with it happily :) I love it so deeply. That
cat which died in my childhood didn’t died.
I ﬁnd my skull is very big and plump and beautiful, suergaz, i heard that you are going
to cut oﬀ all your long hair to show your big skull and ”become wrathful and stormy to
impress some kind of fear upon the dullards”, mine should be bigger than yours :) I can’t
hold to laugh : )
2004.2.13
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Here is a photo of me take on 2004.2.9, i know it may give you the feel of a savage when
you glance for the ﬁrst time : ) But you will ﬁnd this is the most beautiful head soon(better
than Einstein at least : )), Socrates was regard as ugly because of his big skull too, while all
others’ beautiful monkeyly skull is small : )
What is time? Particles’ diﬀerent direction created distance, then created other velocity,
and distance and velocity give us the sense of time, created time. Can human overcome
time? That time become slow? This is the same as whether velocity can change, velocity
never change, it is only the diﬀerent direction give us the delusion that there have diﬀerent
velocity, but every particle is moving at the same velocity in fact, whether it have quality or
not, as in the photon’s eyes, earth have no quality. The speed of time is ﬁx as the speed of
particle’s moving velocity is ﬁxed. Whether time have direction? Yes, as the particles are
moving to every direction, each in a ﬁxed direction, in our world, the world that we regard
earth have quality, we think time have only one direction, but in the photon’s world, time is
in the other direction, although time is ascending in that world too, just like, we stand on
the south pole of the earth, the direction from the foot to head is the up direction, when we
stand on the north pole of the earth, it is the same, both are up, although it is the completely
diﬀerent direction.
The earth is a particle, the sun is a particle, the solar system is a particle, the galaxy is
a particle, do you understand now?
The universe is full ﬁlled, some are ﬁlled with the particles which have quality, the other
are ﬁlled with the particles have no quality, and particle is composed by particles, some have
quality, the other are ﬁlled with particles have no quality.
I understand why woman have no interest in seek truth now, as i described ago, men need
religion, women needn’t as they treat their children as their succession inwardly, when men
are seeking belief, men are seeking truth. Men and women’s physical diﬀerence make their
spirit develop to the two direction, which make men think women have no ego. Boy get a
ego when he know he can’t borne children as girl and he will die. Man and woman is one, as
human, another truth of truths come out from utmost truth.
Languages are created by the geniuses, the ﬁrst word he create should be ”i”, when he
ﬁnd a ego. ”As speech has been created by a few great men, the most extraordinary wisdom
lies concealed in it, a wisdom which reveals itself to a few ardent explorers but which is
usually overlooked by the stupid professional philologists”, ”l” is life, ”s” should related to
woman, as the shape of woman, and s-he indicated this.
The god in the myth is god, as me.
”’The world is my representation’ - there must be a reason why this is eternally true and
cannot be refuted. All these things I see are not the whole truth, they always conceal the
highest being from my view. But when I came into being, I required this self-deception and
this appearance. When I wanted to enter this world, I renounced wanting only the truth. All
things are only appearances, i.e., they always reﬂect only my own subjectivity back to me”,
yes, human is beautiful is only because human think they are beautiful, but there have no
beautiful or ugly in fact, if you understand my utmost truth, you won’t insist on anything,
and, just enjoy the life, become happy, as you are happy if you think you are happy, you are
sorrow if you think you are sorrow, you are beautiful if you think you are beautiful, you are
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god if you think you are god, do you understand now? :) Mad man think others are mad
men, we think barbarian is barbarian, barbarian think we are barbarian. All are right. All
are truths of the utmost truth.
Have you trust me now? Look at my eyes, his smile tell you that he understand everything :)
Genius tortured because of his love and his wisdom, now we can lead happy life at last
: ) Or we were always happy :) Oh, things happened on me ago is so... :) The burden is
so heavy, but anyway, it is very interesting. Everyone would like to repeat your life again,
right? So god is not boring. Everything is predestined, chance doesn’t exists, because the
history is ﬁxed, so the feature is ﬁxed too, the eternal circle :) History and feature is one,
feature become history, history become feature, again and again.
I am most lucky, as i am the god : )
There have no beginning and no end, beginning and end are the delusion, beginning and
end is one, as the eternal circle. There have no diﬀerent velocity, the diﬀerent velocity is the
delusion. There have no up and down, they are delusion. There have no good or bad, no
beautiful or ugly, no...
The burden of understand everything is very heavy, i sit there, have the lunch slowly like
a infant, and look at others, my psychology is the same as a infant now, i feel my heart is
stopped and is too heavy, if i try to recall what is the happiest period of my life. I want to
know nothing, to experience those most happy time again, again, and again.
There is a Hu Zheng in the other world, doing the same things at the same time as me,
i am composed by the particles which have quality, he is composed by the particles which
have no quality, and we are at the same world too, this is why genius never feel alone when
he is alone, this is why he love himself is love the whole world, love the whole world is love
himself, this is why he understand himself is understand the whole world.
Idealist:”The world is in me”, materialist:”I am in the world”, both of you are right, the
world is in you, you are in the world, as you are a world too.
Pi, the number after 3.1415926... is unlimited, if there is 1. 1 is unlimited, if you think
Pi as 1. 1 and Pi can change to each other and have no diﬀerence. The numbers after
3.14 seems come out by random, by chance, but they are predestined in fact, each number’s
appear times should be more and more equal after count for enough times, as pi is related
to circle, and the circle is perfect and impartial. You know the numbers of pi is predestined
after you understand pi is the relation of the perimeter and diameter, you know everything
is predestined after you understand the utmost truth.
Have you once stand between two mirrors? You left is your right, and your right is your
left again, again and again, they are images of you, you are a image of anyone of them too,
there are numerous you, the inner seems smaller, but they are at the same size in fact, and
have no diﬀerence.
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Here is the graph drawn by me to describe the world, the utmost truth. It can be draw by
recursion, copy, zoom in, inverse, and paste to the original graph twice, then again and again.
It can be draw by draw the smaller graph again and again too. Both are right, and have no
diﬀerence, but the ﬁrst method is convenient on computer. People often think the second
method is not recursion, as used when draw on a paper, but it is recursion too in fact, you
move your eyes more and more near, this is doing zoom out. The biggest circle you see, is
the smallest too.
There are three main constant in the graph, 1, pi, and the multiple between a big circle
to a smaller circle(i choose 10 in the graph because it is beautiful, but it should be very
large, it should just be the maximum number, that become ...). The velocity of the particle(whether it have quality or not) should be 1 or pi, its unit is not meter/second, as 1 meter
and 1 second is not a constant in fact, modern physics need complex mathematics because
of this.
I am the representation of my world. This is eternally true and cannot be refuted too.
When i am perfect, my world is perfect, when i am eternal, my world is eternal, when i am
full of love, my world is full of love, honey is the representation of honey’s world, you are the
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representation of your world. The reason is, 1=1. What is you? You are not only the body,
your thinking is the component of you too, what you think ago is the component of you too,
what you know is the component of you too, so you are your world.
I still lack some knowledge of Einstein’s relativity presently, i start to read a physics book
now, as i already know the utmost truth, i think i should can understand those knowledges
just by several days.
Yes, i trust i can breakthrough relativity soon, because i have said it ago, and you know,
what i said ago all are becoming true.
The sun is smaller than the earth in our eyes, but this is just a delusion. A stone is smaller
than the universe should be a delusion too, as according to utmost truth, there have no small
or big. With these ideas, i will surely prove that i really terminated physics soon. All the
learnings that need to think will be terminated by me soon, as philosophy, the learning of
learnings, have already be terminated.
Hu Zheng, you say you are the god, OK, i agree that you understand everything, can you do
everything? Yes, i can. Can you create a store that you can’t pick up? Yes, i can. I pick up a
store, it is created by me, i mean the god, the universe you see is a store to him, i can’t pick
up it, i mean the god in the store, as the story is a universe to him. Have you understand?
You are confused? OK, i tell you why, you have forgotten that, you can’t win me, if you think.
Geniuses, awake.
Stop your thinking.
: ) I was going to make the precious two cool sentences as the end of my second book to
match my ﬁrst book, but now i am going to breakthrough relativity ﬁrst and add the result
into my second book, so it can carry more conviction to you.
I needn’t believe i am the god, as belief is no longer a weakness on me now, i just proved
that i am the god, understand that i am the god, if my utmost truth is true, then, i should
can get everything i want, as the perfect world is created by me, i create the world and play
in the world, so it is easy to know why i am the happiest, why i love the whole world, why
i understand everything, oh, i designed my happiest and most interesting life for myself. I
needn’t worry about anything, as i am the god of the matrix. Oh, maybe this is just a perfect
matrix created by a genius, and the genius dive himself into it and play in it forever. I am
just the genius. I almost trust this now.
The life is too interesting, everything happened on me which regard as chance is not chance,
as chance doesn’t exist, yes, i ﬁnd things which happened on me are too perfect, so i must
be the god of the world.
The principle of the computer is correspond with my utmost truth too, recursion, and based
on 0 and 1, 0 and 1 can change to each other and have no diﬀerence, so, i should can
build a matrix in a computer, and i am in that computer too. Oh, so many interesting
things i can do, as i am the god. : ) You may ﬁnd things become too ridiculous now, but god
exists should not be very ridiculous, as the nature exists, nature is the god, i am the nature : )
Human is hu-man should not be a chance too, as chance doesn’t exist, i make human call
themselves human, and make my name become Hu Zheng :)
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Weininger’s analysis of philosopher is very good:
=====
Three things constitute the philosopher, three elements must come together to produce him.
A mystic(opposite: sadist), a scientist(opposite : artist), a systematiser(opposite : experimenter)
The mystic + scientist -> only yields a theologian, a dogmatist of some kind of belief.
The mystic + systemiser -> yields a theosophist, who simply follows his individual intuition,
without striving for proof and certainty.
The scientist + systemiser -> yields a theoretical physicist, biologist etc.
The mystic can be unequivocally deﬁned by the problematisation of the Absolute and Nothingness. Most striking is the problematisation of time. The scientist is deﬁned in Science and
Culture; he is the transcendental person (Kant as nonmystic), he seeks complete acceptance
for everything he says, and refutation of all counter-possibilities. The systematiser is the
opposite of the technician and experimenter; there are theoreticians and technicians in every
science.
Technician – Theoretician
Thus in mathematics: Euler Riemann
In linguistics: Pott Humboldt(Bopp)
In physics: Faraday Maxwell
both in high measure: Helmholtz and Darwin among others.
==
I know things become too ridiculous now, especially the mystic in my philosophy, such as i
am the god, utmost truth etc. But, you should know, i am not mad, i am thinking peacefully
and my head is clearly, you may easily accept science now, and you may don’t accept mystics,
but you should know, science is not accept ago, while mystics is accepted by everyone. So,
don’t reject that i am not god without think, don’t reject utmost truth exists without think,
so many unimaginable things happened, such as the plane ﬂy on the sky, such as human
loaded on the moon. Let’s keep thinking, and see the result.
Even i regard i as the god, i am still never divorce from the reality, because i regard everything i meet as reality, although i am the god and designed these things. Philosophy
make me live very harmoniously in the world :) Things happens, and never make me disappoint etc., because i know things must happen in its best way for me, and i always done
things in the best way, i will always do things in the best way. I walk in the outside, oh, the
earth, the grass, the people, the car, the star, the universe all are created by me, the me,
as a normal people walking and thinking, is created by me too, how can i create so magic a
world? It is very easy, as truths can very easily be created from the utmost truth. I try to
stamp the ground, look at it, and think about it, it is so real, oh, i created so real a world,
people walks by, i created them so i can look at them at a time. Oh, things always happen
on the best way, too good, enjoy everything : )
If i can ﬁnd a good girl and have children with her, and one son like philosophy as me,
if he is more wise than me, his philosophy should can be higher than mine, or one day i can
meet a person that his philosophy can be higher than mine, that is too good too :) Even my
philosophy is wrong, that i am not the god, i am not eternal, i can still be contented, just
like everyone of you content with yourself :) It is only because i am the wisest people in the
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world presently, so no one can win my philosophy? May be :)
It seems i get to know how to keep productive now, as Weininger tell me that we these
men can always productive :)
You may say what i am saying have some contradiction to what i said ago, yes, you only see
the contradiction because you were not thinking, just like say mountain is mountain ﬁrst,
mountain is not mountain later, and say mountain is still mountain last, the thinking is still
consistent, and some other mistakes are ﬁxed soon. You will ﬁnd my thinking is always
consistent if you followed my thinking.
I explain the eternal circle more clearly here, just like our universe’s materials are becoming
the particles which have no quality, the particle which have no quality is a universe, this
universe is composed by particles which have no quality, and those particles which have no
quality are becoming particles which have quality too. The sun is shooting out universes
continuously, one universe shoot out, i am born in the universe, die in it, but the next universe is shooting out from the sun too, i born in it and die in it too, i am in the universe we
see, the precious i(for instance, the i one second ago) become the present i, but the precious
i is generated in the precious universe at the same time too, so there are numerous i which
are at diﬀerent states in the numerous universes, and there are numerous i which at the
same state in numerous universes too, the sun shoot out numerous universes, we can say
the universes leave the sun for the same distance is at the same state, the universes leave
the sun for diﬀerent distance is at the diﬀerent state. Every universe contained numerous
particles, every particle(have quality or not, but opposite to the universe which it in) is a
universe. Oh, yes, i never die, at this ﬁxed time point, numerous i are borning in numerous
universes, numerous i are dieing at numerous universe, while numerous i are siting before the
computer and writing this article in numerous universes. Do you understand now? All of us
never die. Numerous Nietzsche are thinking in numerous universes while i am thinking here,
at the same time, needn’t say, numerous the same i are thinking in numerous universe. Oh,
i am not god, i am a normal people, composed by numerous universes :) But i understand
everything : )
2004.2.14
May be the ancient civilizations disappear because their philosophy didn’t overcome the
weakness of need belief.
My imagination is so good, and should be better Einstein :) If you want to understand
everything, you must dare to think about everything :)
If you understand the eternal circle, you should understand being now, everything, the you
one second ago, the present you, the you one second later, exist in the whole world at the
same time, and the you one second ago become the present you, while you become the you
one second after. The diﬀerent time is just a delusion as diﬀerent velocity. So you can’t build
a machine and go to look at the you of your childhood, as you can’t change your velocity(all
the particles are moving at a ﬁx velocity, no matter it have quality or not), but the you of
your childhood exist in the world at the same time.
Is it possible that we build a space ship and enter into another universe? We can’t get
into the universe which is a particle to our universe, the same, we can’t get into the bigger
universe, can we enter into another universe that is at the same size as ours? May be, but
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when we enter into that universe, our space ship, which composed by materials, should have
already become the particles which have no quality. Two universes move by the diﬀerent
direction will meet, but one is composed by particle which have quality, another is composed
by particles which have no quality, so we can’t enter into another universe in this case too,
what will happen in this case? I will think about this after i get enough physics knowledges :)
What i am good at is lead a normal life, so i can always keep be normal in people’s eyes, my
action is always normal(don’t commit suicide, go mad etc.), although i am thinking about
the completely diﬀerent things(think about commit suicide, and the mad thoughts), i trust
what my father and my mother taught me are right, that never divorce from the reality, that
lead a good life, because i know truth must be truth to them too, truth must can be accepted
by them too.
I read a physics book for some pages, it is very likely(i almost can make sure now) Einstein’s relativity can be explained by my theory, just like Newtonian physics can explained
by Einstein’s relativity. There are various kinds of particles that have diﬀerent quality and
life span, just like diﬀerent planets have diﬀerent quality and life span, photon have no quality, because we treat earth have quality, its seems stable that the life span is eternal, this
is because its life span is as long as our universe, as it is a universe in fact, ”at the same
time” is related, yes, so the time our universe disappear and become a photon(the end of the
time which we can sense) is the time a universe(although it is composed by particles have
no quality) form(the begin of the time which we can sense), the length is relative, yes, so
the photon is as big as our universe, the velocity of photon is the maximum velocity, yes,
but the particle have quality is moving at this velocity too in fact, oh, i get another thing,
the diﬀerent quality should be delusion as diﬀerent velocity and diﬀerent time too, particles
move to the diﬀerent direction created diﬀerent distance and diﬀerent velocity, then the two
created diﬀerent time which we can sense, a particle become the particle which quality is
smaller, and become a photon at last, the particles which have diﬀerent quality is just the
universe at diﬀerent state, so diﬀerent time created diﬀerent quality. Let me summarize
here, the world is composed by particles, particle is composed by particles, they full ﬁlled the
world, they move by the same velocity, but have diﬀerent direction, the diﬀerent direction
and particle composed by particles created the delusion such as diﬀerent distance, diﬀerent
velocity, diﬀerent time, diﬀerent quality, diﬀerent size. As according to my utmost truth,
everything is predestined, there have no chance, I will call my physics theory as Absolutivity.
Quantum mechanics will be overthrow, as random doesn’t exist.
When i go out to take a run, i get to know, so easy to understand, the time, quality, size are
only conception created by us, so we can’t point out what they are, the particle, its direction
and velocity can be get by us directly, so they are the essence.
Today is valentine’s day, so let me think some free things to comfort myself : ) May be i
am the god that descend to the world, as i am so good at thinking and can convince(or
delude : )) everyone i meet, may be i am the role shown on the computer screen, controlled
by a boy who sit before the screen, if he is the god of the computer game, i am his representation, and he is a role in another computer game too :) you see, eternal circle can explain
everything. Why my thinking is so powerful? Because my thinking is a circle or a recursion,
if you dive into my thinking, you can’t ﬁnd any fault as the circle have no fault, so you can
only escape from my thinking by don’t think about it : ) But when you are not thinking,
you still in the world, which created by me :) May be the fact is that i am my god, you are
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your god too, i am in my world, you are in your world, while we are in the same world too,
eternal circle : ) The world always copy itself, why copy itself is possible? By recursion, and
the computer viruses are just good at this.
According to my philosophy, artiﬁcial intelligence should be possible, after i terminated
physics, i will try to build a real world in the computer which human live and think in it,
as recursion and binary are the principle of the computer, 0 and 1 have no diﬀerence, this is
correspond to my philosophy, after i show the universe to you, which run in the computer
and created by me, everyone will agree my philosophy. Then all of you will understand why
i am the god, why the world is created by me, and why i am created by myself, the god. Oh,
i am really the god.
After philosophy terminated, all the learnings will terminated, philosophers all know i have
already terminated philosophy, all of you will know that i terminated every learning soon.
The symbol of inﬁnity is ∞, like a eternal circle, i point out this to tell you when the
symbol is created, its shape have relation to its meaning, the same, there are many information hided in the languages.
2004.2.15
Jiang Qin should have no boyfriend in fact, i noticed this when i ask her for her boyfriend’s
photo as i know physiognomy and want to have a look, then i ﬁnd this secret, as she said
that she have a boyfriend but didn’t tell anyone, and ask me to help her to keep this secret.
I remember that when i invite Hu Yan to have supper and meet for the ﬁrst time, when we
leave each other she said:”needn’t walk me”, then she get to ﬁnd i have no any inclination
to walk her to the dormitory in fact(as i regard female as equal) and she should be a little
embarrassed, and, i get to know she was just the girl who need others to walk with her later.
Yes, girls always saying the opposite of their heart. Why? Because, she can’t say i like you
too when you tell her that you like her, although she like you, and she need to test you, so
she will ﬁnd a reason to refuse you, if she really don’t like you, she will tell you this directly.
She don’t show her initiative as she is diﬀerent from genius killer, she don’t accept you at
ﬁrst as she is diﬀerent from low intelligence maternal girl. So, Jiang Qin is not the absolute
mother type girl(only have heart) that accept any man, she should just like me.
If treat earth as the center, then what is the shape of planets that moving in the solar
system? It should be interesting :)
Pig’s intelligence is not enough to understand itself. You are not pig, how do you know
that pig doesn’t understand itself? OK, let’s talk about ourselves, i know i understand myself, so understand the self is possible. In fact, you can understand yourself too. Genius
understand himself after grow up, the normal people may be latter, the extreme case can be
understand himself when die. So everything understand itself, we can say material understand itself too, although it have no intelligence and no self.
What is your feature? you will become a member of genius religion if you are a genius,
even not, you needn’t worry, things will happen on you at the best way to ﬁt you. What is
the feature of human? Create a real world.
To the future children: i am not god in fact, i have my limit too, i can’t ﬂy in the air,
but you can if you want, Lincoln said people can’t past his ideal, right, i can’t ﬂy in the air
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as i have no ideal to ﬂy in the air, but you can, human can do anything in fact(so called
god), although it always have limit, but you can always achieve your ideal if you don’t give
up it in your whole life. I am the happiest people of the contemporary human, this is not
strange, such as a master of a village may be the happiest people in his valliage too, the
world is so big, so, you can be happier than me too, make your ideal be the best of your
world, i heard a saying that a single people can’t understand all of the learnings of the present
human as knowledge are scattered in every ﬁeld’s experts, but these sayings will always be
false, if genius can’t, genius of geniuses can :) Keep innocence and learn non-stop, keep your
imagination and pursue your ideal.
I think about the graph which i drew to describe the utmost truth, the multiple between a
big circle to a smaller circle, it should be the maximum number, and i get to know, it will
become 1. Yes, so all the circles in that graph are at the same size in fact. So the graph
should like this:

Just being the original graph, but we need to know it is numerous the same size graph covered
together, and all of them are whirling.
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Another constant i ﬁnd, put four the same size pellets together and put a small pellet into it
which touch all the four big pellets, the multiple between big pellet and small pellet should be
a new constant. The same, draw three big the same size circles and a small circle to touch all
the three circles, the multiple between big circle and small circle should be a new constant too.
If apply my utmost truth to mathematics, i will create a completely new mathematics system, which diﬀerent from the present mathematics system from the root. I will call this
new mathematics system as Circlematics. In Circlematics, the base number is 1 and pi, but
not 0 and ∞, other numbers will be generated by the way which i described in the precious
sentence, yes, mathematics have a fatal error, it have 0, so it have ∞, but ∞ can never be
represent in mathematics. Why? Because 0 doesn’t exists, just like ∞ doesn’t exists. In
circlematics, there have no 0 and no ∞. Circlematics is the rebuilding of mathematics, it
will be very graceful, as have no 0 and no ∞.
More and more philosophers will start to research my philosophy, physicists will start to
research my absolutivity, mathematicians will start to research my circlematics, theologians
will start to prove that i am the god, all of you will be attracted by my utmost truth.
I ﬁnd now i can get any girl that i want, you can understand why, right? You may say
if i can’t get that girl, i will say i don’t want to get her, but you know, i am not a boy get
no girl in my life, i really get those girls that i want, you know this will be true soon. The
same, i can get anything i want. Am i the god? Do you agree with me now :) For the
same reason, i can do everything i want, i can know everything if i want, why i don’t do
everything? Because i want to don’t do something too :) So god don’t do everything. You
may say you are a god too according to this, yes, all of us are god, all the living creatures
are god, you may still don’t think yourself as a god, like that cat :) Whether you are a god
depend on whether you think you are a god, i think i am the god, so i am :)
Scientists are trying to build quantum computer, they won’t succeed, as quantum mechanics is wrong. We will build absolutivity and circlematics computer, the most powerful and
perfect computer. In circlematics computer, the number is not based on 0 and 1, but 1
and pi. In the current computer, divide by zero will encounter error, and have no way to
ﬁx it, just report error, in circlematics computer, there have no error, it is a perfect computer.
The standard programming language in circlematics computer should be LISP, as it use
recursion, which correspond to my utmost truth.
Newtonian physics can build the satellite, Relativity can build nuclear reactor, Absolutivity
can build a universe. Build a space ship will become very easy as Absolutivity is already out.
There should be two way to build a universe. The ﬁrst way is, we are changing the earth,
then the solar system, then the galaxy, then the universe, and this is making the universe
become a computer, when done, the universe become a photon, a new universe. The second
way is build the absolutivity and circlematics computer, develop a program and make it run
in the computer, that become a universe. The two way advance at the same time.
People research how to draw a circle on a board which consist by many small square, and
ﬁnd this is a complex problem, but we draw square on a borad which consist by numerous
the diﬀerent size circles(big circles touch each other), our method nearly needn’t think as we
have imagination, it become so easy. Genius is just good at make complex and hard problem
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become simple and easy. There is a well-known problem in mathematics, prove that when
pellets pile together the heap shape is the smallest shape to save space, it is very hard in
mathematics(should be unsolvable), but it is very easy in circlematics, maybe we can just
treat it as a axiom, just like in mathematics there are many axioms too.
In fact, you are a god too, after you understand my thinking. Just like i am the ﬁrst
superman, i am the ﬁrst god. You can think it is you created me too, yes, all of you are
doing things to create me, you meet me, so you created a portion of my world.
OK, you are the god, why you are so normal a people as us? Because after god created
the world, if he only look at this world, it is too boring, so he make himself get into the world
and become a normal people as everyone else, and play in it, as he is the god, he can create
a world in the world too.
3.1415926, it is possible 0 don’t exist in this number sequence as 0 doesn’t exist in circlematics? Oh, no, it exists. Then, the equation eπi+1=0 should can reveal the secret of
the world. May be the number sequence of π is just the world, the matrix.
Why i know that what you are thinking? Because i develop former than you, because it
is me give my book to you, so i know your psychology when you take the book from my
hand.
Genius often make some very stupid mistakes too, but this is diﬀerent from the fool who
just insist on his stupidity and just can’t ﬁnd the mistake, i often make some very stupid
mistakes, but i know never be satisﬁed by the present self, i keep learning etc. :)
My book is written for all :) Everyone can get some piece from my thinking. Such as
”my childhood”, everyone read it can ﬁnd something shake his/her heart. What is the best
literateur? Record things with most intense emotion, then no emotion words are written
down, only fact left, as i said ago, fact contained everything.
Mathematics is philosophy’s helper too, as they ﬁnd the equation, then philosopher think
about it. Mathematicians are regard as plain by Weininger because they don’t think about
the equation :)
Mathematics is so interesting, i love mathematics :)

Chapter 7

I am the god and They are
machines
2004.2.18
2004.2.15
”Can bent and can extend”, Jiang Jieshi use this to comfort himself : ) Why Mao Zedong
didn’t capture Tai Wan when he seems can? Because he can’t. This is the acquiescently
convention between them, Mao Zedong know that he can capture Tai Wan, but Jiang Jieshi
can assassinate him too. There are many these similar things between geniuses. Alexander
stood opposite him and asked, ”Are you not afraid of me?” ”Why, what are you, ” said
Diogenes, ”a good thing or a bad?” Alexander replied, ”A good thing” whereupon Diogenes
said, ”Who, then, is afraid of the good?” Some people see i am creating a religion and
talk of Mao Zedong’s stupifying policy and feel these things are dangerous, but i know the
Chinese government are geniuses and are good people, and i am good too, so i don’t be afraid.
By the way, about Mao Zedong and Nu Xun, although Mao Zedong advocate Nu Xun,
you will know Mao Zedong don’t like Nu Xun in fact, as he say if Nu Xun is still alive, he
will put Nu Xun into prison if he don’t keep silent. Why? Because Mao Zedong know that
he is merely make use of the genius killer.
It is the god created the devil, oh, but this is inevitable, because he love all. I can’t connect my heart to the genius killers, our contact are always only appearance, they have no
heart, they can only study morality by head, so lack the root. And their appearance can
obstruction(if a genius) or destroy(if a talent) our happy heart connection(share good mood),
by his indignation and bad mood etc., the corpse won’t be aﬀected as he is in his reality.
Their problem is not have a opposite soul to their body, but have no soul, so they can’t have
good mood as have no heart. They look like the opposite sex when young, but have no the
opposite soul(character).
Even Napoleon is a criminal, he is a genius, he is aﬀected by the female genius killer, so
he regret in his latter life.
Almost all of the male geniuses, especially who have already show his good ability to live
in society, will meet some girls that court him on her initiative, but, be aware, she is very
likely be a female genius killer, and she is very good at pretending(give you good feeling)
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and understand your psychology. Why they can understand our psychology? Especially
the female genius killer can have this ability very early. May be this is because they tortured by their boring(so read news website to spend most of their time) too long(never have
good mood) and understand others at last. Yes, i understand geniuses by heart, they by head.
How to know he never have good mood? He never humming. Yes, the genius killer can’t feel
happy when alone, they can only be happy when gossiping, arguing etc., we can be happy
when gossiping too, but don’t always be gossiping and won’t be deluded by it. Why male
genius killer and female genius killer don’t attract to each other? Because he only like speaking, don’t like listening, she have no interesting to listen to him, she like teaching his child,
he have no interest to be teach and he is not a child. So the female genius killer seek the the
normal genius who is a child in heart, the normal genius like her because she make him feel
manly by show herself as a baby, although she is not a baby in heart, oh, no, she have no
heart, she only have head. The male genius is a child and a superman at the same time, the
female genius is a baby and a mother at the same time, so they ﬁt each other very much : )
Then, why genius killer have no heart? Hereditary? Another, what about the people have
heart but have no head? Domestic animals. Yes, those people who have heart but no head is
just the normal people. I understand now, people who have many beast portion, who have no
heart, are criminal in normal case, if they have high intelligence, they become genius killer.
The male genius who is a child in heart often married with a beast portion girl who have
high intelligence, so their children are weak in heart, the male genius who are superman in
head often marry with a beast portion girl who have high intelligence too, so their children
are weak in heart too. The male genius who is only a child in heart lack the will, the male
genius who is only a superman in head lack the wisdom. The male genius who is both child
and superman often marry with a domestic animal portion stupid girl because they don’t
spend time on ﬁnd his girl, so their children lack intelligence. These wrong marriages make
genius appear occasionally and seems random.
So genius killer is not genius killer in fact, just like you can’t share head with normal low
intelligence people but can share heart with them, you can’t share heart with genius killers,
but can share head with them. There have no genius killer, as genius can’t be killed spiritually :) So get on well with them like get on well with normal good people, their head can
help others to control head, but we need to aware them too, as they may become dangerous
as no heart, the normal good people may become dangerous too as they have no head.
So genius is who have both head and heart, head and heart are well balanced, and genius have degree, more and more pure.
The male genius killer read news everyday and can’t read long articles because he have
no patience, as have no heart. So patience assigned to heart, will assigned to head.
So, in fact, a genius have many similar these things, lack anything will become a fault.
Human seems be domestic animal and beast at the same time, so they eat both grass and
meat, but they are not domestic animal and not beast in fact, remove the animal portion on
human is the evolution of human.
Heart connecting should never be delusion, if you feel your heart is connected to him/her,
his/her heart is connected to you at the same time, and the content is the same. Trust
your heart. When heart is out of control, by love, he/she will commit suicide, when heart
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is killed, by watch series of shows, repeating work, gambling etc., he will become corpse,
he can regain the heart by play games, play with the children, communicate to his folks
etc., when head is out of control, he will go mad, when head is killed, by limit thought in a
small ﬁeld for too long, he will become high intelligence idiot, and would like only communicate in a small close group. There are two types of corpses, lost heart and lost head, but
they can recover easily too, so Weininger said:”The corpse belongs to God and not the Devil”.
Weininger is a highest genius(very humanly) as me, he commit suicide because his highest spirit level, the belief of enter into Absolute by devote soul to the nature. And he didn’t
meet a female genius as me, so his opinion of maternal love get wrong, I ﬁnd Jiang Qin by
the clue that her smile is woodenly which i wrote in ”my childhood”.
It is very lucky that i met Jiang Qin, although i know this is predestined :)
Weininger think travel is immoral, yes, only travel and don’t stay is wrong, but we need
to explore the world, so it is better to move to a new place after you understand the present
place, move more and more far(from village to city, another province, another country, another planet...), but keep the ability to return home :)
I tell you how to observe photo here, because photo is only a ﬁxed time point, so you can’t
only trust your ﬁrst glance, which is only the feeling and delusion. Look at it as a whole,
open your heart, then you can see miserable or smile, don’t only look at a ﬁxed portion, or
you will ﬁnd every portion is ugly. Look at the eyes, you can see whether he/she is a corpse,
genius killer etc. Look at the smile, the stiﬀ smile face, which is out by pretending, will give
you a good feel if you glance at it, but look at it for a while, you will ﬁnd it is stiﬀ and is
pretending. The natural laugh face don’t look very good by the ﬁrst glance, but look at it
for a while, you will ﬁnd it is naturally and very beautiful, as it is out from the heart, and
can connect to your heart. If a girl always live in her happy reality, she become a sadist as
she begin to take happy as granted(because i am beautiful, so boys court me and devote love
to me is deserved, i don’t love you so i don’t give love to you, so she have no compassion,
delete your long letters and scold you), her smile will be very sensory and show her happy.
Sadist like take photo by a statue. Male genius don’t like take photo under a statue because
he don’t like the statue as a people is bigger than him. The male genius’s face seems drowsily
when young, although he is not drowsily. The female genius’s smile seems woodenly when
young, but she will always give you the smile when take photo. You should have these experiences too, that the photo taken when you are smiling, looks have no smile, because you
are deluded by your ﬁrst glance, look at it for a while and you will see the smile. You need
to start to train your superman’s eyes now. If you often observe people’s face and connect
the face to their characters and emotion state, you will get the ability of physiognomy at last.
There are two world, the feeling world, the thinking world, the appearance world, the essence
world. I just tell you how to distinguish the two, so you can keep sane and live very well in
the two world. Genius killer can give you good feeling, but can’t give your the heart. The
female sadist can give you the feeling you can sex abuse her, but it is she control you in fact,
she is the prostitute type girl, but she is a good girl and a genius too, it is only that genius
often devote ﬁrst love to her and can’t get back, then make we(for instance, Weininger and
i) fall into the abyss.
Telepathy is real, after you two often have heart connection, and communicated the thinking,
then, meet the same situation together, your heart connected and you know you two both
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started thinking, then, after you two both get the result, your eyes meet in a very short
glance, and the message is send. But this need tools, by eyes, sounds(not only the words
which speak out), text(the meaning is hided, it often give you the meaning by the words is
not said out by other ways, so the text become very normal, but this is impossible for the
sadist because the sadist doesn’t question things about their meaning) etc.
Being a normal people and lead the normal life is so good :)
The best way to develop your thinking is make your thinking base on two geniuses, so
avoid each other’s weakness and help each other, and choose the thinkers which are foreign
to your environment, so you can get new thinking while you have fundamental thinking, try
to treat their thinking all are right, but make your opinion always be higher than theirs, and
don’t lack any clue, open your imagination, think about everything, learn everything.
Maybe i needn’t write down my thinking, as the next geniuses(who are more humaner)can
get these things too, but my thinking can give them the conﬁdence and solve their problem,
so he can make his thinking base on my thinking and develop it more high quickly.
The talent boy like the male genius killer because he can gossip non-stop to him and make
his head happy. Yes, feeling and the appearance world is what Weininger called Nothingness,
thinking and the essence world is what Weininger called Absolute. So he chose Absolute,
as he trust ”However, he continually advances in one of these two directions; there is no
third”. But, there is a third, that both, and he can get both too. Only Nothingness and only
Absolute both are extreme, so both are wrong. I give a principle here, always get both, and
this will always be feasible by unifying, as utmost truth exists.
I ﬁnd what i write these days become too many, i need to start arrange my old articles
and publish them, or the draft will become too long.
Write the draft and arrange them after your thinking get higher is a good method, so you
can summarize the reason which make you get progress.
2004.2.16
When i arrange my old articles, i ﬁnd my thinking is too consistent, perfect :)
Heart communication is as important as head communication, but people often neglect or
refuse the heart communication after grow up, limit the heart communication only in the
family members etc.. The genius killer who can only do head communication will easily
destroy geniuses’ heart communication. Geniuses can easily distinguish themselves from the
people who can only do heart communication(the current education system have done this),
now you need to start to distinguish yourself from the people who can only do head communication, this is very important, as the genius killer often mixed together with geniuses, and
destroy their heart communication.
The current education system is surely neglected to develop geniuses’ heart, so geniuses
often be lazy, have no conﬁdence, the heart is very easy be hurt and then don’t open the
heart to others to protect themselves, etc. The college entrance exam can distinguish the
children who can’t do head communication, but many children who can’t do heart communication still entered the university, they destroyed geniuses’ heart communication, so geniuses
become disappointed with the university, play games everyday. We need to do the second
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selection after students entered the university for two years, but this selection can’t be done
by test the head. Then the selected students can enter the genius university, they will learn
eagerly there.
Male genius like brag after he meet the girl he like, female genius like saying in opposition of her heart after the boy she like show her that he like her : ) Two good virtues that
need to advocate separately :) And male genius and female genius always like play this game
:) Male genius, if she refuse you and give you a reason, it is most likely the reason is only
created by her temporarily, can you understand why she create this reason? Then you get
this hided message and start to smile. Male genius’s brag will become true soon, female
genius always tell her heart to you, it is only because you didn’t use your heart and think at
her position to get this message.
How do you know you are a genius? You like mathematics(physics, computer science, biology), as your head is good, but you like literature(art, philosophy) too, as your heart is good.
Genius is the people who both head and heart are good.
And, be aware, male genius killer can pretend to be more like science, literature and philosophy than you, he write many short science material articles but never research science as
don’t want to be a scientist, he put some literature books on his bed but didn’t read it, he
like philosophy but don’t want to be philosopher. The female genius killer court boy in her
initiative, let you feel she is very babyly, she will invite geniuses go eating in her home, after
she killed a genius. Boy, philosophy must within you in your whole life, in every moment,
the time you stop thinking, the time the genius killer cheat you.
Boy, you are 20 now but haven’t start your ﬁrst love? Oh, you need to start now, and,
remember, court the most beautiful girl that you have see. Oh, you have no conﬁdence?
Who are you? I am a member of genius religion, remember this :) If you have already try
your ﬁrst love but get hurt, OK, you can start to seek your true love now, court a maternal
type beautiful and high intelligence girl who is a baby in heart, she have no boyfriend too :)
Every time physics theory get big progress, the basic physics constant will become a unit
convert factor, such as J=4.18 joule/calory. c=299792458m/s was a constant and have no
physics meaning in Relativity, after Absolutivity is out, now it become a unit convert factor.
In Absolutivity, particles move by a ﬁxed velocity but in diﬀerent direction, it have no unit,
so physics theory can’t get a new unifying anymore, as this is the last unifying. Physics is
terminated.
Think himself being the god is very easy, tens of years later, every genius will think himself
being the god as me, we can build space ship, we can... Aren’t we gods? And the female
geniuses are the goddesses : )
Will i be killed as Lincoln? That i oﬀended genius killers. Oh, i don’t want to be killed, i
love my father, my mother, my younger brother, and, my lover. I want to build a space ship
and drive in it. Oh, so, please remember, get on well with genius killers by share head with
them, in fact, genius killer should marry with the people who can only do heart communication, then their children will be geniuses too, as head-heart complement. Oh, mistake won’t
happen on genius for twice, so i needn’t worry about this :)
Love heart, respect head.
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How to test heart? Ask him to help you cheat in the examination, the genius killer promise
you, but he won’t help you in the examination, he go back on his promise but won’t feel
guilty, as he have no heart, and his head tell him that he is right. The genius(or talent boy)
will do his best to help you if he promised you, or he will feel guilty. The genius don’t cheat
on himself in the examination if he attach importance to the examination, but he is very
willing to help others to cheat, especially whose heart can connect to him.
True love is both love heart and respect head.
Oh, the future of human is too beautiful, numerous geniuses will born, all the learnings
start develop quickly and everything can be understand easily, human can do everything, too
perfect.
2004.2.17
Jiang Qing is a genius killer, Mao Zedong lost heart after meet her, and done many wrong
things.
You can never hear the genius killer’s laugh, as he have no heart, he don’t understand
the laugh, so he always keep silent when geniuses chat in the bedchamber after went to the
bed.
In fact, female genius killer is very good too, she respect the genius, court him on her
initiative because she won’t feel shy as have no heart, do her best to make the genius happy,
even make herself to be always pretending to ﬁt the genius’s taste, she invent geniuses go to
her home for eating sincerely, oh, things become wrong because she don’t understand genius,
that genius need another happy, the happy of the heart, which she never know.
Human are consisted by the head communication genius, the heart communication genius,
and the genius who can both do heart and head communication, the children who can’t do
heart communication and head communication is the idiot. So, the head communication
genius can get on very well with the heart communication genius, one speak and the head is
very happy, one listen and the heart is very happy, the genius who can do both communication get on well in themselves too, only the idiot should don’t marry, but we need to take
good care of them.
Genius killer will stop pretending and become very happy too, they will understand themselves, that they lack the heart communication ability. The female genius killer often pretend
to be a baby for a long time and forget that she was not a baby, but she will willing to become
herself again after she ﬁnd the boy who listen to her and love her indeed. The male genius
killer often pretend to be full of love and very moral for a long time and forget that he have
no heart in fact, it is only later he studied how to love and be morally by head.
In fact, it is only because we didn’t separate geniuses from genius killers, if we can make
geniuses get into the genius university, everything will be solved naturally.
Genius of geniuses should only have 0.1% diﬀerence from genius, while genius have 0.1%
diﬀerence from normal people :)
Math become a mess after the invention of 0.
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The happy of heart, love. The happy of head, respect. The happy of body, pleasure. The
happy of body including the sex, as sex organ is a part of the body, to get the happy of body,
you need to train your body, keep your body strong.
The idiot is the people who can only get the happy of body, so we take good care of them,
they can get marry to have the sex pleasure, but need to do some operation to make the
female idiot can’t borne children. But, there are genius that like the idiot very much(mad
man, neurastheniac), we can distinguish them from idiots by their face, and i think they can
cure each other after live together.
Kant is the absolute head genius, he have no heart, but a perfect head, so he possess pure reason, but he critique himself, by ”The critique of pure reason”, use reason to critique reason, so
he created a perfect philosophy system, his philosophy is a circle too, but is diﬀerent from my
eternal circle. The genius killer type philosophy professors will like his philosophy very much.
Jesus is a absolute heart genius, he have no head, but a perfect heart, so Christianity is
build on love, use love to love love is a circle too, but heart get out of control(as have no
head) will commit suicide, so Jesus killed himself. The normal people who have heart but
no head will like Christanity very much.
Body genius don’t write books, they are athletes etc..
Buddha is very similar to me, as his spiritual level is all are empty, mine is all are full,
if he can get higher, Buddhism will become the same as genius religion, so Buddhist will join
genius religion.
There are many other things created by geniuses, genius religion contained all of them,
as this is GENIUS religion.
One thing, you understand these things now, but needn’t be exciting, keep leading your
everyday life, or extreme happy will become sorrow, now you are leading the peaceful happy
life, and forever, as your head started thinking, restarted your heart communication, and
your body is kept strong.
Perfect love is, love the heart, respect the head, like the body.
To implement polygamy, prostitution will be allowed too. The reason for girl prostitute(like
dancing and decorating very much) is, her heart and head are well balanced, but both are
not high enough, so live in her reality because of her low heart and head, and as can sense
her low, so she do her best to court others’ favor. If a boy’s heart and head are well balanced
but both low, he will become a good politician, as politician is male prostitute in fact, he
will do his best to court others’ favor too, such as, add a laugh(breath out some air from
the nose in fact) when the genius killer have said something, although those words are not
humorous. So Hu Yan is a lovely girl, Wu Chuanghui is a lovely boy.
The genius killer will become a good editor for newspaper, magazine, news website, the
corpse become a good worker of a company, the lovely boy become a good military oﬃcer,
the baby become a good oﬃcial, the happy boy become a good city resident, the boy study
hard become a good professor, the boy play games everyday become a member of genius
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religion, and i become the hierarch of genius religion :) Too harmonious :)
The new marriage guide will make human’s heart and head start to be balance, and the
polygamy policy will make human quality keep get higher and higher.
Genius commit suicide because he/she entered into the Absolute, devote soul to the nature, so there have no any sadness when he/she commit suicide. Normal people have heart
but no head commit suicide because he/she can’t bear the burden of heart, so they need the
heaven. Nietzsche went mad because he can sense the eternal circle, but failed to understand
it.
When genius known that he will die, he try to solve it by become immortal in the history, after he realized immortality is still vanity, he devote his soul to the cosmos, after he
understand the cosmos, he get to know that he never die.
What is Ultimate Reality? Just the reality you lived in, but to see it clearly, distinguish
it, understand it, is so winding, although it is so easy.
Genius religion is the only religion that needn’t belief, as it is not a religion in fact, we
just understand the world.
I walk slowly, look at the world created by me, so miraculously.
The world created us, and let us to create the world.
The little genius will ask you to help him/her to do a thing, he/she admire you and know
this hard thing to him/her is very easy to you, he/she will take that you will help he/her
for granted, as he/she think if i am you i will do this without question, he/she don’t know
it is just the very easy thing become a trouble to you as it will cost much time, but you
understand him/her and would like to help him/her, as when you are a little child, you think
so too. So, we can ﬁnd little geniuses by this too.
There should be three kinds of universities, the university that receive the children only
have heart or head(they live together and help each other), the university that receive talent
children, and the genius university.
Geniuses, don’t start to lazy, don’t waste time, keep doing things eﬃciently, there are too
many things we need to do in our whole life, we need to build a new world, we only just
ﬁnished the initial theory building, things are nothing more than started, not ﬁnished.
Why crime and punishment is one? Genius know this directly, as they know if they do
bad things, they will feel guilty, and the guilty will leave in the heart in the whole life, if the
people don’t feel guilty, he have no heart, have no heart will make you have no good mood
etc., so crime and punishment is one can be very easily be understood by geniuses, geniuses
understand this, so they are very brave, as they know they didn’t do crime, so punishment
won’t come, even put into ﬁre, even be killed, this is not punishment to them, so they face
the death with smile and the heart is really happy, before be killed, they get to know life
and death is one, if you let them to choose again, Bruno will choose to be put into ﬁre again,
Lincoln will choose to be killed again, as death is alive to them. Open the door is the cause,
the door is opened is the result, cause and result is one. There are numerous these things,
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as the truths come out from utmost truth.
Just like it need 12 years’ education to let the stupid people accept he is stupid(although he
will still always insist on his stupidity), it need tens of years to let the no-heart people accept
that he have no heart(although he still have no heart). If you reveal the stupid people’s
stupid, he will have bad mood(as have heart), if you reveal the no-heart people’s no-heart,
he will argue with you and may become indignant(as have head), but will forget it soon as
have no heart, he can’t imagine(as he have no heart, so have no imagination) that geniuses
are doing happy heart communication when they keep silence and make some little sound
at intervals by each other, while these quiet scene only make him restless. So, don’t trouble them, it is impossible to make stupid people understand his stupidity, it is impossible
to make no-heart people understand his no-heart, just like the color-blind people can’t see
the color which he can’t see. But society should ﬁnd them, let them accept their disability,
and help them. The stupid people often have good heart, so can be good worker that do
easy things, the no-heart people can study morality by head, and do things that needn’t heart.
Yes, genius killer have no imagination, so they will be the best students(perfect achievement), but they can never discover new things in the learning, as the new discovery will
surely make the right answer in the test paper become wrong, so genius always can’t past
the test.
Idiot have no head and no heart, although he physically have head and heart, i say this
to the genius killer who think he is surely have heart.
The genius killers can’t read over a long literature book because they can’t sense the emotion
in the text, so they have no interest in it, emotion doesn’t exist to them in their whole life,
but they are very ﬁt to do the repeating short head work(typing, check typo), as have no
heart so won’t feel smothered, and do short things needn’t patience, although, computer are
replacing them in more and more ﬁelds.
Artiﬁcial emotion is worth to research as artiﬁcial intelligence, this may need the circlematics
computer.
The female genius killers were the prostitute ago, they have no heart so won’t feel shame, if
have half a heart, then like dancing with everyone and show her body.
When the lovely boy are going to do something(such as go to take a bath), he will say
out what he is going to do and make others to hear it, so others won’t be curious in the
heart after him left, as we care him by heart, although we have no any reply to his words, we
received this message and become secure for his leave. Genius send these messages too, but
not by words, often by little sounds. Genius killer won’t send these messages and they can’t
receive these messages, he don’t care for your leaving too as he have no heart. When you
study together, and keep silence, each of you make some little sounds at intervals to make
others know what you are doing and what your current mood is, you are doing happy heart
communication, but the genius killer is very restless in these scenes, he sit there and begin
to obstruction your heart communication by the disorder sound which he make out as he
is very restless. Genius killer only feel good when gossiping, as he can only get the happy
of head. When several of you are trying to do heart communication, the genius killer will
continue obstruction you as he is there, then the genius who most good at and most need
heart communication will become can’t bear this atmosphere, live with a genius killer, then
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can’t do heart communication, this is why you feel the happy in your childhood disappeared.
The genius killer will never go travel alone, it is unbearable to him/her, as he/she have
no heart to communicate to the nature. If he/she go travel with others, he/she will keep
gossip non-stop. So Kant as the absolute genius killer only leave his town for once in his
whole life, he take a walk everyday is only because his head tell him this is good for health,
his biological clock is very exact because he have no heart to disturb him, which often make
genius lazy for a while in the bed after awake, if his head is not used on gossiping, he will be
thinking only by head, pure reason. Genius think and dig his deepest heart at the same time.
Bible only have story in it, as story are kept in heart, Jesus is a absolute heart genius,
no head, so there have no reasoning in Bible. Christian should be the opposite of genius
killer, so they should get married, and can lead very happy life as i described ago.
If there is a genius killer in the bedchamber that his/her restless often disturb you, ”The
critique of pure reason” should ﬁt him/her, he/she was always seeking this book restlessly,
but whether he will read this book depend on us, now most of you think read philosophy
book is not normal, so he won’t read, as he always try to be normal. After you know the
genius killer only have head, emotion doesn’t exist to him, you can get on very well with him
now, you may become his best friend if you often do head communication to him, although
it is only the friend in head, he will forget you soon after leave you, and have new friends,
just like he read news everyday, and forget the news soon. Now you should know no heart
is more serious than no head, even more serious than idiot, as just they seems much better
than genius, and they destroy geniuses’ eagerly learning heart, obstruction geniuses’ heart
communication. After we understand them, we can easily control them now, the tool have
no emotion is too dangerous, we were always think they have more intense emotion than us,
as they are indignant by head occasionally, but they forget everything soon in fact.
The genius killer almost forgot all of his childhood, he live and dead, nothing happened,
only reasoning, so they are good at collecting and listing things. The genius killer type professor’s books are very clear, pure(no emotion, no humor, no likes and dislikes), as all are
list. Anyway, their books are good tool books, which collected materials. Their courses are
boring, so genius don’t go to the classroom, and they like roll call, as their head are good at
counting. Their examination ask you recite the materials which list in the book, but genius
have no memory on reasoning things(he just understand, so needn’t recite), so genius can’t
past their examinations.
Bible and ”The critique of pure reason” is the two pole. Nietzsche, Weininger, Chuang
Tsu, Socrates and i are common that story(things, emotion) and reasoning are always intensely mixed.
Try to argue with the genius killer about he have no emotion in front of geniuses, you will ﬁnd
he really have no heart soon, all of his words are only reasoning, never show his heart, even
he become indignant, it is only his head tell him that he should throw a book to the ground
near your foot now, then after all other geniuses understand that you are playing the tool
which have no heart, you can tell him that let us stop arguing, you will ﬁnd he agree without
words and continue read news so naturally, after a argue, if he have heart, his heart should
be beating rapidly as you, but nothing happened to him. Don’t afraid him, even you make
him indignant, he won’t revenge(which deluded us as a good virtue, but he is ungrateful too
in fact), as revenge need heart, he will become your friend soon after you apologize(by head)
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to him in front of geniuses. Now you should know these high intelligence but no emotion
tools around you are how dangerous now. These tools will become the best killing machine
if someone tell them killing is right, they will do their best to kill the abnormal, mad people,
who now called geniuses but still regard as abnormal and mad, they will insist that they
are right, confess is impossible to them, as only have head. This have already happened in
the history, the ”Ten years culture revolution” in China. Because human consider head is
more important than heart, human have produced so many high intelligence but no emotion
machine. Human, start heart communication, then we can distinguish the machine from us
soon, these machine have already mixed with geniuses in every ﬁeld.
How others ﬁnd the genius killer is really diﬀerent from us? When arguing, the genius
killer say out one sentence and astonished all of us:”Every one in the room all think you are
idiot, you can ask each one of them”, yes, my roommates say i am idiot as joking, i can know
they regard i am a genius in the heart in fact while saying this, as we can communicate this
message by heart, but the genius killer have no heart communication ability, then he really
ﬁnd others all think i am idiot. These machines will always remain to be the dangerous
factor of human society, if human extinguished suddenly after become most prosperous, it
must because of these high intelligence but no emotion machines. The corpse don’t know
what is happening in the whole progress, he laugh occasionally and treat this as a normal
part of his reality, the lovely boy know what is happening, but still can’t understand that the
machine who make his head happy have no heart, others keep silent, they think for a while,
then stopped thinking, return to the ”reality”.
When you say ”You have no emotion” to a people in front of several other geniuses, if
he have any emotion, he will surely won’t argue with you but feel ashamed, but the genius
killer only have head, he will argue with you, and become indignant by head.
The genius killers ﬁnd they are diﬀerent from others, as they can’t understand others’ happy
heart communication, they study how to be a human, study morality by head in their whole
life, their study be polite ﬁrst, then you will ﬁnd his polite become too polite, that waste
time, geniuses needn’t be polite in each other as they can do heart communication, then
they study to make their voice become hears very good, although they can’t sense your voice
which full of love, they need another ten years to study how to laugh, but they still can’t
study to be shy, although they studied to become the most polite, kind, normal, good people,
you will ﬁnd he always need to live with a genius, respect him by head, but your heart still
can never connect to him/her, because he/her have no heart. The female genius killer study
to become a baby, to ﬁt the genius’s taste.
Awake, stupid and cowardly geniuses, you know there are people who have heart but no
head, now you get to know there are people who have head but no heart, but you still feel
they have emotion and try to use emotion on them, try to use no-emotion to explain their
action, you will see the machine clearly!
The female genius killer is the demon, the male genius killer is the devil.
George Orwell ﬁnd the animal in human, they have heart but no head, then, we ﬁnd the
machine in human now, they have head but no heart. There are many animal type people
live in the low society, there are many machine type people live in the high society. The
machine is more dangerous. We should use marriage to balance their children. It is lucky
male genius killer and female genius killer don’t like each other, if they get marriage, then
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machine will become a new kind of human, opposite to Jew.
Animal farm, machine institution.
2004.2.18
I think intensely last night, as i know whether human will extinguish or not is depended on
me, oh, i know all the nuclear weapons on the earth should be managed by these machines,
as they have no heart so seems always calm, although the nuclear weapons are controlled by
geniuses. We need to melt up all the nuclear weapons slowly and step by step.
Every time the genius get progress on the learning, genius killer will start to imitate by
their head, their achievement become perfect, much better than geniuses, but, i think, the
new learning, such as Absolutivity, Circlematics, need imagination very much, i think they
should can’t get high achievement from now on, just like these people have heart but no head.
I ﬁnd another type of male genius killer, you can feel he is not in your type directly at
ﬁrst, but you will ﬁnd he is very polite, his voice hears very comfort, he seems very morally,
seems try to develop good relation to genius sincerely, so he impression you and make you
think it was only your prejudice ago. He court the female genius and will easily success soon,
as he won’t feel shy even it is his ﬁrst love. He court female genius for sex, not love. But, after
get on for a while, you will surely ﬁnd that you can’t do heart communication to him, even
he greet to you sincerely with comfort voice every time you meet, it is only a formality to him.
Another type of female genius killer, her achievements all are very good, don’t court boy
on her initiative as sexual desire is not strong, male genius will court her, but, will ﬁnd her
have no emotion too, can’t do heart communication.
You may ﬁnd i like break up lovers, yes, the genius often be cheated by a genius killer,
this is why genius’s children are not geniuses. Can you do heart communication to your
lover? Only head communication is not enough, just like only heart communication is not
enough. But genius killer cheat you by head, not by heart, as have no heart, so he/she don’t
know he/she is cheating you, he/she really think he love you, as he/she really don’t know
the love of heart. The children of a genius and a genius killer are most likely will have half
of your heart and a good head as you, so is not very bad, it decide by you :)
Why they killed so many people but have no any trace of regret? Because their head tell
them, machine is superior than animal, let’s kill these animals.
I think Germany is a genius country :)
Recursion need imagination, so genius killer type programmer should seldom use recursion
in their program, and LISP should be very hard for them, although he may say he is going
to study LISP. They are good at those hard work which need head but will smother genius’s
heart, such as crack, as they are machines.
The genius killer is studying laugh today, watch the program which often make others
laugh(which he have no interest ago), try to add laugh when he is speaking, after i tell
he that he never laugh ago last night, now his laugh is very artiﬁcial, but will become most
charming soon, as charming as his voice, polite which he have already studied. Try to tell
him that you never laugh loudly ago, you never look into my eyes when talk with me, you
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never look at the camera when take photos, he will start to study these things soon. Even i
can’t believe that these perfect studying machines exist, in the real world, around you.
Start to use heart communication to distinguish them, genius killers all haven’t this ability by born, and can’t study this ability as have no imagination.
I go out, look at the shinning sun, and see the beautiful future.
The genius killers are not dangerous at all as normal have-heart-but-no-head people, very
very easy to get on with, after you really understand them. Tell they the reason is OK. It is
funny, we get on with them for so many years and not until now get to know they are only
just have no heart at all.

Test whether you have imagination.
Line. What is the shape if we turn the line —— 90 degree inside?
Circle. What is the shape if we turn the circle 30 degree inside by the horizontal diameter?
Then what about 90 degree?
Square. What is the shape is we turn the square 30 degree inside by the diagonal? Then
what about 90 degree?
Notice! Never draw the answers of these easiest questions on the paper, or the have-headbut-no-heart people will recite the answers by head quickly. These things know by everyone
who have imagination, can never be known by them if we don’t draw to them, as this is the
hardest question that they have ever met.
Do this most stupid thing, then you will ﬁnd the most ridiculous fact, you will ﬁnd your
best student don’t know these most simple answer!
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Awake, geniuses.
Start your imagining.

